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Lady Bird Urges Citizens
To Work At Renovation
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
"Fresh-air, a place to play,friendly
n:i%
ist ors
r — it was great while it
Those words could have been the
epitaph of many long-forgotten small
towns that did not work at renovation,
Lady Bird Johnson told a group. of
about 300 people Tuesday night at the
University School Auditorium.
Mrs. Johnson, widow of former
President Lyndon B. Johnson, said
that epitaph would not be true of Murray if ._ present renovation and
beautification plans continue. The former first lady's speech
followed a full day of touring the
ilowntownarea and Unveiling-of Signs
to promote the downtown renovation
project, iiewing of various local
public garden sites, and planting of
trees at locations around town.
Her visit was coordinated by the
Garden Department of the Murray
LADY BIRD SPEECH — Lady Bird Johnson, widow of former
FIRE AT LONG JOHN'S — Murray firemen battled for most of the night a blaze that "gutted" Long John
Woman's Club.
President
Lyndon B. ohnson
Silver's Seafood Shoppe, 711 S. 12th St. An investigation into the incident will be conducted by the fire departMts,-.1,44asert, wL
iune Imeil
who
heard
her speak Tuesday night at the University School
in a storeroom In therear-ot the structure and spread
proponent of beautification projects,
Auditorium.
Mrs.
Johnson was in Murray to promote beautification
up through a drop ceiling, the spokesman said. Firemen had to use the "jaws of life" to gain-entrance to the
said she has observed several ingreefforts
the
downtown
in
area. Additional photos of Mrs. Johnson's
building, the spokesman said. No injuries were reported but one fireman was treated and released at the
dients for success by watching *other
are
on
visit
8-B
Pages
and
9-B.
hospital for smoke inhalation, the spokesman said. The department responded with three engines and a ladtowns which have undergone
der truck. Firemen received the call at 12:20 a.m. and were on the scene until 4:50 a.m.
beautification projects.
to a boost in profits for those small towns forthe first time since the
. These ingredients include citizen businesses.
• , Civil War.
enthusiasm, a well-chosen design,
"Murray is a town on the move,'
"There is a migration of Americans
proper maintenance, and the interest Mrs. Johnson said. She said-she "ap- back to small towns," Mrs. Johnson and cooperation of the local plauded the efforts of the townspeo- salt, citing statistics that small towns
newsilaperS.
•
- ple" and urged citizens to "seize the had increased 10 percent in size from
"Maintain maintain, Plaint
-potential-the-town-has-to:offer'
les a
the. secret to beautification, Mrs.
Mrs:, Johnson said the Christian rate of only 6 percent.
From staff, AP Reports
comment on the decision until they
Artificial light (television Johnson said. She cited several ex- Science Monitor had recently stated
A public reception and receiving
A Kentlicky Supreme Court ruling have an opportunity to review the floodlights, and still camera flash amples showing that revitalization of that by the end of the
century the line in the auditorium lobby followed
that will permit television and ground rules that were attached to the units) will not be. permitted. nor will downtown business areas contributes United States will become a
region of Mrs. Johnson's speech.
newspaper cameras in courtrooms Supreme Court's ruling.
distracting sounds. .
beginning July 1 has drawn little
The regulations limit the number of
The regulations allow radio station,;.
negative reaction from area judges.
cameras allowed in the courtroom to tape record the proceedingss NJ:
-We don't know yet how many and will require "pooling" on the part existing courtroom audio systems
courts will avail themselves of the op- of television and newspapers.wishing must be used.
.
tion of allowing cameras -and still -Iphoto coverage.
The presiding judge will designate
The protection division includes the United. States,-along with anyone re-' •
•'It's a challenge everyday...
photography in the courtroom," KenOnly one television c
- amera will be the locatien -f•or, _the --_telexiision
.of I,P,e president; vjv presF litteAd_bY__the_p_residenLaLso are pro-_
Security
1.11challenges
are
Le
tucky Chief Justice John S. Palmore allowed in any trial-court proceeding - came-raman and the still
day, ac-cording to Secret Service dent; presidential families;- and tected by special agents.
said in announcing the decision. but two will be permitted in appejlate photographer. Neither will.be allowed
The criminal division — the reason
former presidents, vice ,presidents
-We'll have to see. It's a tentative courts. Newspapers will be Iiinited to freedom . to move around the cour- Special, Agent Jim W. Harding, in
for the Secret Service's origin on July
families.
and
char
gf
of
the
Lady
Bird
.
Johnson
—
pro
7
_
step."one photographer using no mOre than terooth. tection division.
In 1968 following the assassination 4, 1865 — includes - investigations byJames M. Lassiter, Calloway Cir- two cameras. The news media will be
Palmore said that _while he doesn't
Robert Kennedy during his cam- the federal government. •-The
The
of
Secret
Service,
under,
the
direccuit Court Judge,said he doesn't "see responsible, for deciding which in- anticipate any serious problems with
for the presidency, major organitlition's sole purpose when.
paign
tion
of
H.
Stuart
Knight
and
a
division
the problems with it other judges dividual newspaper or television-sta- the change. it "gives television
of the United States Department of political candidates were added to the formed was to halt counterfeiting.
might."
tion will supply the -pool" coverage of courts a chance to prove the
See SERVICE,
l'reasury has two branches of ser- security list.
Some other jUdgeS have withheld lihotographer.
itself. ,
•Foreign dignitaries visiting the
Vice - priitection and criminal.
.'The best way to find out if the- shoe
fiLs is to wear it awhile," Prnore
said, adding that the court will review
the impact of the change after a
period oftime.
The chief justice said he assumed
Scouts Larry Smith,Scott Pritchard delivered the "Eagle Charge" to .chella, Pat Rowland,
MikeFiwstand
_ each -cou_rt qfjudge.•.'would establish a
and- Dale- -Bunch were awarded the scbutsgmith,'Pritchard and Bunch-.
general policy-, and permit television
coveted Eagle Badge, highest rank in He reflected on the good experiences- .Scouts-Don Brock
and Todd Bartlett —
or not permit it," so as not to be forted
Boy Scouting, at a city-wide Court of of his- youth in the seduting program. received-the Second
Class rank !rem
-to- make-a .decision on a case-bY-Case
Honor held Tuesday evening by He pointed out the worthy traits Scoutmaster-Larry Doyle of
Troop 13.
basis.
Troops 45, 13 and 77 in the First United taught in scouting become the worthy
Steve Beyer was awarded the Life
Pahnore also pointed out that while
Methodist Church.
character -traits of the adult man: He Rank and • Sarnir Ntalifoud Was
-the-judge has The aufhorit to determine whether television and
Larry is the son of Everett and June reminded the scouts of their continued presented the Eagle Bronze l'alm for
newspaper cameras will be allowed in Whitson of Murray and is a Freshinaa responsibility. that once a scout additional work above the Eagle
Rank. During the ceremony. Eddie
the courtroom:- attorneys will be at MSU.He is part of the teadershipqf always a scout.
Beuhler,
Chris Drew. Bobby Pechles
allowed
to
appeal
Troop
such
77.
a
decision
in
A%
Paul Kiesow represented the Four Ind Jarrard White received tht ofindividual (ases.
BONSAIS — In cooperation with the city's beautification project,
Scott is the son of Dori and Carol Rivers Council as chairman of the fietal scout neckerchief as part of the
several Bonsai trees are being displayed this week inside the downPritchard and is a senior at Murray Court of Honor. He presented the New Scout Investiture.
High School. He is leader in Troop 45. First Class rank to scouts Mike
town Bank of Murray. Owned by Bernadine Czarcinski, a Gilbertville
James Weatherly, Scoutniasb 4,f
Discussion of computer billing tops
Dale is the foster son of Mark Ran- Welsch, JonEturke, Brian Krizai. and Troop 45, recognized all the Scout,
Bonsai salesperson for the past 15 years, the trees originated in China
the agenda for the monthly meeting of dall of Murray
and a freshman at Ken Mikulcik.
who had earned merit badges •
and also are grown in Japan. Left in pots, the trees can survive for
the Murray Electric System board.
MSU.
shares
He
the leadership in
Tom Carruthers. assistant ScoutFollowing the ceremony. parer!,
several hundred years, Czarcinski said. She added they can grow up
The meeting is set for 4:30 p.m. Troop 45.
awarded
master
77,
Troop
of
the
and
interested-friends were trclitert-hl
to 100 feet if planted in the ground. Anyone wishing to purchase a sr
Wednesday. Aprit t5 at the MES
Dr. Walter Mishke, minister of the Tenderfoot rank to Michael refreshinentS prorvided La- tlie parents
tree can contact Czarcinski at 3624011.
buiing
First United Methodist Church-, Muelhemaa, Bitl Maddox, Jason Kup. of the-new Eagle$cou s.

Ruling Draws Little Reaction

Agent Likes Challenges

-

Park Opening Celebration Set
The Murray-Calloway _County
Parks Board discussed plans for the
celebration of the summer opening of
the park at the board's Tuesday night
meeting.
Board chairman Bettye Baker told
members the celebration, which is
planned to be an annual event, is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Tuesday, May 5.
•

side today

Aces
2-A
'Crissifieds
10-B, 11-B
Comics
10-B
Crossworl- ...
..'• 10-B
Dear Abby4-B
.
0-e
Deaths & Funerals
16-A
Dr. Lamb
-3-A
HorOscope
5-B
Loctl Scene
2-A,3-A,4-A
°pinto(' Page ......-... .5-A
Sports
10-A, 11-A. 12-A

The Community Chorus will sing on ed a paskprior to May 5.
the deck on the old freight depot.
Season pool passes are on sale at the
'Organizations which use the park arc parks office at a reduced rate, accorbeing notified and invited to furnish ding to parks director Gary Hohman.
door prizes for the event which is open • Single passes are $30 and family
to the public, Mrs. Baker said.
passes are $60 if purchased prior to
A drawing is planned during the the opening of the pool in late May:
celebration to refund the season pass
Hohman mid the black tile in the
price to one person who has purchasracing lanes- of the large pool will soon
be replaced with a mixture of concrete and white marble dust or
marblelite,the same substance which
is presently on the walls, flaor and
guttering system of the pool.
The marblefite will then be covered
with black epoxy paint'for the racing
Clear and cold tonight with low
4anes.
in the upper 30s to 'low 40s. Increasing cloudiness Thursday
in . ether business, Hohman told
with a chance of showers late in
board members the Murray Street
the day.High in the upper 60s.
:
Department has placed "No Parking"
,_..sigas-on-both.sidas-of-Gliestsiet West
Extended Forecast
across from -the old city park and on
A chance of showers and
the west side of 8th Street between
thunderstorms about Friday and
Chestnut and Payne.
Saturday. Highs mostly in the
He said plans are.underway to pro70s. Lows in the 50s.
vide additional -parking for the apLake Levels
proximately 200 vehicles which will
Lake Barkley
358.19
need parking space during the T-Ball,
Kentucky Lake
Pill League, Kentucky League,.and
Junior and Senior Thoroughbred
League season.

Three local Scouts were presented the coveted
Eagle Scout award at a city-wide Court of Honor
Tuesday. At left, is Eagle Scout Larry Smith with
his parents, Everett and ;tine Whitson; at lower
left is Eagle Scout Dale Bunch with his foster
father Mark Randall; at lower right is Eagle Scout
Scott Pritchard with his parents, Don and Carol
Pritchard.
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The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
df Beta Sigma Phi will give
away a stuffed Easter bunny
called "Blue Boy" on Saturday. April 18, the day before
Easter.
Members selling tickets at
50 cents each on the bunny
include Edna Vaughn, Linda
Fain, Rita Burton, Linda
Rogers, Renee Miller,
Beverly Galloway, Trisha
Nesbitt, Sue Brandon, Sylvia
Thomas. and Eva Crank.
Alio a box is at Lad St Las,sie
for anyone desiring to purchase a ticket there.
The bunny is on display at
J. P. Nesbitt's, Highway 641
North.
Plans for the money makmirproject were made at the
meeting of the chapter held
April 2 at 6 p.m. at the home
of Edna Vaughn. A potluck
supper was served.
Sue Brandon. chapter
president, presided. Rita

Burton discussed the monthly birthday party held at
Westview Nursing Home.
She also asked each member
to bring-to the next meeting
five door decorations.4) be
placed on the patients' doors
at the Long Term Care Unit
-of the - Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Beverly Galloway will
order shirts from the Murray State University
Bookstore for the children
participating in the Special
Olympics.
A presentation on the
history of the sorority and
the community service projects and activities coordinated by the members was
presented by Trisha Nesbitt.
Four visitors present were
Gina Thomas. Kathy Kelly.
Denise Steele, and Jan
kowlette.

EASTER BUNNY --Christie Nesbitt, left, and Michael
Galloway show the Easter bunny, "Blue Boy," to be
given away by the Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi on Saturday, April 18. Tickets are 50 cents each
and may be purchased from chapter members or at
the Lad' Lassie and J. P. NesbiWs.

%..
Mrs. Shirley L. Stalls, 108 1, Farmington; Mrs. Treva
4-3-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS South 13th Street, Murray; C. Oakley, Rt. 5, Benton;
Myhill, baby girl I Linda I Deanna D. Middleton: 304 Mrs. Margaret C. Banks,
1511 Clayshire Drive, Mur- North 17th Street, Murray; Box 366, Murray.
Larry Jameson, Rt. 1, Ahno;
Wayne B. Crass, Rt. .5,
ray.
--McWherter, baby- 'holy John M.-Goodman, Rt., 4, Bentom-IVIrs:- Lottie R. Mc=
I Deborah 206 Irvan, Mur- Murray; Leanne Brindley, Cuiston, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cozie R.
Rt. 2, Mayfield; Edison
ray.
Burkeen,Rt. 1, Hardin.
Lawrence, 218 Ellis_ Drive,
DISMISSALS
,
Paris, Tenn.': Robert Kirk,
Tina A. Wigginton, 1031 2
Mrs._ Karen C. Parm, Rt. 1, F-3 Southside Manor, MurNorth 16th Street, Murray;
.Jason C. Jackson., 803 Valley Sedalia; William Stockdale, ray; Mrs. Helen Copeland,
NORTH
4-15-A
.,
• •
Drive. May re ; Trs. tic 1
Q J10
P. Thompson and baby boy, James E. Ray, Sr., tlazel: John -W. Garnlin (expired)
.K98
*
Tenn.
Rt.-8, Benton; Mrs. Gwen A. Mrs. Mary E. Townley, Rt. Rt. 1, l'urvear,
. .
•K J 1083
Knott and baby girl, 1042
WEST ' EAST
Manley, Paris, Tenn.; Mrik--:•Mterrypt4-.B&PWICitdrimilic
•J962
4Th
. WA63
II 9 5 4 2
:Vlartha B. Dowdy, Rt. 4,
42
46 10 6 5 3
Murray.
4964
47%
'Program
1300
James L. Baker, Jr•,
TH
Olive Boulevard, •Mtirray;'
Two new members. Anna and recognition of the
Mrs. Geraldine Baker, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Casandra A. Bailey and Sara Harrell, achievements of women
Thompson. Rt. 3, - Benton; were inducted into,the Mur- everywhere - which in-

F.

The Public Triumphs

%.t. 41JIII4R 0

"A great deal of talent is
lost in the world for want of
a kttle courage."- Richard
Cushing.
It takes both courage and
talent to find the winning
defense against the shaky
four' AO trump contract. It's
one thing for the opponents
to get too high in quest of a
slam; it's quite another to
find the defense to punish
them. '
North's jump to four no
trump was a slight stretch.
However, his invitatIonal
bid would haye been justified had'South had a useful
maximum opening and had
contracted for a small slam.
West led the spade deuce
and East was quick to take
one of dummy's honors and
return the spade seven to
dummy's remaining honor.
South'ran the clubs, discard-ing two hearts and then led
a low heart to his king and
West's ace. West was now
helpless. He could either
cash his spade jack or he
could lose it and declarer
made his shaky game.
It would have been a- different story had East
encouraged with his spade
seven instead of rushing in
to take his ace. With only
nine tricks on top. declarer
.would have been forced to
Xackle hearts and then the
defense could make its
move. West, would 'win the
heart ace and lead the spade _
six to East's ace. East's
third spade through declarer's_ 10-8-would finish the job
and the defense would take
four tricks to beat the
contract.

At Triangle Inn

North 18th Street, Murray:_.sional Women's Club at the
Mrs. Dana G. Crouch, Rt. 1, March 19th dinner meeting
Murray; Mrs. Helen C. Mc- held at the Triangle Inn.
Mrs. Bobbie Waters, presiClain, Rt. 2, Fulton.
Mrs. Cynthia M. Uzzle, dent, presided. Mrs. Bailey
1301 Birch Street, Benton; was ponsored by Brenda
Mrs. Doris Sue Schultz, Rt. Rowland and Ms. Harrell by
1, Mayfield; Mrs.- Betty J. Carrie Beale.
Cleaver,-Box- 1-373, Paris, Mrs. Linda I.ester was
Tenn.; Jame S. Carr, Rt. 3,
Murray: Andrea S. Bailey, presented as the candidate
306 Woodlawnr Street, Mur- for the Young Careerist by
ray; Mrs. Jean C. Teague, the committee composed of
Mesdames Betty Riley,
Rt. 1, Paris,Tenn.
Kathy Hodge, and To
McDaniel. Mrs. Lester. legal
/The Catch
assistant at Overby and
Overby law firm, gave her
/Of The Week Is
speech on "Decade • of
Woman Power."
-ionoi•-Aii Intermit
Federation Women's Week.
each member' lighted individual candles in honor

The power
of evil...
THE Fl
CONFLJCT

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
.AIskin_ _
Red StiaPper
King Crab
$6.95
I
$8.95
readed-Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Flounder $6.25

SOLi

tries Outside the United
•
States. •
Appointed
to
the
nominating committee tv--reBrenda . Rowland, . Tot
McDaniel. and Kathy Hodge. NASHVILLE, Tenn. =
Special guests werp Mar- Paul •Timothy Clayton has
tha Nell Culver,guest of Car- been listed on the honor roll
Tie Beale; Brenda -Green,. at- David. Lipscomb College
guest of Ola Mae Brandon; for academic achievement'
.and Iva Barton„ sister apd, during_the __recently cornpleted winter quarter.
L;uest of Bea Hughes. _
•
Other members present Clayton scored an average
3.50. and
'were Betty Boston, _Elaine between
. 3.99
. on a
_
. Brown, Ruth Calhoun, Linda four point scale for the
Carter, Minnie Craig. Billie quarter, the requirement for
Farley, Betty Lou Hill, placement on the honor roll.
Evelyn Lockhart, Janice Clayton is the son of Dr.
M cCla rd. Rubye Pool, and- Mrs. James D. Clayton,
-Mildred Ragsdale, Ola Mae 1304 Olive Blvd., Murray.
-- Roberts:-DorisRovrian4,---David I4-pscomb College isa
Madellt. Talent. Betty Vin- four-year, liberal arts inson. Euple Ward. and,:O. nnie stitution supported by churches of Christ.
White.

:Named To Honor
Rot! At College -

f!Gtilf

Oyster
Bar
,% Doi.
Bakers Dozen $3.00

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp
Lb.$2.75
Lb. $4.95
1 Lb.$9.23."

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

NEW MEMBERS- Anna Bailey, Second left, and Sara Harrell, second right, were
inducted as new Members of the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club at themeeting held at the Triangle Inn. They were sponsored by Brenda
Rowland, right, and Carrie Beale, left.

Vulnerable: North -South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
1NT

West
Pass

Noah
4NT

East
All
pass

When the bidding makes
it obvious that defensive
entries are few, one should
think about a useful duck as
a means of solving the-communications problem.

South holds: 4-15-B
•K Q
41,Q J10
* K98
•K J1083

ANSWER:. Pass. Lots of
points but there's no future
in any game. If the opponents compete, South can
then push on to three clubs.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

The Twin Lakers Good Doris Burkett, Jimmy,
Sam Recreational Vehicle Sherry and Ginger Graham,
Chapter of West Kentucky Bill and Norette Hill,
will hold its monthly cam- Thomas and Helen Hoganpout at Columbus Belmonte camp, Hunter andoWirtnie_
State Park on Friday, Satur- Love, Ashley Thurman, Anday, and Sunday, April 17 to dy, Linda, Greg and Lori
19. with Bill and Norette Hill Rogers, T. G. and Estelle
Shelton, Dock and Larue
as wagon masters.
A potluck supper will be Wallace, Ned and Beth
served at 5:30 p.m. on Satur- Wilson, Harry and Betty
day at the Hill campsite.
Cartwright, Joe, Frances,
The club held its March Mark and Amy Wilson, the
campout at Piney Cam- Burkeens,and Doherty.
pground in the Land
STATIC CONTROL
Between the Lakes with J. B.
DARIEN, Conn. (AP) and Jo Burkeen as wagonStatic electricity, caused by
masters, assisted by A. A.
lack of moisture in the en-Doherty.
.
A chili supper was served vironment, can cause your
hair to "fly" and be unconon Saturday night and devotrollable.
tional services were conA thin coating of hair
ducted by Grover Burkett,
spray with anti-static proclub president, on Sunday
perties will prevent this
morning, all at the Burkeen
common problem, said
campsite.
Priscilla Riley, a hair
Those present were
designer and consultant to
Charlie, Gayle, Angel and
the Aerosol Packaging CounMelissa Adams, Grover and
cil.

\,..1/
1
7 "

DIS-COUNTESS
OPEN
Thursday April 16, 1981
Ladies Apparel Of Famous
Name Brands At
DiscouNT pRicEs
"We Would Like To Get Something
On Every Lady Around
Some Men 8, Children Clothing

813 Coldwater Rd.

Murray, Ky.

GIFTS FO
EASTER!
We've got the perfect
Easter gift that - will
grow in value;
A Collectors
Limited
Edition
Print
Then see the latest
fashions so you will be
the- most outstanding in
the Easter Parade!
Also, We Have

Easter Egg Candles
in assorted colors at 60c each
All This At-

The Blackford
House
Galler

Direct
From Disc
In Your Own
Home For

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray., Ky. 42071

•
MOT NEM

•

Call 753-17-13-For •
Program.Info.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1-

I

YOUNG CAREERIST - Linda Lester, left, was the candidate for the Young Careerist in the contest for the
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club. On
the right is Betty Riley. chairman of the committee.
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Oakley-Hutchens Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Oakley of Hardin announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Janice
Lynne, to Jon Stefan Hutchens, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny P. Hutchens of Hardin.
Miss Oaltley is a 1980
graduate ofMarshall County
High School and is presently
attending Murray State
University. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Uzdanovich of
Hammond. Ind., and of Mr.
and Mrs. Lois Oakley of
Cadiz.
Mr. Hutchens is a 1978
graduate of Marshall County
High School and is presently
employed at Oakley Used
Cars, Inc., Murray. He is the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ray McCombs of
(raves County, and of L. B.
Hutchens and the late Mrs.
Lala Hutchens of Hardin.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, May 15, at
7:30 p.m. at the Hardin Baptist Church. A reception will,
follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception. Only
out of town invitations will
be-sent. •

Rainey'6
Another spring break has
come and gone,and this year
will probably go down as one
of the best. Again, Murray
vacationers transported
themselves to various and
sundry vacation spots.
Panama City, - Florida, is
always a favorite with
everyone. The teen-agers
especially love moving en
mass from Murray to
Panama.
This year, again, the
baseball team of Murray
High School, played several
games in Panama City, and
did very well. They stayed at
the "Chateau" so just about
every night, it was a favorite

By RAINEY APPERSON

hang-out, along with the Red
Rooster, the amusement
park, the Mall, The Dunes,
The Mariner and Sugar
Beach, and, oh I almost
forgot, Captain Anderson's.
+++
Raddle and Kaye Peebles
got 'e special treat while
returning from Florida after
spring break. The two boarded a 6 a.m. flight from
Miami to Nashville on Sunday. While flying near Tampa, their attention to the sky
outside was called by the
pilot and it gave them a
perfect view of the lift off of
space shuttle, Columbia, over Cape Canaveral, Fla..
"I was looking out on the
horizon but the shlIttle appeared to be going up right
.outside the plane,"; Roddie
said. While millions watched
below, Roddie and Kay had a
perfect seat to watch John
Young and Robert Crippen
speed into orbit.
+++
"A Cultural Heritage"
tour of France was taken by
several vacationers including Ruth Howard, Clare
Bell, Mary Ann Gordon,
Missy Conner, Doris Conner,
Beth and Jack Belote, Libby
and Dr. Jim Hart, Bub Stout
and Betty Hahs.
They enjoyed wonderful
weather. One of their guides
told them they were having
the best weather for that
time of year, that France
had experienced in the past
126 years.

Suburban Club Has
March Meeting At
The Adams'Home

Miss Janice Lynne Oakley and Jon Stefan Hutchens

HEALTH
See your doctor instead
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.
or sugar.
DEAR READER
You
may be spending more money
on beauty aids than you would
have to spend 'for some useful
medical attention.
Blackheads and acne are
caused by an overproduction
of sebum, the oily secretion
from special glands in your
skin. It affects both sexes and
usually starts with puberty.
There are three main
approaches to treating the

DEAR DR LAMB — I am a
22-year-old female and I have
a bad complexion. I have tried
everything — gels, creams,
astringents. vitamin E.
cucumbers, even some green
stuff I hear now that tea bags
with hot water helps.
I really don't have money to
.see a doctor so tell me what
creams
can use that ;Will
help. I really don't have oily
hair or skin. I do have a few
blackheads. I don't eat sweets

C14eri
-

Come
Pick An Easter
Treat From Our
Treasure Tree
Every customer that makes
a purchase in our store from
now, untill Easter gets to pick
an egg from our Treasure Tree.
Eggs contain coupons that have
anything from try again or 10%
to 50% off. 3 eggs have gift
certificates worth $5.00, $10.00
and $15.00!

So Come Pick A Treat

problem: decrease oily sebum
formation, open skin pores for
proper . drainage of sebum,
and use of antibiotics to eliminate bacteria in the pores that
break down the sebum to
form irritating chemicals.
These irritating chemicals
cause the red pustules.
Warm soaks with -a wash
cloth several times a day help
to soften sebum cores, open
pores and washes away oily
secretions. Do not use oily or
greasy beauty aids or creams.
They make matters worse.
Peeling agents that your
doctor can prescribe for you
such as a vitamin A acid gel
can help your skin shed surface cells to eliminate blackheads and promote drainage.
The main method of treating such problems is discussed
in greater detail in The Health
Letter number 8-2, Acne Can
Be_Treated, which I am send-ing you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper. P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station. New
York. NY 10019.
There are new .medicines
being studied that will be even
more effective, but they will
be prescription items when
they are released, for general
use. Almost everyone can get
some help to improve an acne
condition today. So see your
doctor and stop using all those
greasy creams and useless
aids.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I had
a severe case of laryngitis two
years ago. Now I grow hoarse
almost every day after minimum use of my voice. In the
past I enjoyed singing very
much and could sing (or talk,
for that matter) for hours.
Now I have had to practically
stop singing entirely.
A throat specialist told ate
that I have benign throat
nodules, and that I shohld stop
talking When I become hoarse.
and maybe it would improve.
I would appreciate your
advice on ways to improve
my voice. I don't smoke.
Should I have surgery?
DEAR READER — Scarring, nodules and changes cail
occur in the vocal- cords.
There must be 50 different
causes for hoarseness. The
point I would like to impress
upon my readers is that anyone who is hoarse for more
than two weeks must have an
examination, as you have
done.

You may have what is
called "singer's nodes" or
-speaker's nodes." The only
way a proper diagnosis can be
made is with direct observation of the larynx. You may
get some helpby resting your
voice but often surgical
removal is necessary. It must
be done very carefully to not
injure - the cords. The voice
becomes normal within a few
weeks after successful
surgery.
-

Sue Adams opened her
home for the March 24th
meeting of the Suburban
Homemakers Club with Sue
Dunn, president, presiding,
and Lillian Dunn, secretary.treasurer, giving
her
reports.
"Solar Heat" was the
lesson oresented by Lillian
Dunn. The lesson sheet was
from the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
A landscape lesson on
"Planting of Trees" was
presented by Sue Adams. Announcement was made
of the Tasting Luncheon to
be held May 7 at the First
United Methodist Church.
Also present were Anna • A Hallmark Hall of Fame
Bell Russell, Jo Farley, and special, "Casey Stengel," a
60-minute one-man drama,
Rosanna Miller.

ERMANS

The Lord Is Risen Indeed!

Located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray Ky.

Thursday Lunch Special
*Fried Won Ton
*Hot & Sour Soup
*Sweet & Sour Pork
-*Chickert Chop Suey
ONLY

$295
—We Also Serve American Food Everyday—
Order-To Go-753-4488
Open 7 Days
A Week

Breakfast 6-10:30
Lunch 11-2
Dinner 4-10

Come to Our

THERE5 REMO

lEAflIEIR SAUL
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Week-End Only Specials
4

GI&S
LITE

V-Neck
Short Sleeve

11

TERRY TOPS

SLACKS

Summer bright
colors. .
Junior Sizes
REG. 8.99

Vast sele,:tion
of favorite
solids in Belted
and Pleated
front styles

,

Reg. to 'c
124.
1 •
SIZES 29-42

$6.
Yarn Dye
Plaid
Shod Sleeve

BLOUSES

Cordially Invites You To

Grace, Paducah. . . . 8 & 10:15 a.m.
St. John's, Murray
9.45 cr.m.
St. Paul's, Hickman
9.15 a.m.
St. Peter's, Gilbertsville . 9:00 a,m,
St. Martin's, Mayfield . 11:00 a.m.
Trinity, Fulton
10:00 a.m.

RESTAURANT

BANKAMERICARD

The Jackson Purchase
Council Of The Episcopal
Church

Easter Day Services

Oti

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

•

1P"

observations is, "1 might
have been able to makeit as
a pitcher except for one
thing — every time I brought,
my left arni rorward I hit
myself in the ear.
Mark this date on your
calendar.

Use Layaway NOW!

QUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.
++
+++

will air Wednesday, May 6,
at 7 p.m. on PBS. Casey's irrepressible wit aed his
baseball wisdom will come
to television, starring
Charles 9urning, hosted by
Actor George C.Scott.
Casey's
of
One

Men's

FASHION JEANS

0
oel
;

Jr. & Missy Sizes
REG.
10.99

s9
•

Values to '24
SIZES
28-36

1 5•88

Men's Levi's

BOOT CUT JEANS
SIZES
28-42

1 4 88

LEVI DENIM JEANS
19.88
c:2 .)unior Sizes, Beg,
Young Missy Sizes, Reg. 27.99. . 22.88

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT.STORE
A

•

.
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Coming Community Events OfInterest Are Listed
Wednesday, April 15
The Methodist Men will
have a dinner meeting at
6:30 p.m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the First United
Methodist Church with
Frank Beamer, new head
football coach. Christian
Men's Fellowship of First
Christian • Church will be
special guests.
Kentucky Mountain Missions truck will be at the
First United Methodist
Church to pick -up clean,
usable clothes.

Friday,April 17
Friday, April 17
Friday, April 17
Friday, April 17
Thursday, April 16
Twin Lakers Good -Sam
membership social
Club
Mothers
Morning Out will
Friday
Musical
Good
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Recreational
Vehicle will be held at 5:30 p.m. at be at 9 a.m. at First ChrisTriumphant"
by
"Church
meet
Beta Sigma Phi will
Chapter of West Kentucky
Country Club.
tian Church.
combined choirs of will have its campout at Col- the Murray
with Sue Brandon.
Baptist
umbus Belrnonte State Park
Baptist
oyir_
and
Memorialaet
p
.m. B nton
„Temple Hill Chapter No. ChurchBCiamretisth
with Bill and Norette Hill as
511 Order of the Eastern Star Church will be presented at? wagonmasters. A potluck
rial
the
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
supper will be served at 5:30
ch, Tenth and Main Streets, 'p.m. on Saturday at the
lodge hall.
Hill
Murray.
campsite.
Murray Wometi of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Licensed For
Annual Murray State
Good Friday Service,
the lodge hall.
Regional sponsored by the MurrayUniversity
Commercial & Residential
MAthematics and Science Calloway
Ministerial
Hazel Woman's Club will Fair for high school Association, will be from
meet at 7 p.m. at the Hazel students, grades 9 to 12, will 12:10 to 12:40 p.m. at the
Community Center.
be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church.
Murrny K
West Kentucky The public is invited..
the
Junior Babe Ruth baseball Livestock and Exposition
tryouts will be held at 4:30 Center. The public is invited
p.m. in the new City-Cbunty to view the exhibits after 12
COPYRIGHT NISI
Park ballfiold.
noon and there is no charge.

Thursday, April 16
Wednesday, April 15
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Murray State Universit
Symphonic Band will pre- Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
sent a concert at 8:15 p.m. in the' Gateway Steak' House,
Lovett Auditorium. This IS Draffenville.
free and Open to the public.
Janelle Doyle Group of
Rho Chapter of Alpha
First Baptist Church Women
Delta Kappa will meet at 7
will nteet at 9:45 a.m, at the
p.m. at the Community
church parlor.
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
Ceramics class for Senior
Thursday, April 16
Citizens, taught by Ann
Home Department of Mur- Brooks, will be at 12 noon at
ray Woman's Club will meet the St. John's Episcopal
Church.
at 2 p.m. at the club house.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Annual Kentucky Charity
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Horse Show, sponsored by
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center. Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club and MurLady tennis players of the ray Rotary Club, will be held
Murray Country Club will at 7:30 p.m. at the West'Kenhold an organizational tpcky Livestock and Exposimeeting for the 1981 season tion Center.
at _10:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Annual juried exhibition of
works by Mrray State
Workshop on Simple Home University art students will
Electrical Repairs by be on display today through
Joanne Bankston, state May 6 at the Eagle Gallery,
specialist in Family Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Economics and Management, will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Hazel and Doti
the County Extension Office,
209 Maple Street. This is will be open fronmLlO a.m.-to 2
p.m. for activities by the
open to the public.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Men's Stag Night will be at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
5:30 p.m.. at the, Murray Douglas at 12 noon.

BENEFIT PARTY — Final plans for the Welcome Wagon Club Card and Games
Party to be held Friday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank were 'wade by the committee, pittured, from left,
seated, Madge Woodard and Susan McKnelly, standing, Dorothy Overbey and
Judy Krouse, publicity. Proceeds will go to the Calloway County Rescue Squad
and the Humane Society. Tickets may be obtained from any Welcome Wagon
Club member.

vistv.p,
KJ'

PREEASTER

OFF

04_4 Selected Groups

Sportswear..../3-1/2

OFF

4
One Group Qiona
1 2
/

PRICE

Mademoiselle
Shop
Downtown Murray

titbairi:X=

Country Club with Bill Thutman, Pete Purdom, James Applications for summer
M. Lassiter, and Eddie Clees play in the Kirksey Baseball
Club should be turned in by
in charge.
today to- Danny Belcher,
Murray Business and Pro- Darrel Hopkins, or Aileen
fessional Women's Club will Leslie.
meet at 6:30 pm. at the
for
Registration
Triangle Inn,
kindergarten will be at 9
International Film a.m. and for first grade at
Festival presentation, "The 10:30 a.m. at East Calloway
Garden
of Finzi-Continis" Elementary School.
Dr. Melvin
Page,
associate professor of will be Shown at 2 and 7 p.m.
history at Murray State in the University Center Murray-Calloway County
University, has been named Theatre, Murray State Arts Committee will sponsor
editor of the book review sec- University. There is no ad- a gala street festival on the
court square from 10 a.m. to
tion of the •'African Studies mission charge.
p.m. in conjuncton with the
2
Review" journal.
Gallery of the
nationwide
Page was appointed editor Colloquium entitled "Efby the board of directors of fects of Television on Arts celebration.
the African Studies Associa- Children" will begin at 7
tion, a national organization. p.m. in the Barkley Lecture
Page also served as editor Room of the University
of the "Africa Book Review" Center, Murray State
section of the International University.
.Journal of Oral History durJoint recital by Nathan
ing 1980.
of
Page allo was one of the Travis Middleton
guest speakers at the Paducah and Phyllis Ann
Missouri Valley History Con- Love of Brandenburg will be
ference in. Omaha.• Mo., at 7 p.m. in the Farrel.
In The Uncle
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
recently.
He spoke on the topic, Center, Murray State.
'Black Men in a White
Piano recital by Rebecca
Man's War." The speech
Lynn Grove
was taken from his study of Ann Jones, Danville, Ill., will
Grade
A Large
Africans who fought in be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall Annex, Fine Arts
World War!.
Center, Murray State.

Is Named

Spring Suits
1 3-1/2
& Dresses /

Raincoats

A lot of people would have you think that God really is
dead. Don't you believe it.
I I I
,
Ye-117._ ,
roved His
. itlaW
.•
Vircr
hl
s ,
e me'
y, He
resurrected His son, Jesus'of Nazerath. Men of that time
thought that they had done away with an inconvenience,
but they had actually proven the çeality of the Messiah.
Easter Sunday is a day for all of us to rejoice in what
God has revealed to us abdut His wer and the teachings
of Jesus. '
Come and rejoice with us at the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). We believe that every individual
should show his or her love for God in their own way.
There is a good word with which to express the joy of
Easter.
Hallelujah! •
Let's shout it together this year.

vpoot Dr. Page

(69.
14

God is dead.

-7Z47.44
.tZ44101:

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See W y We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

ISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

Jeff Shopping Center

COME TO CORN.
AUSTIN'S
EASTER EGG HUNT
*Every Egg Will Have
A Value Inside
*This Value Will Be
Subtracted From The
Merchandise.
*Egg Values Up To
SO% Off
Boy's Dept. will also
have egg values up to
50% off.
Boy's Suits
0 Off
Tuesday°Thru Saturday Only •

20cy -

Easter Eggs Will Be Hidden Throughout The Day, Every Day.
Don't Forget Every Dollar You Spend With Us Between Nnw and April letti You Will
Receive Murray Merchant Bucks. These Are To Be Used To Bid On Donated Items To Be
Auctioned April 18th. Dan Miller Auctioneer, Murray Downtown Merchants in
cooperation with the Murray Arts Council

Murray State Racer
baseball team will play Middle Tennessee State University at 3 p.m. at Reagan
Field, Murray.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with exercise at 10:30 a.m.,
election of officers, lunch at
12 noon, and fellowship at
12:30 p.m.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m.,for the Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
noon.
Mothers Day Out will be at
9 a.m. at the First Baptist
Church.
for
Registration
kindergarten will be at 9
a.m. and for first grade at
10:30 a.m., at Southwest
Elementary
Calloway
School.

Doz.

Chestnut
OBA N

69'
4/$1

Hominy
Lemon Juice

1 Lb.

Marshmallows

Ie...

374

$1 49

Chunk Lite Tuna

994

Mackerel
French Dressing

i... 494

994
I..

$1

Instant Teo

31$100
Potted Meat

Cranberry Juice

Coffee Creamer

BREAD

274
654
894
is.. 594

32e2.

Bologna

Bunny

Tield

EGGS

The Cunard liner Queen
Mary was launched Sept. 26,
1934, after, a royal christening in Glasgow. The. 81,000ton vessel was the first
British liner to exceed 1,000
feet in length.

Cosh & Food Stamps
Accepted
Sorry No Checks

49

3.,

Sweet Relish

Red
POTATOES

Navy Boots

is

3/89'

Ternip Greens

sax

Kidney Beans

15..

Ilex

30'
Green Beans
is.... 254
French Style Oren Boons 2/699
Foam Cups

Sic,. 534

14•1

Prairie Farm
Whole

•

MILK

1 99

$225

10 lb.

15½ Oz.

Gal
C. Keane Gregory
Named To Honors
List At Western
Charlotte Keane Gregory,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Gregory, Lynn Grove
Road, Murray, has been
named to the Honors List at
• Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.
MiSs Gregory had earlier
- been
1.O' the
.Dean's
list, based on a setnester'S_
work. The Honors List
represents cumulative
academic excellence, according to Sheila M. Conway,
news editor at Western.
There are hundreds of
islands in the Caribbean but
only about50 are inhabited.

476

Vienna Sausage

$1 09

Cherry Pie Filing
chic. Flavor Chips

12H.

Kellogg: Corn Flakes
Asparagus

s

85'
994

by 794

Tomato Ketchap

nor 834

Bleed,

594

Cleanser

Kitty Kitten

274

BM° Pads

Nasky Dog Food

21'

Napkins

Cat Litter

$1
TS lb.

,6
6
..9
944

171

Toilet Tines:

Disk Dot.

37'
a... 594
$139
10.91c
1
2ex.

Mel.

49
Fabric Softener

Kraft

Whole Kernel
& Cream Style

ORANGE
JUICE

CORN

27

15 Or

99'

Kok's* Cons Flakes

Raisins

15 Oz.

. Gal

1 39

•
•
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ion Page
Officials Hoped For
Launch, Landing
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP) —
They were hoping for just two things
here when they launched the space
shuttle. Getting.up and getting down.
Everything else was, well, out of
this world.
All that mattered was to prove-that
this ungainly thing, this stub-winged
Batmobile clinging to the back of a
blimplike tank, could be rocketed to
the heavens like Apollo and brought
down like TWA Flight 531 from Kansas City.
Space Shuttle Columbia had more
than its share of growing pains and
doubters. It grew to flight status ignored by the public, shortchanged by
Congress and jinxed by technology.
Its engines blew up on the test
stand; its protective tiles blew off as it
was ferried from California to the
Kennedy Space Center; its development fell two years and billions of
dollars behind.
Even at $10 billion, the shuttle was a
bargain basement spacecraft. The
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-ministration- had to -scrap plant to
design: a ship able to go into space
under its own power and to come back
like the Columbia did on Tuesday.
But who remembered all that after
the ship rolled to a stop,the American
flag prominent on its left side?
"We consider it 100 percent successful," hid Donald K. Slayton one
of the top shuttle program officials.
"It went exactly as predicted all the
way through."
- Besides going and coming safely,

whatelse went right?
A- lot of people at emergency landing sites had nothing to do. The ejection seats, the slide wire, and the
range destruct'system were just as
idle.
The solid rocket boosters did their
share in lifting the shuttle and did not
turn it into an outof-control cartwheel.
They dropped off where they were expected to and did not sink. They were
easily recovered to lift yee another
„and another after that.
The cargo doors opened and closed.
They did not warp in the 500-degree
swing of temperatures.
Almost allof those worrisome tiles
stayed on. So did the wings. The ship
did not burn up in the atmosphere,
and it did not spiral to a crash landing
in the Pacific.
Rogers Dry Lake, the landing site,
stayed dry.
And the computers which stopped
the launch last Friday because they
weren't talking to each other were
practically holding hands the entire
time.
The favorite word on this flight.
from Shuttle Control to astronatits.
was "beautiful" and "surk.--I .
"Nominal" was popular too.
Everything was nominal — all right,
fine, within the limits, working the
way it should.
-You can't believe what a flying
machine this is!" Y
exu ted.
"It's really something spea 1."
Engineers will spend months looking at data to find what went wrong.
It was easy to tell what went right.
The flight.

Religious Celebrations
Occur This Weekend -

•

By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Both Judaism, and its offspring,
-Christianity, celebrate their major
festivals of hope this weekend,
possover and Easter. They're linked
in history and also hold a comparable
meaning — deliverance.
' For Christians, that deliverance is
pioneered for humanity in the resurrection of Jesus from death, a
triumph celebratled this Sunday.
For Jews, the week-long Passover
observahce starts Saturday evening,
commemorating deliverance of their
people from slavery in Egypt.
"Let my people go!" Moses
demanded,and they got away.
"He is risen"' the report- spread -about Jesns, and his followers concluded that with him nothing could
beat them,not even dying.
The concurrence of the observances
•'provides an interreligious mutuality
founded in brotherhood," says David
- Hyatt. a Catholic and president of the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews.
Both occasions, he points out, have
a timeless quality,focusing not just on
past events, but on their continuing
significance for the present and the
future.
".... Next year may we
be free!"
goes a prayer of the Seder meal of
Passover.
The words "speak to us with perennial truth„" says Rabbi Arthur J.
Lelyveld, president of the Synagogue
Council of America, citing -continuing
oppression, persecution and
brutalities in the world.
The Easter celebration also holds
up a vision;of the ultimate victory of
goodness, of a world in which even
death is overcome, as heralded in
history by God's emissary.
"Easter does not come and go. It
comes • and stays," says Episcopal
Presiding Bishop John M. Allin. "It is
more than a season. Resurrection ...
embraces and supports our life in
Christ." .
Besides the shared implications and
aspirations of the two holidays, they
aLso are connected historically both in
the New Testament view of extending
the older prophetic vision, and sharing in its heritage.
Re-enacting thelast supper became
for-Christians their central act of worship, Holy Communion, in which
Christ still is regarded present with
them, the guarantor that'life finally
wins despite the travail.
"Abide in me,and I in you," he said.
"In the world you have tribulation,
but be of good cheer,I have overcome
the world."
The Jewish celebration strikes
similar notes of persistence, hope and
ultimate victory over the destructive
tot cub ofthe world. It "points the way to the future,"
says Maynard!. Wishner, president of
the American Jewish Committee,to a
time of "cosmic liberation" when, as
symbolized in Scripture, "the wolf
shall dwell with theiamb," when "the
dry bones" of those "thought to be utterly destroyed by the wicked will live

au

Passover is seen as foretokening

that dream, a sign of God's endless
caring for humanity. Other signs are
seen, including the choosing of
Abraham's people, the giving of the
Ten Commandments,the prophets.
Christians, too, affirm those revelations, but see Jesus as the capstone of
them,"our Passover."

Cepley How Semis& or
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Calloway Cnunty Judge Robert 0.
Miller and Graves County Judge Dick
'astleinan announce jointly the
,.iiiployment of Ken Barber as Coininanity Resource Developer for both
Calloway and Graves Counties. Deaths reported include Miss Nellie
Mae Wyman. J. R. Wimberley. and
Grover('. Todd.
March rainfall averaged 4.5 inches
across the Tennessee Valley or 86 per
cent of the normal 5.3 inch total for the
month, according to reports by the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
The Calloway County Genealogii a,
Society will publish a 000k, • *Calloway
County Bible Records." in the
future.
Tom Emberton, Republican cal
didae for governor, will be -the guts.
speaker at the First District meeting
of the Kentucky
Federation 01
Republican Women to be held April 20
it tl ie Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and. Mrs. Thage Uddberg of
'hicago. Ill., were file recent guests of
her sister, Mrs. t.
les Mercer and
Mr. Mercer.

c

•

Dealing With Violent Crimes
An APNews Analysis
'By WALTER R. MEA1t .,

—Rep. James L. Nelligan, R-Pa.,
has proposed a bill to permit capital
punishment for an attempt on the life
of a president.
—Sen. Howell Heflin, D-Ala., is
sponsoring the National War on
Violent Crime Act, to include law enforcement training and aid, create a
new federal agency to oversee the.ef-

measures like televising
imposed on crintinals.
ti ;on; ;,ri
It's a good bet noii.•
pass. That's the usual outs.-..me
In response to the stn.. ting that
wounded Reagan.and three . Thers on
the
March 30. (ToTigr..:s
wei.e
bodyguards and the i,ide
hit.
centi
Even the advocates
acknowledge that the od, remani the
heavily against them,
assassination atterni:t
he
M. Kennedy, D-Mass
t em
Handgun Crime
said it would take 1.ter.r,e pohhe
pressure to overcome ttie organized
• unit. .
opposition and give ml;.
the kihd
One provision woul,t
04'1
cheap handgun that

radio broadcast of the identities of and Professional Women's Clubs at
the meeting held at the Irvin Cobb
wanted criminals.
—Rep. Mary Rose Dakar, D-Olne, Hotel, Paducah.
Births 'reported a't
said Congressshould set up a National
Commission on Violent Crime. The Hospital include a.girl toy r. and Mrs.
Justice Department already has a .William Simmons and a girl to Mr:
task force on violent crime, created and Mrs. Jess Parrish.
The jury list for the May term of
shortly after thennew -administration
Calloway Circuit Court with Judge
took office.
Those are samples; there are many Earl Osborne presiding is published
_ _
more
_ today.
But-the basic argument remains •
,
that between the.advocates and opCyrel
Wilson, Parvin Craig, and 0.
ponents of controlling handguns by
B.
Turnbow,
all of Hazel, will be
federal law. It is the debate that will
delegates
to
the
Head Camp meeting
continue when the rhetoric subsides.
of the Kentucky Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society. April 16
and 17, at Louisville. _
Deaths reported include F. D. i Dee)
Radford,-64.
-- Rath Rowland of Murray Training
School gives her impression of the
als,o'the local radio stations, WNBS Kentucky Youth Assmbly in a special
and WSJP,for their publicity.
-article today:- - In case anyone would like to pur"The tobacco peg that Mr. D. B.
chase a print by the
Parker left on display in the office has
me at 436-5875.
caused a lot of talk," from the col- Sincerely,
umn,'Seen & Heard Around Murray"
Toni Hopson
by James C. Williams.
The marriage of Miss Betty Jo
Lester. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
1181 PileNsegl• Srod ,
11-15Lester_ of, _Princeton.
Maurice Crass, Jr..:son of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Crass, Sr.,.of Murray,
was solemnized on April 8 at the First
Baptist Church, Princeton.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
-The Petty Girl" starring Robert
Ciumnings and Joan Caulfield.

.. - _
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Kennedy were assassinated.
There's no evidence to indicate that
the outcome of the gun-control debate,
ifl be different this time. But there is
an ample supply of alternative proposals. Among them:
Sen.' Strom Thurmond, R-S:C.,
has introduced bills to reinstate the _
;1,•atlipenalty in the District of Columbia, and to make it a federal crime to
kill kitinav or assault a Cabinet officer.
-Rep. Bill Young, R-Fla., would
:nake it a federal offense to assault
...1•‘; law enforcement officer or
!i!•efiditer on duty.

Letter 10 l'Ite Editor

the -Murray

30 Years Ago

Thanks For Help

Mixed-Up Priorities

Mu
therray' Ledger & Times

Ottis Jones was presented the rank
of Eagle Scout at the Court of Iloilom
held by Boy Scout Troop 77 at Carter
School.
Charles E. Eldridge, Dam illy Kemp.
Bobby Falwell, and Ramp Brooks of
the College High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers ol America, and
Jamie-Potts -of'the -C-allowity-CvuntyHigh School Chapter of the Fi'A won
first place in their entries in the
District FFA meeting held at Murray
State College. •
- •
Deaths reporte.d include Fred
Paschall,61.
Ruby Pool of Murray was elected as

Reagan shooting.
The opponents say that _epicodes
-1141111.1# n shooting do not
- .sfii4(4
--t-Ltr;
"'" chd e
wA
.
eir argument has
tempted assassination 01- 1'!
prevailed before, when Gerald R.
Reagan has produced a catalie,...uc oi Ford was menaced twice by women
w laws with guns, when the campaigning
congressional propesal
.i; Anierii a. George C. Wallace was crippled by a
to deal with violent
They range from faulil.;:r
gunman, when Robert F. Kennedy.

/10111111111/11

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

20 Years Ago

Washinghm Todai.

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Some rental
housing people say that President
Reagan's tax proposals have their
priorities a bit mixed up.
Rental housing, they say, is the
most affordable, and so the most
needed, housing these days. Though
rents are rising, they say, more people can afford to rent than Can buy
tract houses or condominiums.
But, says the National MultiHousing Council, some proposals of the
Reagan administration could endanger construction of rental units.
Allen Cymrot, vice chairman of the
council, admits there's a self-interest,
but he asks that it not cloud the issue,
which he says is *whether the country
is going to have enough housing.
He begins with the rental vacancy
rate of 4.8 percent,the lowest in the 25
years since the statistic has been
kept. Then he points out the decline in

Lookin Back
10 Years Ago

•

De;cr Editor, .
On .behalf of the Murray .Woman's
lab. I would like to take this opporunity to thank all those responsible
t or making may job so easy'for the
reeeptii in the Murray Club had for Art ist Manabu
The reception was held April 8 to
n wet the artist and promote the sale
of las iw-int,led 'fuhp,as.a.Cwid.rajsmiur.t.projcct for repairs to the Murray
‘N.-mail's Cltb House.
I'm so gra4ful to the 10 departments of the club for the hostesses and
delicious food, the Garden Department and Mary Hamilton for the
flowers,. L. P. Miller And .Tip Doran
tor letting us cuttheir red tulips. Sally
Livesay for the use of her lovely
tablecloth. Betty Lou Farris for making all the punch, and the Ryan Milk
Company.
'
A special thanks goes to the
Blackford House, Frame House,
tiallery for their great -cooperation
and sending outall the invitations.
We especially thank the Murray
Li dger & Times for the great publicity news stories, and pictures, and

•.+ luel•
the number of unitstruction began.
--In-1977.-starts we4*-441.....A..:_o.:;
[1401'
tic
units in buildings
r.e•ivc.1
units. Of these, about
no Federal subsidies or 61;/11
,:f
surance. They represei.teri the
the private market.
The number fell to 173.001) units ma
1978,to 125,000 in 1979,.and to about
43,000 in 1980, along with a -racancy.
rate decline in sonic cities to under It
percent, and to a 4.8 percent national
average.
At the same time,says Cynirot,.who
is also president of The Robert A.
' So we, being many, art one body
McNeil Corp., San Ilateo, Calif.. vine
In Christ, and every one members
of the nation's largest owners and
one ef another. Roma= 12:5.
operators of rental Eons=. many
The unity of the church depends
thousands of units are lost each year
on the participation of individual
to age, fire, conversion and other foemembers.
stock,.
tors.
Result: a net annual ioss of
and a gap between rental need.; and
_production in the 1980s that .fly !mot
estimates will tie 1.2 million to 4 ,-;
By TheAssociated Press ..
million units. He contends the
Today is Wednesday. April 15; the
tion already is serious.
105th day of 1981. There are 260 days
If pasSed-,-headde-tas-tpuoposais-left in the year.
of the Reagan administratioif will
Today's highlight in history:
make matters even worse.
On April 15, 1865, President
You will find that most pharmacists Abraham Lincoln died in d
Heartline is a service for senior
One of these proposals would permit
rental housing to be depreciated in citizens. Its purpose is to answer ques- are more than happy to answer any Washington boarding house across
equal installments over aim I8-year tions and solve problems. If you have questions you might have in order to the streetfrom Ford's Theatre, where
I
period. Since most structures cannot a question or a problem not answered give you more peace of mind while he'd been Shot the night before by
now be depreciated s,..wuitl you in these columns, write to Heartline, taking the drug.So,ask him!
John Wilkes Booth.
might think -owners ot-- rrrital units 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
On this date:
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
might be happy. Their inood. Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt are approaching our 70's. We do not
In 1850, San Francisco was incorreply. but you must include a self- have a lot -of possessions, but. we do porated as a city.
however,is the opposite.
•.
addressed, stamped envelope. The keep a safety deposit box at the bank
First,. the equal
In 1923, insulin was made available
depreciation actually cuts. into after- most useful replies will be printed in with several valuable objects in it. for general use by diabetics.
tax returns in the early .,ars of .1 this column.
In 1927, Chiang Kai-Shek organized
The box is registered in both our
IlEARTLINE: Several times, my names. What I.want to know is, if my a government at Nanking in China.
building's life, when owners need all
the cash they can get. At Ir:tst -tinder doctor has given me prescriptions husband dies before I do, will I be able And in 1959, Cuban President Fidel
existing law, they Say, they' i•Sti' use which I have had filled at the phar- to get our things, out of the safety Castro arrivedin Washington to begin
accelerated depredation methods, macy. I sometimes feel like there are deposit box immediately? H.B.
a goodwill tour of the United States.
which create a higher return during a a few questions about the medicine
Ten years ago: The Ceylon governANSWER: There are very few
building's early years.
that I would like, to ask the pharment 'charged that North Korean
states
widows
that
access
allow
to
a
Next, says Cymrot. owners
macist, but he always seems so busy
diplomats were aiding leftist guerwhat they feel it the worst tax deal of that I am afraid of being a nuisance. safe deposit box,even when the box is rillas, and ordered them out of the
names.
in
Some
both
states will anew
any type of structure. Owner- Is it alright to ask the pharmacist
country.
occupied factories-, -retail stores and questions about your prescription? the widow access to the box if he is
FiveYears ago: The United States
accompanied by a representative of
warehouses are in line for 10-year
and Greece initialed ariagreement on
This
can
state.
take
the
several
weeks
depreciation Othec structnre.s ould
ANSWER: By .all means. if ..you
military aid and bases.
-UP•
be allowed 15-year depreciation under. have a question about your prescripOne • -year- ago: Families - of the
current proposals.
tion, ask it. In fact; it is a good idea-to----_,44 the safe deposii-bas.48,0* in your aanerierat hostages---in—tran--begars--___
The consequence of the proposals. always ask the pharmacist if there husband's name, the bank will .seal, receiving messages from their loved
he pm:diets, wolld be an even more. are _any.. possible_ side-effeels _of the _ .the box: and' it cannot .be _o_pen0 (ales through Red_ciass_rydresenserious • housing shortage. Rents drug that you should let your doctor without the presence of a represen- tatives who had visited the captives
would rise, and conversions te co-ops know about if you experience them. tative of the state, or according to the previous day.
You should also know how and when other state laws.
and condos would increase.
Today's birthdays: Writer-activist
Cyrnrot argues that rental housing, to take the medicine and how to store
You should check,with the bank to Caroline Bird is 66 years old. Country
whirl' he says already is on the bare It properly. Also. if the medicine will find out what the laws in your state re- music star Roy aark is 48.
edge of profitabilityyshould-be allow- -cavse any nnticable ehanqs in the quire in this situation, so. you can
Thought for today: Never invest
ed a 15-year,accelerated depreciation stool or urine, you should be informed know in advance what you will or will your money in anything that eats or
plan to encourage builders, and keep
panic if such not be elite to get your hands on at the needs repainting. — Billy Rose, imrents from soaring.
s
c
changes
o'
ha
time of your husband's death.
t occur,c
you
ur. won't
presario (1899-1966)

GRRAFFIerr

Bible Thought

Todal-

history

EARTLINE'.
,`-msoodim

14:
••
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The Horror And The Hope

Widespread Tortures Parallel Abuse Of Christ
EDITOR'S NOTE — This.
the third installment of a fivepart Easter series about persecutions in the modern world,
an .ordeal Jesus also suffered.
deals with the tortures.

Bishop Mortinier Arias, a leading figure in So4th American
Protestantism, were. a---1
after the Bolivian Military-cOup
Meza
OI Gen.
Ga
of an
blocked inaugurati
elected president.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
reThey eventually we
- • , - AP fteligtoir-Writer
leased or exiled, with Tiunini.
Alongside other victims, a held nearly three months Until
Bolivian Roman Catholic priest. November 1980, when he Wes
the. Rev. Juan Erms, was ordered into "internal exile" iii
forced to lie facedown in a remote area outside the capi-\
manure for 16 hours, hands tal city of La Paz.
clasped behind the neck, kicked
Of the earlier massive. imor hit with gurt butts for mov- prisonments, when La Paz'
clad
slightly',
scantily
ing even
Catholic Archbishop Jorge
and Shivering in the cold.
Manrique says 2,000 people
•'The details of the tortures 1 were held, another priest, the
-Intl not tell - . only- to-- say--they were barbaric. culminat- Rev. Alvaro Puete of La Paz's
ing with blows In the last inter- Jesuit San.Calixto High School,
rogation of more than three writes of his confinement:
-They punched us, kicked us
hours,''
the body
Ov•%•asionall% • he relates, t he and beat us all over)
rogated up to 18 hours a -day, stitute minister, but for her not but he was fine.
rotating interrogators would in- from the head to the knees with threatened with death.
On Monday, July 21, she reto worry.
steel
'cable.
When
One
of
us
ject such comments as "Don't
It was a situation "to break
again, ceived a call from the An Bo
called
Sunday,
he
That
would
fall
to
the
floor,
lie
would
lie, communist priest! You
one's spirit," he said.
saying he could not yet return, Kwa that her husband was in
priests are supposed to talk be picked up and the beatings
"Being a Christian ... my
mil% of heaven, and forget the continued . .. Some of my ribs reliance is upon God.. . If God
were' cracked . . I have swol- •
_
len sore lips and body bruises." wills my execution I shall'die
EtIVIS account and those of
The new Rolivian military re- and if Gad wills for me to live,
other religious personnel who
I shall live."
were seized, beaten arid held gime -has' systematically enHe turned to his co-defendgaged
in
mental
and
physical,
tor da%s, sometipies months, in
ants, including two leading
abuse
of
political
prisoners,"
the aftermath of the matter%
Protestant clergymen, saying
takeover in Bolivia July .17, says The U.S. State Depart- he wanted to leave
them with
ment's
1980
human-rights
sum1980, have been brought out and
"my personal will," namely:
translated b% church and other mary,detailing various cases.
"They will lay hiands on you "That even if I should die,
justice agencies, including the
there should never again be po'Washing(on, I) C.. Office on and persecute you,' Jesus said. litical retaliation of this sort in
_
-They
will
deliver
you
up
to.
America.
Latin
this country.','
-Damn %ou, now we will kill the councils and flog you...you
As the handcuffed defendants
will
be
dragged
before
goveryour
you by making sou eat
were led out, the wife of one of
sake...
and
kings
for
my
nors
all-saints book." an army cobthem, the Rev_ Moon lk-hisan,
net' was quote as T eatemng -But-hr who-endures-to-the-Auld 63, a noted Bible scholar of
another priest, the Rev. Julio will be saved."
The abusive treatment of Hankuk Theological Seminary
Tuniiri, president of the
in Seoul, the translator of the
church-backed Bolivian Assem- prisoners is widespread, with Bible into Korean, shouted:
bly of Human Rights. He the U.S. State Department's
"Mr. Kim! Tens of thousands
1980 summary crediting reports
recountsof Christians are praying for
countries,
of
it
about
49
nine
in
forgot
a
that
I
-Wlairp I said
rename, the beatings would begin in-Africa, 11 in Latin America,
They were, as voiced by
again by a man who was eight in east Asia, three in So- church groups around the
masked in order not to be rec- viet satellite countries and in world.
in five
'•Vet
or cam
e Ti. .l è
know if I knew any commu- Moslem countries
s ne w presnists.•I
ident, Chun Doo Hwan, an
A Baptist student of Jewish
''''"YitlffOrth a
army general who seized power
belt, hit me on the head and culture, Wayne Terrell, 24, of after assassination of ex-presiColorado
Springs,
Colo.,
imprisstomchest. and.beat-me in the
Hee in 1979,
oned in Islamic Yemen for a' dent Park Chung
ach with a piece of wood."
Kim's sentence on
commuted
before
his
release
Feb.
6,
The.experiences were not un- year
Jan. 23,4981, to life in prison.
like those of Jesus who, in his 1981, tells of tortures to make
The two clergy, along with
confinement long ago in him falsely confess to spying the Rev. Lee Hae Dong, pastor
•
Rome's.military garrison in Je- for Israel.
Hanbit Presbyterian
In a dark room, he said he of Seoul's
rusalem, was flogged with a
Church, and nine others tried
metal-tipped lash, struck re- was kept "blindfolded, hanging with Kim, were given long
peatedly by tauriting.soldiers, a upside down in leg chains" terms, all for alleged anti-go'"crowii of thorns jammed- while several men beat the ernment activity related to a
soles of his feet for about 20
down on his head,
May 17, 1980, upheaval in
"Hail. King of the Jews!" the minutes at a time "until I be- Kwangju.
soldiers jeered and spat in his gan to bleed."
The regime's Emergency
In South Korea, a leading polfarce. They took a reed given
Measure No.9(EM-91 prohibits
him as a mock scepter and itician, Kim Dae-jung, 56, a de- any criticism of the governCHAN UGHTINC. DON 1111.1_,E A N
whipped him about the head vout Catholic, told the military
ment or advocacy of reform.'
court
that
sentenced
him
to
with it.
Hundreds of church workers,
At least 22 priests and nuns, death on Sept. 13, 1980, that he
including the head of the South
had
been
stripped,
held
for
60
several of them American misKorea Council of Churches and
sionaries, along with Methodist days in a dark basement, inter- Catholic Bishop Tji Hak-Soon
have been imprisoned for various terms in the last decade.
, "You will be hated by all for
my name's sake," Jesus said.
"But he who endures to the end
TOMATO-CABBAGE
will be saved."
BROCCOLI
. On Saturday,. July 19, 1980,
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
the Rev. Im Ki-yoon, 55, pastor
of the First Methodist Church
ciffman's
.in Pusan, was summoned to the
An Bo Kwa ( Public Safety SecFor 6
NURSERY &
tion, for questioning.
SPECIALIZED
GREENHOUSE
" Later that day, his wife reLANDSCAPING .
ceived a telephone call that he
TOTALLY FREE ESTIMATES
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
would,. not be. able to, return
44 E. MURRAY, KY,
home at once or to handle
church services next day, and
asked her to arrange for a sub-

• the Korean Army hospital. She
hurried there to find Km unconscious, a gash on his skull,
bruises around his left eye, a
tube in his throat. Never regaining consciousness, he died
July 26 of undetermined causes.
The Methodist Mission in Pusan, in detailing the case, noted
that oft-imprisoned politician
Kim's wife, a Methodist, worshipped at Im's church, and
added: "His wife and their four
children bear the scars of his
martyrdom."
The winner of the 1980 Nobel
Peace Prize, Adolfo Perez Esquivel, head of a Christian organization working for rights of
the poor in Argentina, cited as
a "light in the darkness," tells
of being tortured himself during 19 months of confinement in
La Plata prison.
Enduring torture takes living
in "constant prayer," he says,
a returning to the "inner life
thet- allows us to make of 'the

desert' a place in which to
meet Christ.
"When you experience this
extreme situation of being between life and death, you try to
understand what Christ said on
the cross: 'Father forgive them
for they don't know what they
are doing.' But I thought that,
yes, these people did know
what they were doing." Yet it
was the "experience of the forgiveness of Christ that we have
to accept and carry on."
At one point, he says, when
I was in a torture center, in a
small narrow cell without light
or sanitary facilities...they
opened the door, letting in the
light. I could see many inscriptions on the wall.
"I saw, on one wall, a big
blood stain. Below it, written
by a finger dipped in blood, it
said, 'Dios 'no mata' — God
does not kill. That is something
that is burned into my memory... the rest of my life."
In Argentina, an estimated 5,-

600 to 15,000 people have "disappeared" since the military
takeover uncifr Gen. Jorge
Raphael Videla in 1976.
"Persecution of the Catholic
Church' in Latin America, and
of the Protestants, too, ismunparalleled in modern history,"
writes Penny Lernoux in a 1980
book,"Cry of the People," published by Doubleday. It details
cases in Uruguay, Paraguay„
Chile, Bolivia, Argentina,
Guatemala, El Salvador and
elsewhere.
"Over 850 priests, nuns and
bishops have been arrested,
tortured, murdered or expelled," she says, mostly since
1970, and "thousands of Catholic laity have been jailed or
killed."
An appendix lists the names
of the religious personnel, their
vocational classifications, the
dates and their varying ordeals, including 79 killed, 73
I Continued On Page 7)
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COUNTRY CLASSICS

,
,
0 ,
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4.0160•10
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DOTTIE WEST
WILD WEST

INCLUDE MAKE A Pt.,
WHAT ARE WE DOIN' Si LOVE
ARE YOU HAPPY mar

BEDDING PLANTS

H

The Sound -'tack Music From Cant Eastwood's

ANY WHICH WAY
YOU CAN

lit1111111

759-4512

Includes
Beers To You'Ray Charles & Clint Eastwood
Any Which Way You Can -Glen Campbell
Whiskey Heaven • Fats Domino

21m•Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369

Bi

COUNTRY CLASSICS
$666
$666
Don McLean
Waylon & Jessie
We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shiimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.
Offer expires: April 19, 1981

RESTAURANTS

Willie Nelson

$666
$666
$666

Hank Williams Jr.
Dottie West
Emmy Lou Harris
Juice Newton
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tortured and 37 disappeared in
the period.

was -himself a,miracle." says
Russian Orthodox human rights
The military squad in olden activist Alexander Ginsburg.
Ginsburg, who had spent nine
Jerusalem put the cross on
Jesus' back, and marched him years in Soviet imprisonment
toward the hill outside the city, before being exiled to the
called Golgotha, the place of United States in 1979 along with
the skulls. "Weep not for rne,"---Vins and others in exchange for
he told tearful spectators, but two Soviet spies,said in a CBSIV interview!
far your children.'
"Ten years you can manage.
In the Soviet strict-regime laIt comes from faith. It's simply
bor camp, Tabaga, located in a
to you. But 25 years is
far north region where winter given
virtually impossible. The mirtemperatures drop to 64 deacle is when you can spend 25
grees below zero, Vladimir
years in a concentration camp
Shelkov, an 84-year-old Seventh
remain a man of light and
Day Adventist leader,serving a and
darkness."
five-year term for -socially not of
Another kind of misery conharmful religious practices,"
tinued for the "Siberian sevdied on Jan. 27, 1980.
en." five Pentecostal women
It's a "camp of death, and is and two men, tvho sought refbecoming a traditional place of uge in the U
Embassy in
Christian bondage in tne Moscow on Jun 27, 1978, after
U.S.S.R.," says the Rev. Georgi years of harass ents and imVins. a Baptist who himself prisonments. They've_remained
served eight years in Soviet there 45 months since in a 12prisons, including Tabaga.
" by 15-foot room: • afraid to
The aged Shelkov, who alto- . leave, among about 50,000 Pengether had spent 25 years in
tecostals refused Soviet perviet imprisonment for his faith. mission to immigrate to the

Missouri High School Senior Awarded
Second Emeritus Club Scholarship

United States.
In the Philippines, numerous
church workers have been
jailed for various periods under
•
the eight-year rule of . FerdiMichael George Schmidt, derived from the Scholarnand Marcos. A Catholic priest, a graduating senior at North ship's 'permanent investthe Rev. Edicio de la Torre, a
High School. ment of members' contribuwidely known poet and theo- County
logian who worked among stu- Desloge, Mo., has been tions.
dents and the poor, imprisoned 'awarded the seeond
Schmidt also has been
for nearly six years, until April Emeritus Club Scholarship
awarded
a two-year dor1980, said in an early letter
smuggled °tit of his detention to attend Murray State mitory scholarship to attend
University.
!camp:
Murray State. The dor"An interrogator came in at
Valued at $250, the mitory scholarship program
night... I answered a bit sleep- scholarship was established
is designed to attract top
ily. He punched me in the

by the university's second
-stomach. 1 screamed. . 'My
graduating
-a-ass, the Class
God!'and doubled over in pain.
.He followed with a blow to the of 1927, for high school
back of my head. He left with a graduates planning to conjeer, 'Why does he call on tinue their education at
Mureveryone
I
God?'. _Tell
ray State.
haven't given any names."
A one-year award, the
•
-Rejoice and be glad,: Jesus
said. "For so men persecuted scholarship is a project of
the prophets who were before the university's Emeritus
you... You are the salt of the
Club, which. is composed of
earth."
all 50-year graduates of the
institutions. -The award is
TOMORROW: The kilns's.

ten Percent of his graduating
class of 171 students at North
County. An honor student, he
is a member of the National
Honor Society, Student
Council, is a Junior
Rotarian, named high school
"All-American," was foot• ball team captain, chess
champion, received the

medical school in 1980: according ti Dr. Charles (J.
Smith, adviser in the univerdepartment of
sity's
biological sciences.
The Emeritus Club award
is among 101
memorial
and

academic
out-al-state pretdenital spurts award
students.
and was named the Babe
The son of Mr. and Mrs. ..Ruth "Athlete of the Year."
Georke and Jacquelin
His activities in high
Schmidt of 261 Rue Marne, school include membership
Bonne Terr, Mo., Schmidt in the Student Council,
plans to enter the pre- Science Club, Latin Club,
medical program at Murray Lettermen's Club, Medical
State in preparation for Explorers and Babe Ruth
Michael George Schmidt
entering medical school Baseball.
upon graduation.
'A record number of 18 graduate students at Murray
Schmidt ranks in the top graduating seniors and State were accepted into

fifioor,
alumni
scholarships which have
been awarded this spring

through the Murray State
Alumni Association am!
totaling more than $61,650
Included are 45 which ha % e
gone to high school sating.,iii
the association's Century
Club scholarship program
and for -which $:!2.Zioll
contributed this year lj
1i
danors tit the.. annw,1

516 Main
8:30-6:00
Monday Thru Saturday
Closed On
Sunday
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• 9 oz.

n

Style II

149
• 8 oz. each

C-6-25

When You Shop...
Shop the

Style Ill

rci
0

We Help You Stay Ahead

rwum.ow TeLE'RAMA It, ny.,LEDGERITIM*Weaselly,AprBA WU

PAI

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Storey's
FC3131:1
GIANT
ir

o

M

enter

COLONIAL

5 LB.
BAG

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

REESIA.

SUG

Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

2 LITER
PLASTIC
BOTTLE

Home Owned

a
Operated

DIET OR REGULAR

sreeolos

Hi-DRY

PAPER
TOWELS

594

LUX DISHWASHING

carria
F iRICCHEESE
1 39

24 Oz.
.1..._.?•4001111111111k:r

SUNSHINE
KRISP CRACKER

•

69'

1 LB. BOX
t"

LIQUID
1 09
2202.

4L:1

MAXWELL HOUSE
MASTER BLEND

KRAFT

MAYONNAISE

QT.
JAR

29
1

BUSH S

HUNGRY JACK

LIPTON

KLEENEX

HOMINY

INSTANT POTATOES

INSTANT TEA

FACIAL TISSUE

300 SIZE

4/$1

$ °9

16 OZ.

DISPOSABLE
BABY CARE

DISPOSABLE
BABY CARE

ECONOMY DIAPERS
$539

ECONOMY DIAPERS
$539

- III
COUPON
I Limit One Per Family
Log Cabin
Complete

Pancake Mix

99'

320z.

Good Only Al Slorey s
Exp 4 21 81

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Fnrnily
Log Cabin

limit One Per family

Syrup

I

Formula 409
cimuir

240z. $1 29

$189
64 Oz.

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 4 21-81

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-21-81

302.

$239

CRACKERS

CRACKERS

99

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT
1002. $429

BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS

JUMBO

894

CHARMIN BATHROOM
•IMM.

INIOLJM MOJNINk i•Mi. AM_

TISSUE

COUPON

COUPON09,66.

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Stift Imperial

Limit One Per Family'

Limit One Per Family
PMslmory Rog. •

Margarine

Biscuit Mix

Bisquick
.

1 Lb. Bowl

79'
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 4-21-81
_a

$1 19
400,
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 4-21-81

KRAFT

VELVMA

Brownie Mix

CRISCO

$1 09
220,.I

SHORTENING

Good Only AI Sloroy's

KRAFT

Exp. 4-21-81

MIRACLE WHIP,

69'

SUNSHINE CHEEZ-IT

Compare These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices
COFFEE

200 CT.

SUNSHINE NI-NO

1607.

60 CT. DAYTIME

40 CT. TODDLERS

,

Limit Rights
Reserved

PlesMor 7-UP

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
-EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

JUMBO ROLL

Store
Hours
8 A.M. Toll P.M.
Every Day

410(L

$ 17

1602.

99
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*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
'Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekl Coupons

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

SHANK PORTION

MAPLE RIVER WHOLE
BONELESS

tit.ttrtrAB

- ;--11.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELES
,

SIRLOIN TIP STEAK

U.S D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

FAMILY PACK

$219

TIP ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

GROUND BEEFLB.$

FAMILY PACK

29

BOSTON BUTT PORK

CUBE STEAK. Le, $249

ROAST

WHOLE SMOKED

WILLIAMS PORK

99"

HAMS

LB.

BUTT PORTION
LB.$1 19

L.. 99'

HAMS

SAUSAGE

L.. $1 59

FIELD

WIENERS

LB

$

49

_U.S.D.A. BONELESS

CENTER-CUT

RUMP ROAST.L..$219

HAM SLICES ..L.. $1 49

10 LB. BAG WHITE

POTATOES

AVOCADOS
ORANGES

ARMOUR CANNED

15&.
10/100

(LIMITED SUPPLY)

SUNKIST JUICE

REGAL M BY THE PIECE

$599

HAM

3 LB.

YELLOW CORN
3 FOR 89'
6 OZ. RADISHES
4/$1"
GREEN ONIONS
3/$10°
GREEN SNAP
BEANS
89' L..

BOLOGNA

LB. $119

FLOWER & PLANT
SETS

CUCUMBERS
YELLOW SQUASH

3/$1"
59&

•

POT
'THIS WEEK VaN-

IANT DELI AVINGS

$ 00.00

PLATE LUNCH
BAKED HAM

LAST WEEK'S NAME
AUDIE BYERS-HAZEL,KY.
WINNER $500.00

CI
ST
ACE

•

SLAW

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

CREME HORNS
111 $

69

VOM YUMS
L. 99' 'ramAKED BREAD

3/89GLAZED
3/69'
LOAF

694

f

•••

Snorts
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Hemdon's Blast Defeats Mayfield, 7-6
Murray mdMayfield Stag- fielder's „choice and scored
ed another of their fierce on a squeeze bunt by Marduels yesterday, this time in shall.
- a • 1-6 .win by the Tiger
Their second run of the inning scored when Mcbaseball team.
Just as in their three Cuiston, who had reached
,• during the hostc,4- base on the fielder's choice,
ball season, both teams kept scored from second on an attaking punches but getting tempted pickoff and a wildback up to deliver-a stronger throw from centerfield.
Before Murray had gone
blow each time.
After Mayfield had drawn ahead,6-3, Marcus Moss had
first blood with a run in the led off the Mayfield half of
first inning, Murray came the third with-a deep drive to
back in its half to score on a right-centerfield for a home
throwing error.
run.
The Cardinals then rallied
The Cardinals grabbed the
lead back at 2-1 after their again to tie the game at 6-6
half of the second but Mur- with two runs in the fourth'on
ray came back to scratch out. a ground rule double by
Chris Graham and a run in
three runs.
The Tigers started it with the sixth after two walks, a
walks to David- McCuiston hit batter and a walk.
After the game was tied,
and Vic Marshall before
Mark Boggess singled to Herndon relieved Robin
score McCuiston. After Roberts, who had struck out
David McMillen singled, six batters in his 523 innings,
_Tony Hellion, drove in . his and struck out Tim Blalock
first run with a single. A to stop the threat.
sacrifice fly by Bruce Taylor
Herndon finished his
scored Boggess to cap the in- wipeout of Mayfield by
ning.
.
belting a solo home run in
_ In the third, Murray im- the bottom of the sixth for a
proYised for another run 7-6 lead and by.then getting
1,k) Jill- the Cardinals out in the top
ington, who went to second of the seventh to finish with
ujian error. to. third on. a three` strikeouts and no

"Tony is hitting the ball as
walks in _his_ inigng and a
well as he is capable," Murthird.
Herndon finished the game ray coach Cary Miller said
with three hits in four at bats about his premier threat so
far this season.
and two runs batted in.

"We took advantage of our
opportunities. Other than
allowing too many walks
(six for the game), we did a
fine job.

"He did such a fine job
throwing strikes all last
season and he has picked up
where he left off, getting the
outs in a tight situation.

Murray,now 7-4, travels to
Marshall County for a game
today before playing
McLean County at home Friday at6p.m.

U

Mayfield.
1 1 1 20 I 0— 6 6 5
Murray
1 3 2 00 1 — 7 5 4
Frank ie Sanderson and Tim
Blalock; Robin Roberts, Tony Herndon (6)and Bruce Taylor. ZB — Cons
Graham (Ma). HR — Marcus Moss
(Ma),Herndon(Mu).
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RATTLING IN A CLOUD OF DUST Munay.and Mayfield rallied back and forth
yesterday before the Tigers finally won, 7-6. On this play, Murray's David Mc-

Cuiston was safe on a clOse play at third base.
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Staff Photo By David FRAMs
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SAVE WITH
CONFIDENCE!
SIZE

FET.
BLACKWALL WHITEWALL Plus
trade
SALE PRICE SALE PRICE no
needed.
$30.15
$1.61
$31.70
$35.05
$36.85
$1.75
$38.75
$36.75
$2.14
$40.05
$38.10
$2.28
$41.30
$39.25
$2.36
$41.15
$43.15
$2.57

Power Streak 78

B78-13
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
G78-15
H78-15
Other Sizes Sale Priced, Too!

• The strength and resilience of polyester cord
• Plenty of road-gripping
edges for all
traction •
• The performance
dependability of bias
ply construction

7

A78-13 blackwall.
plus $1.50 FET. no
trade needed.

1

Sale Ends April 25

Cushion Belt Polyglas
• Choose the

RUSHING THE NET — Terje Persson claimed one of three MSU singles wins against Vanderbilt yesterday as
he defeated Robert Lorndale in three sets, 7-5,4-6,6-1.

Staff Photo By David Hibbitls

MSU Drops 6-3 Match To Vandy
After splitting its singles

Vanderbilt had won an ference match today.

matches, the Murray State earlier indoor match over
•tennis team dropped all the Racers,8-1.
three doubles matches as it
Murray takes its 15-9
lost to Vanderbilt yesterday, record to Middle Tennessee
6-3.
State for an Ohio Valley Con-

VC 6,MSC 3
Singles Results — Mats Ljungrnan
lost to Charles Batt, 6-4, 6-3; Terje
Persson def. Robert Lorndale, 7-5, 4-6,
6-1; Finn Swarting lost to Bobby
Thyrn, 4-6, 6-4,6-3; Mike Costigan def.
David Williamson, 6-3, 6-2; Erik

Tistliammer lost to Cody Davis, 4-6. 6-

4,6-3; Steve Wile def. Steve Elliott, 62,64.
Doubles Results , — PerssonSwarting lost to Batt-Lorndale, 6-4, 64; Ljungman-Costigan lost to
Williamson-Etliolt, 6-4, 6-2;
Tiithammer-WiIle lost to ThYm-Davis,

6-0. 5-7, 7-6.

MSU Women Roll Past SIU,8-1
•

CARBONDALE, DI. —
Losing only one doubles match, -the Murray State
women's tennis team rolled
to an 8-1 win over Southern

MSU 8,SW 1
Illinois yesterday to raise its
6-2; Mary McNicholas def. Mona EtSingles Results —Fran Spencer def. chisoa,6-2,3-6,7-6.
season record to 30-4.
Lisa Warren, 6=1, 6-2; April Horning
Doubles Results —Spencer-Horning
MSU will be at Morehead def. Jennie Jones, 6-0, 6-3; Jorunn Eid def. Warren-Jones,
6-1, 7-6; EidMartin,
def.
Debbie
Am6-4,7-i;
Carla
this weekend for the OVC
Ambnco lost to Martin-Sherman, 6-7,
Vico se. Stacey Sherman. 6-3, 6-2; 6-2, 7-6; Rouse-McNicholas def.
tournament.
Sherryl Rouse def. Becky Ingram,6-3,
Etchison-Tammy K urtz,6-3,6-3.

Baseball Association Sets Dates
The
Murray-Calloway T-Ball Field and tryouts 70; Ron Hampton, PresiJunior Babe Ruth (8-1-65 to
County Baseball Association April 25 at the Calloway dent 1* Registration and 8-1-68; Eddie Schwettman,
will be holding its registation County High School gym- tryouts on April 17 at 4:30 President) Registration and
and tryouts for its six nasium for six-year-olds at 9 p.m. and April 18 at 8:30 tryouts on April 16 and April
leagues and age groups star- a.m. and five-year-olds at 10 a.m. at the Little League 17 at the new City Park Field
ting Thursday and continu- a.m.
Field.
number three at 4:30 p.m.
.ing through Saturday.
Park League (8-1-72 to 8-1-----Trie—regtafetiain—TeeiToF-74T—R
-BaWeir,--rsiesi -all leagues—is$20-fora single -denti--- Registration—only—on
family member and $15 for April 18 from 9:30 to 12:30
each additional member.
p.m. at the Park League
For further information.— Field_
The Murray golf team wonIn-a three-team meet held
Karen Conoley should be
Kentucky League (8-1-70 td a four-team match yester- Monday, Murray had finishcontacted at 759-1101.
k1-72; Ron Hutson, Presi- day,finishing with a score of ed second to_Marshall CounThe groups and their dent) Registration only on 171 to Mayfield's 173. Fulton ty while Calloway County
registration and tryout times April 18 from 10 a.m. to 12 City and Calloway County was third.
are as follows:
p.m. at the Kentucky League completed the field at 193,
Murray 1171) — Robert Billington
_ T-Ball(Birthdates 8-1-74
Field; tryouts on April 25 at 9 and 203,iespectively.
41, Greg Turner 42, John Purdom 44,
8-1-76; Chic Nute, President) a.m. at the Kentucky League
Murray's Robert Bill- Bill Shelton 44. Jon Overby 46
Calloway County 120) -- Todd ConRegistration April 18 from Field. ington was the medalist with
tri 47, John Hassell 51, Mark Waldrop
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m at the
Little League (8-1-68 to 8-1- a score of 41.
52, Monty Ray 53, Mike

strength of fiberglass cord belts
• Plus the cushioned ride of
resilient polyester
Good road contact and long
mileage. too

Whitewall Regular
Size
Price
$53.85
D78-14
E78-14 - $55.95
B78-I3 whitewall.
plus SI 80 FET,no
trade needed

Save Now Through April 25

SALE
PRICE
$44.00
$46.00

G78-14 —$60.75 — $49.75
$53.05
H78-14 _ $64.55
,
$62.15 —$51.00
G78-15
$55.20
H78-15
$67.00

Plus FE-T.
You
No trade
Save
needed.
$ 9.85 $2.04
$ 9.95 $2.14
$11.00 '$2.44
$2.62
$11.50
$11.15
$2.50
$2.72
$11.80

you
a rain check. assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
RAIN CHECK— If we sell out of your size we will issue

PROLONG TIRE LIFE.BOOST MPG

Front-End Alignment
• Inspect all four tires • Correct air
pressure • Set front wheel camber.
(-aster, and toe to proper alignment

$1
Parts and additional
services extra if needed.
•

• Inspect suspension and steering systems • U.S. cars and imports with
adjustable suspensions. Includes frontwheel drive. Chevettes.trucks,and cars..

SALE

Tracker LT...A Light Truck
Favorite That's All Muscle

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rotors • Repack front
wheel bearings • Inspect calipers and
hydraulic system • Add fluid & road
Additional parts and
services extra if needed. test car.(Does not include rear wheels).
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake lining, all 4 wheels • New
front grease seals • Resurface drums • Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect hydraulic system • Add fluid & road test car. • Most U.S.
cars,some imports.

Just Say (imoom
'Charge It' *mg:

Goodyear
FteyolvIng
Charge Account

PP.

P.

$55 $70
G7B-15
blackwalE

Tubeless. Load
C,plus
1.371rFET. No
trade needed.

8.75-16.5
btackwall.
Tubeless. Load
pku
ET. isio
trade needed.

M

Sale Ends This
Saturday April 18th

PP.
I.

rr
.

Use any of these other ways to buy: MasterCard • Visa
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

Murray Golf Team
Wins Four-Team Match

Jackson 57.

P.

• The strength of tempered.
long-wearing nylon cord
• The dependability of rugged
bias-ply construction
• Flat tread radius promotes
long,even wear

requiring MacPherson Strut correction
extra.

Brake Service— Your Choice

For Pickups,
Campers
Vans & HVs

.

P

Service Store
753-0595
S. 12th Murray
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

r.

•
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Lone Oak, Corlise County Swap Finishes

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Laker Track Teams Win Three-Team Meets
Triple Jump - Brad Miller (2nd) 311.
6'2; Tharpe (4th)302.
.High Jump- Miller (2nd I 6-2 (Tied
'School Record); Workman (4th)54.
Pole Vault - Mike Holloway (lit)96; Bob Houghton (Ind) 9-0; Dean
Cooley 43rd ) 8-0; Dana Pearson (4th)
7.4110 Meter High Hurdles - Workman
41st) 16.07; Dale Torsak (3rd) 19.09.
100 Meter Dash - 'Marne (1st)
11.77; Ricky Houston 12nd ) 11.00.
1600 Meter Run - Marty Wyatt I 1st I
5:06; Craig Robertson (2nd) 5:10;
Paul Vought 13rd 5.11; Herlie Chad-

Both Calloway teams will
The Calloway County boys
and girls track teams won be at Trigg County tomorrow
their_ respective meets_ before participating in the
against Lone Oak and Carli- 'Western Kentucky Conference meet thisSaturday.
sle County yesterday.
Iheanesults _The Laker boys finished__
Shot Put - Tommy Workman 12nd
with 120 points to 44 for Lone 3114
44;Rodney Hounshell (4th136-2.
Oak and seven for Carlisle
Discus- Kandy Dawson 4 tali 1174;
Hounshell
•(2nd 116-3; Mark Barrow
County while the girls had 94 (3rd,
103-3; Bryan Tebbetts(4thl 99-1.
16
for
to--34 for Carlisle and
Long-Jamp - Darnell Tharpe 12nd)
20-1', , JeIPButterworth (4thi19-4.
Lone Oak.

wick 14th)3:13.
1100 Meter Relay - 2nd (Houston,
Tony Hendon, Scott Lusk, Holloway)
1:41.34.
400 Meter Dash - Keith Lovett I tat)
57.30; Chadwick I 2nd) 58.91; Todd
Albritton(3rd)59.06.
Meter Low Hurdles - Miller
(lit) 43.67; Dawson 2nd) 45.53; Rob
Anderson (4th)5040.
000 Meter Run - Wyatt (1st)
2:19.96; Darrell Harris (2nd) 210.65;
Richard Dowdy(3rd)2:23.1L
200 Meter Dash - Tharpe (tat)
Z3.53, Houston (3rd) 24.67; Holloway

(4th) 25.10.
3200 Meter Run - Vought 1st
11.27.57; Mike Wicker t 2nd) 1135.26;
Mike Garrison 3rd)1
11:46.36.
1600 Meter Relay - 1st i Lovett, T.
Albritton, Chadwick, Dawson)4:01.
Girls Results
High Jump - Noreen Herndon (1st,
4-9; Vicki Houghton ,2nd 44; Gerald
McCuiston (3rd)4-2.
Long Jamp - Jena Hoke (tat) 1511.-i ; Houghton(ltnd 144% Lon Murdock(Oki 134.
Shot Put - Rachel Lamb (2nd)264;
Lon Charlton (3rd ) 28-1.2

Fisk Still MakinsfAilwaukee Turn Blue
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Carlton Fisk has changed
the colors of his Sox from
Red to White, but he's still
making theY Milwaukee
Brewers blue.
The veteran catcher, Who
became a free agent when
the Boston Red Sox were-late
mailing him a contract and
subsequently signed a longterm deal with the.ChicagoWhite Sox, has hit 21 of his
164 career home runs
against the Brewers.
The latest was a grand
slam that highlighted a sixrun fourth ...inning and
3 victory Tuesday before a
recordopeningolay crowd of
51,560 at Chicago's Comiskey
Park. Last week,.Fisk belted
a three-run homer to help
deleat his founesjkaon
'teammates in the season
opener.
"I never try to top
, .
home runs are special, but
this one had to be extra
special because it came in
the home opener before a big
crowd and-put the game out

CCHS Banquet
Friday Night
Callovvay County will be
holding its basketball banquet this Friday at 7 p.m. at
the high school cafeteria.
Awards and letters will be
presented to the members of
the 19813-81 teams.

of reach."
the
Elsewhere in
American League, the
unbeaten Oakland A's made
it six in a row by beating the
California Angels 5-2, the
Detroit Tigers edged the
Kansas City Royals 6-5, the
Minnesota Twins nipped the
Seattle Mariners 5-4 for their
first victory of the season
and the Cleveland Indians
trimmed the Texas Rangers
7-1. Baltimore and Boston
were rained out, while New
York and Toronto had the
day off.
The beneficiary of Fisk's
homer, as well as his expertise with the mask and mitt,
was-lefty-Ross Baumgarten.
Baumgarten was ecstatic,
even though he failed to
finish when Gorman Thomas
hit a two-run homer in the
ninth inning after Don
Money hit a solo shot in the
fifth.
"Getting a lead like that
was great," he said. "And

hitter and Tony Armes
delivered the key hit in a
three-run sixth inning. The
A's snapped a scoreless tie

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND
SOLITAIRE
*SPECIAL
30% to 50% OFF
ON ALLSOLITAIPES THIS MONTH
•

RE.P. $450
E-Z CREDIT

MICHELSON'S JEWELERS

WPM*(Ti.

ew

SPECIALS

0/
0
OFF
STOREWIDE
:1117NE.111:1
One Group

Dress
Shirts

I
Denim

LEVI'S
All Leg Styles

400
OFF°

Qraharn &Jackson
FOR

THE

other two runs scored on
grounders and - Johnson
delivered a two-run single in
the ninth.

Major Leagues At A Glance

Discus - Charlton 1 1st, $5i2;
Lamb (2nd i 88-11; Jane Ann Barrow
(3rd)79-11.
400 Meter Dash - Gina Walke I 1st)
61.1; Jill Childress 12nd 73.0
100 Meter Hurdles - Noreen Herndon (1st)1L4.
100 Meter Dash -Walker i 1st 113 1,
Hole (2nd 13.5.
.
1600 Meter Run - Bonnie Hutchens
(2ndl 6:42.0; Ladona Overby 3rd,
• 6:56.2.
800 Meter Relay -tat (Rhonda MrCuiston, Caroline Steely, Tammy Torsak, Gina Morris) 2:06.7.
300 Meter Hurdles - Herndon 1st,
63.9; Tammy Trees 2nd)65.9.
000 Medley Relay - 1st R. McCuiston, Torsak, Childress, Houghton )
2:12.9.
200 Meter Dash - Walker (lit)27.6.
ADO Meter Run - Overby (2=1)
3:05.7; Hutchens 13rd) 3:08.6; Karen
Hall (4th) 3:13.
400 Meter Relay - 1st (Walker,
Childress, Houghton, Hoke(56.3.

Valenzuela Pitching Like Koufax

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Outside of throwing from
the left side, Fernando
Valenzuela bears little
physical resemblance to
Sandy Koufax.
But the Los Angeles
Dodgers' rookie is certainly
pitching like him these days.
A chunky Version of the
great Dodger southpaw,
Valenzuela has started out
on the right foot this season
with strong showings in his
first two starts — including
Tuesday night's 7-1 decision
over the San Francisco
'.iiants.
Valenzuela, who pitched a
five-hit shutout against
--On -opening- day,plate. He gets you to move gave up but four hits and
the ball around and not get struck out 10 in his second
into a rut. He mattes you start. The run he gave up
change speeds, change pit- against the GiantOwas the
ches and concentrate."
only earned run against him
Fislt hit his grand slam off in 352-3 innings of major
loser Pete Vudcovich just league pitching and 70
after the right-hander straight innings dating back
'made me look silly otr-a- to Class AA ball last sumbreaking ball." Catcher-Ted:mer:
Simmons said he "called for ----"Fro a little surprised,"
a fast ball on Fisk because I said Valenzuela about his
thought we could get him seeming superiority over the
out. But he hit a good pitch, hitters. "But I have a little
and when he hit it I knew it confidence in myself,too."
was gone."
Noted Dodger catcher
A's 5, Angels 2
Steve Yeager: "The most
Mike Norris hurled a four- amazing thing is his corn-

$299

when Dwayne Murphy, Cliff
Johnson and Armes opened
the sixth with consecutive
singles oft Geoff Zahn. The

-TA

PARTICULAR

MAN

posure. He stands out there
like an old . pro. And
everything.he throws is improving,too."
Bruce Berenyi, another

rookie,also made some news
Tuesday night when he pitched the Cincinnati Reds to a
4-0 victory over the San
Diego Padres with a two-

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pct. GB
Detroit
3 1
750 Baltanure
2 1
067
'.
Milwaukee 2- 1/ AV
New York
2, 2
590 i
Toronto
2 2
500 1
1 2
Boston
333 112
1 2 .333 1'v
Cleveland
%EST
6 0 1.000 Oakland
Chialgo
Califortua
3 3 .500 3
Kansas Cln
1 2 233 34
Texas
1 3 .250 4
Minnesota
1 4 .200 4'2
Seattle
1 4 .20) 4'2
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at Boatan, pst,Taut
Chicago 9, Milwaukee 3
Cleveland 7, Texas 1
Detrnit 6, Kansas City 5
Oakland 5, tahfortia 2
hisinesota 5, Seattle 4
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games •
_
Bakimore D. Martinez 040 at Boston
(Torrez
Milwaukee (lbws 0.0) at Chsago.
(Trout 04 or Burns 60)
Clevdand (Barker 04) at Texas Medici.) 0.0), in)
New York May 1.01 at Toronto (Todd
00 or Sbeti.044, in
Detroit (Pe(ry 04) at Kansas Oty
(Gura 0-11, (n)
oaidaki (t.orkgroni 1.0 at California
-4). In(
hieffer" 0
Miraiesota (Endrson 0-1) at Seattle

hitter.
In the only other NL game,
the Houston Astros routed
the Atlanta Braves 8-2. Two
games were rained out.
(Gleam lOt, ni

Blues Glad To Have Penguins
Out Of Their Way After OT Win
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
If the St. Louis Blues never
see another penguin, it will
be too soon.
The Blues, heavy favorites
to win their best-of-five
preliminary round -series
with the lowly Pittsburgh
Penguins, were extended to
the limit Tuesday night
before surviving to continue
their -chase of the National
Hockey League championship. St. Louis' Mike Crombeen, who had been on the
bench since midway through
the game, scored at 5:16 of
the second overtime to boost
the Blues,over the Penguins
4-3.
In Tuesday's only other
playoff action, the
Philadelphia Flyers topped
the Quebec Nordiques 5-2 to
win that series.
Those results set up the
following
best-of-seven
quarterfinal
matchups,
beginning Thursday:
Edmonton at the New
York Islanders: Calgary at
Philadelphia; the New York
Rangers at St. Louis, and
Minnesota at Buffalo.
St. Louis finished second in
the NHL standings to Pittsburgh's 15th but were
severely tested by the gutsy
Penguins. In fact, if not for
All-Star goaltender Mike
Liut, the Blues would be sitting on the Sidelines right
now.
Liut and his Pittsburgh
counterpart, Greg Millen,
were phenomenal Tuesday,
especially in overtime. Each
team had 13 shots on goal in
the first OT period, with Liut
making wondrous saves on
shots by Mark Johnson, Rick
Kehoe and Peter Lee. And
Millen was equally excellent, stopping Jack
Brownschidle, Brian Sutter
and Rick LaPointe.
"I just came out and happened to be at the right
spot," said Crombeen, who
played only four shifts in
regulation."For a game that
had been so physical, I guess
that most of the guys were
kind of tired. At least I
prayed that they were,
anyway.
"I didn't want to look up at
the net for fear it would
throw me off my stride."
Mike Zuke found Crombeen all alone in front of
Millen when both Pittsburgh
defensemen went to the corner after the puck. His shot
was partially deflected by
Millen but not enough to stop
it from trickling in to give St.
Louis its first playoff series
win since 1972.
"I just wish St. Louis could
go all the way," said Millen,
who like Liut made 48 saves.
I'd like to see them win it
all."
"The people of Pittsburgh
should be very proud of this
hockey club," said Penguins
Coach- Eddie Johnston. "I
really felt we should have
won iL We got a great effort."
The Flyers also put forth a,
great etlort, outshootinethe
Nordiques 37-18 and putting
the game away with three
goals in the 5:07 of the third
period.
Ken IAnseman started the
onslaught on a 2-on-I bre_ak
at 18 seconds, then Paul
Hohngren connected at 2:38.

By The Anacided Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
'W 1
Pct. GR .
New York
2 1
.667
2
2
.500
'1,"
Philadelphia
-_
.50o
MontrealI t
ta)
St LOUIS
.233 1
1 2
Pittsburgh
Chicago
I 2 - .sa
WENT
5 0 I000
Los Angeles
4 2
2i6:
3 2
600 2
Atlanta
San Diego
2 4
2 4
.SLI
San Freiman
Houston
1 4
209 4
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Montreal. ç4. nun
gt.laws at Neiv York. ppd. TIMM
Houston 8, Atlanta 2
Uncinnati 4. San Dire), 0
Ins Angeles 7. San
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Carnes
Chicago )Resihel tvl at Montn•al
gen 04)
&law • Martinez 040 at New Y.att
(Zach.ry 140
Pittstsseh nibby 041 at 1lulate1nt),4
(Ruthven 141), n
Atlanta 'Boggs 0411 at tio.sz.
liy
00), )n )
Cincinnati Soto 9-1
Sail 141t2o
Mira 04), n ) '
Ins Angeles • Hooton 14): at San Fran- •
cisco (Wtutwin 04) r n

Transactions
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
TAMPA_ BAY BUCCANEERS
Signed John Roveto. placelucker.
Canadian Football League
MONTREAL ALOUETIES glared Greg Barrow, offensive-tackle. from the Toronto Argonauts f»; first: "
and Ilia-Around draft picks in 1982

BALL CAMP

Brian F ropp closed it out and
"Everybody is a team both winners in three-game
Philadelphia coasted into the player on St. Louis,"said the sweeps in the first round,
second round.
Rangers' Dean Talafous. played three ties in regular
"They scared the heck out "Each player knows his. season.' elsiorth Stars won
of us," said Philadelphia limitations and plays within the other tiniest 3-1.
Coach Pat Quinn. "For four his ability. They don't have
The Stars ride a high into
games, it looked frustrating, three oil' four guys you can the quarterfinals after bornLike_ Montreal being -beaten - iteron?'
-lying the thiston BrUgfis-. Min-''
by Edmonton." •
-The Flyers and Flames nesota had never won in
The quarterfinals will con- split their four games in Boston until taking the
tinue Friday in the cities regular season. Calgary end- opener 5-4 in overtime.- The,
where they begin before ed up with 92 points,five less - Stars then won 9-6 and 6-3.
switching sites for Games 3 than Philadelphia.
No. 5 Buffalo had little opand 4 on .Sunday and Mon"I don't think we have to pesitioh from Vancouver,
day, respectively. If worry. about anyone losing but can expect a lot more
necessary, the fifth, sixth his emotional self- resistance from the No. 9
and seventh games will be confidence," said Flames North Stars.
held April 22, 24 and 26, Coach Al MacNeil, whoie -The Oilers, surprise vicrespectively.
team advanced with a three- tors in three games over
The Blues swept four game sweep of Chicago."We Montreal, tied the two
regular season games from came up with a sharp effort games against the Islanders
the. Rangers. But the in the Chicago series and we at Nassau Coliseum, 5-5 and
Rangers are fresh after all realize it'll take the same 8-8, but lost the other two to
resting since Sunday, while kind of effort in the next the Islanders. But, with 20the Blues are bound to be series."
year-old Wayne Gretzky
tired.
Buffalo and Minnesota, scoring three goals and eight

Wit
Jackson Tennessee's
Old Hickory Academy
June 2-3-4
featurmq

CLARK GAINES
New York Jetsre;
CHARLIE JOINER
San Diego Chargers
JAMES LOFTON
Green Bay Packers
PHIL SIMMS
New York Giants
Learn their secrets!
Camp capacity is
limited so
REGISTER NOW!
CALL
(901)668-8026 or
(91 6)244-1 970
or write .
SPORTSKAMP USA
2700 Tool C•AMI
kedging, CA 96001

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
BE UNDER.SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
01.YMPiC ALMA MURRAY RI

Wenzel Wyllie Mantle

Propane Lantern

4°41116

Reg. $5.99

Buy One At
Regular Price
Get Second One For

Reg $1 7 99
5—

Top-Stitch Jersey

'12"

Rockford

Tube Socks
Over The Calf
Reg. $1.59
Special

South Bend Line Keeper
Complete With Line

99?P

A Must For Crappie Fishing

Reg. $1.49 Special

si

ll

Matched With Heddon
Slick Stick Rod

$3400
Special Censbe Price

igmerica
.up Vest

Combination Special
Garcia 5500C Reel
Matched With Shakespeare
BC 1035 graphite Rod

Reg Stork

'12"

Spicier,
Special Combo Price

84

Jobe Ski dism
Honey Comb
$9900
Spftiel
Reg. $149.95

St. Croix Telescopic
Fiberglass
Crappie Pole
Reg. $10.99

Prices Good Menu April 19th

W02-10-G With Guides
10 Ft. 2 Pc,
$288
Special V

,
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Murray State Basketball Award Winners

Si
on
car
Rol
dot
fair
Sat
emu

Award winners at the Murray State basketball banquet last night included Lamont Sleets (above, receiving
the Joe Fulks Most Valuable Player Award and below at far left) for MVP, Free Throw Award and Assist
Award; Tom Adams (left, receiving Outstanding Scholac Athlete Award); and (below, left to right after Sleets)
Walt Davis with the Garrett Beshear Defensive Award, Michael Bates with the Tom Moran Most Courageous
Award and Kenney Hammonds with the Dick Cunningham Rebounding Award.
Staff Photos B David Hibbilis

Grunfeld Pulls Kings
ToCommansling Spot
In NBA West Playoff
II) ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Ernie Grunfeld is 6-feet-6
-a'fitt'-n-storky7220 pounds,
with large, thickly muscled
legs. He hardly fits the mold
of National „Basketball
Association. guards, those
cat-quick whippets who dart
and death about the court.
"Ernie looks like the first
Clydesdale -.pulling . the
- Budweiser wagon," says-his
coach, Cotton Fitzsimmons
of the Kansas City Kings.
But Fitzsimmons couldn't be
happier about the way this
Clydesdale has pullet! the
Kings into a commanding_
• —
position in their playoff
series against. the Phoenix
Suns.
The Kings, who lead the
best-of-seven Western Con- - ference_ semifinal 3-1, will
try to finish off the Suns
tonight in Phoenix. • Also
tonight, San Antonio is • at
Houston and Milwaukee at
Philadelphia.
Grunfeld was drafted on
.the --first .round in. 1977 by
Milwaukee as a forward but
.proved too small to play a
frontcourt position in the
NBA. He was traded to Kansas City in 1979 and converted into a guard,at which
position he started 27 games
this season because of in1 juries'to regulars Phil Ford
and Otis Birdsong.
"Sure there has been a
7
'trend around the league
to-ward big guards," said
Fltzsimmons,"but when you
• look at guys like Magic.
Johnson, Walter Davis and
George Gervin, 'Ernie's
move seems improbable. Ernie is a plugger and those
guys are finesse players, but
you need the pluggers,too."
Grunfeld has been a
starter since Ford collided
With GtOten States Lloyd
ree in a'.
1,-and sufferee4-a scratched e
which led
blurred visio
When Bird.s1g injured-a
ankle in the ayoffs, small
forward Scott edman was
41ifted to guai alongside
Grunfeld.
In Sunday's 10205 Kansas
victory, Grunfeld
Cit.

td

played the ftt_ll .18_ minutes
and scored 27 points.
-At first all I -did was bring
the-batt up-and try -te -get-everyone involved in the offense," he said. "That was
not too difficult. After awhile
I started to penetrate Some
and picked up a. few tricks.
The big thing is the players
and coach-were willing to be
patient with me and adjust
theirstyle. With-Phil (Ford
we ran. With me we have
become more of a set-up
team, and that has caused
the Suns a lot of their problems. We took them out of
_
Fitzsiininons said the
Kings had no options.
Wf can't Dm with
Phoenix," he said."We tiave
to gear it down'. We don't
have as much "talent as
teams like Phoen-IX, but we
have a lot of guts and we're
executing very well."
Also executing well are the
Houston Rockets, who took a
3-2 lead in the other West
semifinal by beating the.
Spurs 123-117 Tuesday night
at San Antonio.
Houston's inside and outside threats, Moses Malone
and Calvin Murphy, combined for 70 points. Malone's
late effort - he scored 10 of
the Rockets' last 15 points staved off a Spurs' rally that
cut Houston's 14-point lead to
one point twice in the last
four minutes.
. In Philadelphia, the Bucks
and 76ers are tied 2-2- going
into tonight's game, and (tricot' the key matchups figures
to be the center struggle
between, Milwaukee's Bob
Lanier tnd Philadelphia's
Darryl Dawkins.
The veteran Lamer has
outplayed Dawkins in three
of the four games so far,
averaging 17.5 Points, 7.0
It -assists and 1.5bloeked shots ln aI.Suiniltutes
of action. Dawkins,VneanWhile, got in feill triAble in
three of the four gain and
as averaged just 12.3i,
ptiints
24
nd 4.5 rebounds
nutes. He also does i!ot
e a single assist and otir
thr e blocks.

about why so many families
are becoming Woodmen
families. Let's talk about why
Woodmen membership
makes sense for your family.
Let's talk.
753-4377(Office)
753-7320(Mows)

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

"The FAMILY Fraternity .
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Owners Point To Free Agents

Baseball Expenses Rising Faster Than Revenue
By FRED ROTHENBERG
The financial Publication stadium expenses up 14 perAP Sports Writer
Barrons surveyed tliq cent. _
For the eight-year period,
Good management in average annual increase of
baseball means a lot more team expenses and revenues expenses rose at a faster
than turning 25 players into a from 1970-78. According to rate than revenues, forcing
winning unit. With inflation, the study,t gate revenues teams to find new and better
the rising costs of salaries, were up 7.7\percent; broad-- ways of making money. The
transportation and ballpark cast revenues up 7.5 per- trends continued through
maintenance, baseball's bot- cent; attendance up 4.4 per- 1980. "You have to keep digtom line is not found only in cent, and ticket prices up 4.3 ging for all sorts of new income centers," says Peter
the standings. It's also the percent.
,
profit-loss picture.
.
Meanwhile, inflation\ has BaVaSi, president of the
Some of the owners say soared, and Barrons also Toronto _Blue Jays, one of
free agency without 'signifi- found significant increases baseball's biggest- success
cant comPensation could' in expenses over the satne stories.
ruin them. Marvin Miller, period. Salaries, the major
Bavasi, 36, grew up in the
executive director of the team expense, were up 20
Played Association, warns percent, player development Dodger organization. When
that the free agent system , was up 8 percent and the expansion Blue Jays tapwill place a greater
premium ,,on effective, intelligent management in
baseball "Teams will have
to' be more conscientious
about
doing
their
defeated the United States 4-2 to adBy The Associated Presshomework," he said.
vance to the final round of the
TENNIS
MONTE CARLO, Monaco I AP — pool competition at the World he
"Mistakes will be more costVictor Peed of Paraguay stunned Hockey Championships.
ly."
The defeat sent the United States indefending champion Bjorn Borg of
Two of the biggest . free- Sweden, 6-0. 4-6, 7-5;in the first round to the'•B" Pool with two defeats in two
games.
the Monte Carlo Open.
agent spenders in 112cetwall ofin-other
In other action, Czechoslovakia beat
matches. France's Yann4444
have been San Diego and Noah downed Mario Martinez of West Germany 6-2 to earn a place an
California. • Each finished Bolivia 6-2, 6-2; Pascal Pones of the final round along with the Soviet
France defeated Andrew Pattison of Union and Canada. who qualified from
sixth in its division last year. South Africa 7-5, 6-1;
Ricardo Cana of group.A in Stockholm
BASEBALL
Meanwhile, the New York Argentina beat Pavel Slozil of
NEW YORK (Al') — Outfielder
7-6, 6-0: Chnstophe
Yankees have spent millions Czechoslovakia
Roger Vasselin of France eliminated Tony Annas of the Oakland As was
on free agents who helped Chris Lewis of New Zealand 6-4, 6.3, named the American League's first
them to four division titles in and Adrian° Panatta 01.1taly beat Fer- Player of the Week for 1981 after battingAZI) in his first four games with
nando-bane Sporn 6-3,6-2.
-• the past five years.
LOS ANGELES I AP) -- Hank two home runsiiiiilliWns
—ba
—Tred
in.
Pfister
upset second-seeded Roscoe
Miller
wis talking
Annas collected,seven hi6 in 16 atTanner 6-4, 6-4 in a first-round singles
specifically about teams ac- match of the $75,000 Jack
Kramer Ten- bola,slugged .811;scored five runs and
quiring the right free agents. nis Open at the Ins Angeles Tennis had a .471 onbsse percentage in the
period which ended Sunday.' • •
His call for business savvy . Club.
GENERAL
In other matches, sixth-seeded 540applies off the field as-wali..
SANTA FE, Argentina 'A?) 4Iy Mayer beat unseeded Vince Van
Former
world
middleweight chain Commissioner Bowie Pattern 1-6. 6-1,6-3; fourth-seeded Bill
Scanlon downed Sherwood Stewart 8-1, pion Carlos Monson was released from
Kuhn is saying that about 6-4;
No.5 seed Rolf Gehring of West prison after serving a one-month
half the 26 clubs lost money Gertna nYllefeated Trey Waitke6-4,6- sentence on cparges of possession of
-,
last year, while Several 2; Stan Smith scored a 7-5, 7-5 victory in illegal gun, police said.
A police spokesman said a Winover India's Ramesh Knshnan; John
longtime owners, including Austin beat Tim Witlilsnic
84,'Ilt; chester rifle was found-It- PAsnson's
the respected Carpenter Mark Edmonson defeated Scott Davis apartment during a police raid last
2-6. 6-4: and Nick Saviano topped month. The spokesman said police
family .in Philadelphia, are 6-3,
entered the apartment after they were
Bruce Manson 6-3. 6-3.
trying to leive the game
told by an unidentified source that a
fight was taking place there.
HOCKEY
because of the financial
The spokesman said Monson himself
GOTEBORG, Sweden I API — The
direction it's taking.
Sweden national hockey team was not involved in the fight.

ped Bavasi as president, he
believes a ballclub should be their own jet. They have
tried to follow the 'lessons
run like a small corporation. averaged -a record 3 million
learned at the knee of his
. Under the influence of 'fans- the -past three seaons,
father, Buzz*, and the viO'Malley and now his son - yet still raised ticket prices
sionary Dodger owner,
Peter, the Dodgers operate by a dollar twice in the past
Walter O'Malley.
on a cash basis. They own live years in order to mainThe Blue Jays, who have
Dodger Stadium. its conces- tain the same profit margin.
finished in last place all four sion facilities end parking.
The team does not say what
yeari. of their existence, They also own their luxthat profit is, but it is'believmask a "reasonable profit urious spring training coin- ed to
be the healthiest in
last year," said Bavasi, who- plex in Vero Beach,Fla.,and baseball.

NOW LEASING...

Sports In Brief

WALNUT PLAZA
Only 3 Spaces Left...
(1)564 Sq. Ft.(2)855 Sq. Ft.,(3)936 Sq. Ft.

•

Featuring

•PrimeOffice Space Built To Your Specs. •Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
•Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
•Elevator Service & Sprinkler Systems
•Plenty Of Parking Available

•Conveniently Located Near Banks & Court House
Call For More Information
753-4682, 753-5879, 753-8302, 753-9621
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Animation Cels On Exhibit At Murray State
When Bugs Bunny asks,
• *.What's up, Doc?",
Hollywood artists • must
create 30 to 50 indixidual
paintings — 12 for each stcond of running time.
Those paintings, called cel
paintings or "eels," are the
subject of a special exhibit
and sale to be held at Murray
State University Thursday
and Friday, April 2'.3-24, from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the
University Center outside
the Craft Shop.
Animation cels are the
paintings actually filmed in
making the animated car-

44

toon. The ci..Acters are
painted by hand on clear
sheets of acetate, usually 11"
x 14" or larger. Each figure
is outlined on the front and
painted by hand on the back
of the cel.
Cels are all one-of-a-kind,
not reproductions or prints.
This collection was ,authenticated by Galle'ry Lainzberg
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. A
representative of Gallery
Lainzberg will be on hand.
On display will be animation cels from more than 25
different Hollywood cartoon
productions, including

SCOUT FAIR — Melissa Tabers (top photo) displays
one of the many flyers on the 1981 Girl Scout Fair that
can be seen in store windows. (Bottom photo) Gary
Rowland (right), manager of the National Store,
donates a Samsonite suitcase to Tina Hudson for the
fair's raffle. The fair will be held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday, April 18.

several Walt Dishey feature
films: "Winnie the Pooh,"
"The Jungle Book," "The
Aristocats,"
"The
Rescuers," and "Pete's
Dragon."
Fans of the Warner
Brothers cartoons will see
their favbrite characters:
Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck,
Pdpe Le Pew, -Wile E.
Conte,and the Roadrunner.
Highlighting the Warner
Brothers collection is a suite
of Four Limited Edition
Cels, created and signed by
Chuck.Jones.
Warner Bros. Characters

featured include Daffy
Duck, Wile E. Coyote and
Pepe Le Pew. Among these
are four limited editions
created and signed by Chuck
Jones. Jones also will have
signed prints of his television
classics, "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi"
and "The White Seal."
Filmation Studios will be
presented by paintings from
their 1930s classics Krazy
Kat and Betty Boop. Prints
from the animated "Star
Trek" and Richard
Williams "Raggedy Ann
and Andy" also will be
displayed.

The exhibit and sale is free
and open to the public.
Other activities in the
University Center Craft
Shop during the month of
April include Chinese Kite
Making and Chinese painting classes. The Chinese
Kite Making class begins
April 24, and the painting
workshop will be April 27
and 28. It will be taught by K.
S. Wong, noted poet and
painter.
Additional information
about the Craft Shop classes
may be obtained by stopping
by _ the shop on the lower

P.

level of the Universit
Center, or telephoning 7626119.

'The Galilean'
Film To Be Shown
At Nazarene Church
A film, "The Galilean.
will be shown at the Locust
Grove Church of Ow Nazarene on Saturday, April
18, at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Robert Wassom.
church pastor, invites (I,
public to attend.

s.

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Eggs

SUPER MARKET
"Low-Overhead Moons low Prices"

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit quantities

Save 44`

Nome Owned L Operated
low Store Nears 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

With $10.00 Or More Purchase I:chiding
Dairy a Tobacco Free/xis or Drinks ON Special

Prkes Good 4-15 Ara 4-21

Ocean Spray

A.:White Cloud
711

a

Bathroom
-Jr,
-•- Tissue

44.

.911

AN.

4.111

P Paisit
1441431/

.4414,0

2f.ijra

Crackers

Contadina Whole

2189c

Lb. Box

Tomatoes.14' Oz.
2

omits

PI

1

Sunshine

Cranberry
Sauce Save 14' 160x.

•

Southern Gem Cut

Green
9c
Beans....Lg. 29 Oz.218
AA

Girl Scout Fair Slated
Saturday At Cabin
The 1981 Girl Scout Fair
will be held from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday, April 18, at
the girl scout cabin on
Sharpe Street.
For only a dime per visit,
children can enjoy the fish
pond, sucker tree, and the
bean bag throw. Bingo will
be played all day for only a
quarter a game.
There also will be a country store. Refreshments can
be bought. —
Raffle tickets are being
sold for five for $1. They can
be purchased by any girl
scout member of by calling
489-2510 Or 489-2495.
The Cookie Monster is expected to be present and
clowns selling balloons will
be on hand.
The public is invited to attend.
Reins to be raffled at the
fair will be, at 10 a.m., oil
change,filter and grease job
from Parker Ford ( $18.75
value); 11 a.m., Gloria
Vanderbilt Jeans from The
Blackford House Gallery
($25); 12 p.m. large framed
needlepoint puppy picture
from The Wild Raspberry
($42); 1 ip.m. Super 210S fire

extinguisher from D.W. Auto
Supply I $24 ); and 2 p.m. 26i4lch Samsonite luggage
from the National Store
3651.
The fair is one method of
raising funds for local girl
scout activities.
•
Esther Hester is in charge
of the community rummage
for the fair. Anyone having
rummage to donate may res
quest a pickup by calling 7530729.

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

A car wash will be held bt
the 641 South Super Shell on
Saturday, April 18, from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m., sponsored by
Kirksey United
the
Methodist Youth.
The cost will be $3 per car.
Proceeds will be used for
special projects of the youth,
a spokesman said.

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

(),1k

1.O9
%NW's garlis bread

Y

2 Price
with

xalad 40
extra

69 Site( i.il f

Ketchup...32oz. Save 10'
Paramount Hamburger Dill

Slices

fries
Kids

inside dining onhr

Free Refills on Drinks

inside dining()Ms

Free Refills on Prinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

98

69c

Stokiey's Finest Asparagus
n.s.
..

Ice Milk

Spears

Save 40''2 Gal. Asst. Flavors

Glad Large Kitchen

Bags

969

30 bags Save 30'

65c

32 oz. Save 41'

Jiffy ;,...wfAuffin

Puff's Facial

Mix

Tissue 200's -

Save 16'

Libby's Pink Tall Cans

S

almon .. 151 2

199

Sauce

Cottage
Cheese

18 oz. Save 1059

Friskies Buffet Cat

Food
Chicken Entre IL Turkey

Save 70'

1$1
0t20..
Chicken Entre

16 Oz.4 Pak Bottle Carton
Save 60' With Deposit Or Bottles

York

Aspirin

Gal.
Jag.

200's Save 46' Reg. $1.19

73

39

Efferd0Mit

Tablets

6

12 oz. Savoy

R.C.
Diet Rite
Cola

Flav-O-Rich
Pure

Orange Juice

Save 10'

Sealtest

oz. Save 40'

Cattlemen's Bar-B-0

963

60's Reg. $2.58 Save 95'

Kirksey Methodist
Youth Set Car Wash

For Information
Regarding

Prairie
Farm

Heinz Tomato

Country Ham
Breakfast Set
Saturday At Hall
A Country Ham Breakfast
will be held Saturday, April
18, at the Masonic . Hall,
Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road,
sponsored by Murray I.odge
No.' 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Serving will start at 6 a.m.
and the cost will ,be $3 per
person for all one can eat,
according to Dick Henninger, master of the lodge,
who invites the public to attend.

Save 30'

Save 40'
4 Roll Pkg.

PRODUCE
Fresh lceburg

Lettu
ce
Yellow Sweet
Corn
iF ihrawberries
Yellow Ripe
Bananas

39c
h..„
3169c
79c
$100
.. pint

3 lb.

.
1

FROZEN FOODS
roe y ip Dessert
....59C
Topping
Frosty Acres
919
Corn on Cob
Darden Delight French
79c
F Acres
Baby
Fresty
Limas
98`
ries

21b bag

20 ez bag

Meat Department
Tenderized Smoked

Hams

Shank Portien

Batt Perna.$1.09 Lb.
Whole $1.19 Lb.

99
C
Lb

Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
$159
lb

11.S.B.A. Choke
Baseless Arm

Roast
$179

Field or Regal M

Bologna
12 oz. pkg.9
C
9

Pure Fresh

Ground Beef
Sliced Slab •

Bacon

89c

Fields

Lb.
Memel Canned

Wieners
Hams
- $'129 '$791 Ils. pkg.

Field Boneless No Waste Smoked

Picnic

09

Family Pak
3 Lb. or More

3 Lb. Can

$

49
Lb.
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Easter
Baskets
Filled With Delft ious Easter op
Candy And A Toy Ready
For Giving On Easter Morning!

Discount Pricesi
We
Have
A Nice
Selection Of
Easter Candies

Remembrance
Of That Loved
One On Easter
Sunday. We
Carry A Nice
Selection Of Wreaths, Sprays,
Crosses, etc. DISCOUNT PRICES

Levi
Boot Cut

Jeans

Special Group
Men's Pullover Knit

Boys & Student
Sizes
By Hands Off - Reg. 9.99

Including lop Ngme Brands

Soothes

L A N ACAre' --.;-"4111
Burning miw

Noxzema
Skin Cream

Cream
$1 29

jAnaCane

Greaselec.. Medicated

.

Lawn Chair
Webbing
No Nonsense
A Natural Fiber Laxative
Regular or Orange Flavored

11 79
3-Piece Pyrex
Mixing
Bowl Set

Mennen Skin Bracer
After Shave

No. 300-49 Autumn Harvest
No. 300-6 Woodland

$1 39
Style
Conditioner

style
114200

2 Special Formulas
To Get The Exact

Reg. $'2.29 Sale $1 89
Reg. $2.99 Sale $239

Towels
Style
Hair Spray ZtiL
3 Special Formulas
Style I-Extra Light
Finishing Spray
Style II-Moisturizing Hair Spray
Style III-Body Building Hair Spray

Needs Of Your Hair
Style 100 Finishing
Rinse 8, Conditioner
Style 200 Moisturizing
Conditioner
16 Oz. Bottle .

Reg. 1.59

Panty
Hose
Sale $129
•

By Wrangler

Bath

$

88

Stvleu'%.

I

L.

$499
to

4- 41

8 Oz Aerosol Con

Raw

By Cannon

Hand $278
$1 68
Wash Cloth I

$1 399
Great Selection

Solids & Patterns

Rave
Soft
PermRefill

Reg. $10.99 Sale $889
I19
$1 1
I
Reg. 13.99 Sale
1 2 -3
12 /

Regular or Extra Curly

29'
Sale $2
'

Curad
"Ouchless"
Plastic Bandages

Girl's

Half Slips
Reg. 1.89 sak 63
Sole

Extra-Strength

Tylenol
Tablets
$1 99

Regular or
Mint Flavored
Family Size
6.40z.

564

Decorative

Linen Mural
Includes 2 Half
Round Dowels &
Hanging Cord

111• EL.
vir-i• -E. ..".1
as IN
El •
IN MIMMIII7111
•-1JV M —
W
M
Al
'
111 IN IN III
11141P
_AUIPAL.1111111.1_
11,1111_JILEINJIIIME
MALIALJUL • II ••_nil•_
r 1 •• U ••••• ws•••••••
•Arai

vie".
, •••••••
has tne
• pi
• II • II_L_No
•
under e,
one roof... Everything at a.. •
DISCOUNT PRICES

•oVillemilmINI.V1
•
11 111.1111M
•
111
•
011111.111

Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
"
111 •
• • II
paint, automotive, plumbing
N • UI
I ••
al ••• NI is 01 •••
electrical, sporting goods
fvTir
...
health and beauty aids
ACNE U •••••• 111•13111111M110 NO SIN
A I
,..,iii.1I_a
•Niii
se•s
•
housewares, clothing, shoes
i
ark .. 0•
Il
a
••• a
toys, camera equipment and th(
l
••••
[15:1‘
a
••• a
I
It•1111 M MI vei im IN
IN IN •
at •
i_E lowest priced discount pharmacl
.•• II • MI II • Was- Ng Is • III II EN imr-ial II in N.
••••31111•61111111111111111/111111111M•111M••
in the area.
p

IMM

=

all

-.A

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT

Shovels, Hoes, Rakes

Handles
Garden Hose Repair Pieces
All Sizes & Types

For Cool Comfort
Assorted Styles & Colors

A

limirmi
latmeiritittriii
I I II/ IHI

U

r

Discount Prices

• Grass Clippers
39

One Table

Boating &
Camping
Equipment
Accessories
18x24
Nylon

AntiFreeze
Coolant
Recovery
Kit

Red Oak,

• Tarp

Porch
Swing

Will Not Crack or Tear

$5995
$2599

5' $2799

Heavy Duty

Windshield
• Washer
Solvent

Jack
Stands
4,000 Lbs. Each

1327

$

$1 571 Gal

Retail 510.95
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Shuttle Strengthens America's
Quest To Regain Foothold
SPACE CENTER, Houston(AP
Frank Lee Mattox of In- Columbia and its jubilant astronauts,
.thanapoli.s. Ind., 29 year old back from a remarkable maiden
son of Mr: and Mrs. Frank voyage, dramatically advanced
Mattox of New Concord,died America's chances of gaining a WorkTuesday..from .11141111VS SLLSr lag foothold in SP_aCeilli: .1$82 ffi00
t ained-m-an automobile aeei- someday. said Commander John.
Young,for "going to the stars."
dent at Indianapolis.
The shuttle, resting comfortably in
Mattox was preceded
California,
is
iii-ileath by one siSter.
The astronauts, exuberant after
Darrell t Joe) Russell. who
died in an automobile acci- Tuesday's pinpoint landing, are
healthy and eager to participate • in
dent on Feb. 10, 1979.
Survivors include his future space projects. Today they
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mat- began an exhaustive week of debrieftox,on'sister,- Miss Barbara ings with space agency technicians.
When Young and Robert-Crippen
Manus.and one brother, Jay
Mattox, all of New Concord-, - brought Columbia down from orbit to
his grandmother, Mrs. Ethel a rock-hard lake bed in California's
Mattox, Indianapolis. Ind.: Mojave Desert, 'they demonstrated
his brother-in-law, Darrell that the United States has a space
Russell. niece, Cindy machine that makes all others obRussell. and nephew, Chris solete -- a machine that can fly' into
space and return to Earth like an
Russell. allot Murray.
Funeral and burial ser- airplane, ready to fly again, a hunvices w ill be held at Speed- dred or more times.
way,. Ind., with the Collide
Funeral Home in charge ofthe arrangements.

You can't believe what a flying
.thachine this is," Young said. vl think
we've got a fantastic and remarkable
-capability here. Were realty not too
far - the human race isn't -from going to the stars."'

Value-Priced
Eureka
Vacuums

Said Crippen:"We are really in the
space business to stay."
America had left manned space
flight to the Soviet Union since 1975.
Shortly after the wheels-down landing on Rogers Dry Lake, the two
astronauts climbed aboard space
agency executive jets for the trip back
to the Johnson Space Center here.

areas, according to the Internal
Revenue-Service, the seramble may
be worse than usual. Missing the
deadline could mean stiff penalties of
5 percent for each month the forms
are overdue.
In Omaha, postal workers were expecting such a large rush by
Nebraska taxpayers as the deadline
approached that they'planned to offer
street service in front of the downtown
post office.
Carl Schroeder, a Postal Service
manager, said four workers would
collect returns from cars from 5 p.m.
Special agents usually are assigned M.Nixon.
until midnight.
In the protection division."advance
criminal duties the first three to five
In Cincinnati, IRS public affairs oftrainmen",
are included with the agents.
years of service to receive basic
ficer Linda Budai said: -There's goMg and experience' fOr 'protection assigned to the proteetees,_
ing to be a pretty heavy crunch. Ow"Advance men" make._. all.
work: - filings
have been down at this point,
-Several of the agents do not have necessary Reparations °iv week to 10
and we are anticipating a big rush."
received-Of perm• anent assignments -and- -rotate----days-ahead-of • the schistuled. visit:
Ms:Budai said major IRS offices in
Harding stressed that all stcurity
the death of Sylvester Ellis piisitions about every five years.
the soulb,---Agents are given physical ZxiiiiAlitarelitils are checked whetker the visit
Lockland. Ohio, formerly
eludes Cincinnati, Dayton and Columq Murray. who died Tues- tions quarterly' and weapons tests is"one hour orlwo days."
bus, would stay open two hour§ late,
The
agents
would
not
comment
on
:ay at 6 a.m, at a hospital monthly.
until
6:30 p.m.
_Hardin said that ,after driti zud._ how many:aggatzfollosyLa certaluver.:___
-Ineorne---11a-T prepgrersili Kentucky
sal
u•s ay ere was a s ea y
Born S_cpt. 20. 1919, he w as Secret Service agents begin to react vice. However, they said the service crease in customers seeking
he son of Erie Dowdy Ellis. on instinct in all job situations instead was "light in number"when consider- assistance in completing their forms.
ing that protectees are under 24-hour
,vho survives, and the late of performing certain tasks.
They said they expected it to get
protection.
There
are
no
set
qualifications
to
n:d Ellis.
Harding, Jolly and other agents are worse today.
Mr. Ellis is survived by his become a member of the Secret. Ser"It's definitely been busier today,"
on
the road about one-third of the year
vice
although
Harding
and
agent
wife. Mrs. Verlene Ellis. two said
Arlene Wilinoth, a tax consultant
daughters. Frances and San- David Jolly said just about all with Mrs. ,Johnson. Harding did say in Elizabeth, Ky. "We had to call in
he
felt
that
type of life was hard on
dra, and two sons. Jerry and 7" members have college degrees. Some
families of all agents but admitted extra help. It's been quite a rush."
Thomas Ellis:. his mother, also have law enforcement training.
A holder of a business degree, Jolly that it makes the time spent with his
Mrs. Erie Ellis. Calloway
Avenue, Murray: one sister, .said many applicants want to join the..,:latitify more special.
When 'asked why he made the
Mrs. Terrell
Beatrice • .service, after hearing about its finkswitch from-a-frintbail coaeh---fo special
Roberts, and one brother. fiting-from other agenTs. A 16-year veteran of the Secret Ser- agent, he answered that the Secret
Reggie Ellis, Murray Route
vice,
Harding was a history teacher Service was "the cream of the crop"
April 15, 8:15 p.m., Murray
6,,
State University Symphonic
• Funeral services will be and football coach prior to joining the in security enforcement. And the
challenges everyday.
Band
concert,
Lovett
held Friday at 10:30 a.m. at service.
-It' is a feeling of selfHe also was assigned to Presidents
Auditorium, open to the public,
Lockland, Ohio, with burial
no admission charge.
to follow in a cemetery Lyndon Baines Johnson and Richard acer
there.-

OUT THEY
GO!!

By The Associated Press
The ides of April may bass virtually
unnoticed for some Americans. But
for thousands of procrastinators, today meant a panicky race against a
midnight deadline for mailing income
tax forms and settling the annual debt
to tfie government.
With filings of federal tax forms
running behind schedule in many

Model 1412
GIKLIIESIR
'-ISLIO
LOU

• No-bend toe switch
• -Edge Kleener*-cleans- ri9ht
. to walls .
• Special attachments for
_ easy_above-floor cleaning
•-Soft vinyl furniture guard

• Adjustable to deep clean
'shag to st-i6rt nap (2 position)
• Edge Kleener- cleans right
to walls, furniture
•- Heavy-duty-bar heats & shakes -'-iliaLs-IWAParpet..prii
Ruffs
nap, plus str g
n power

with

6

Mode, \
'4 2€ 60

' Attachments

to lowest nap (4 position)
• Edge Kleener• cleans right to walls
• Low profile cleans under furniture
• Beats. shakes, combs and
pulls dirt out of carpet

Complete selection of Eureka disposable bags & belts
CHARGE IT
•.GooCy-ear s Installment Pay Plan

GOOD/11E4R
SERVICE STORES

CAR CARD or

• Cash • Master Card • Diners Club
• VISA •Ar
,
erIcan Express 'Carte Blanche

The Service Store
753-0595 S. 12th Murray, Ky.
Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Kirksey Church To
Have Lord's Supper
United
The Kieitsey
, Assistant Fire Chief management, policy Methodist Church will
James Hornbuckle and development, team develop- obserVe The Lord's Supp'el•
Tellus Myers of Paducah, Lieutenant Rickey Clark ment, managing changes in the Fellowship Ha of the
day
-church on Ma
formerly of Calloway Coun- have just returned from the and labor relations.
Nearly 50 senior-fire ser- Thursday at 7 p.m.
ty, died today at 511i30 a.m. at National Fire Academy in
officers,
who The -pastor, the Rev. Bob
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Emmitsburg, Md. aftsr at- vice
tending an intensive two- represented a cross section Dotson, said the group will
He was 88 years of age.
Mr. Myers: a retired week program, for fire ser- of the American fire service meet in the sanctuary for a
community, were in atten- brief devotion and then will
farmer, owned and operated, vice executives. .
share the elements Aiting at
The 'Class in -exeCutive dance.
Taylor's Store, in- Calloway
Two other members of the tables in the Fellowship
County for 25 years. Born Ju- development, was especially
ly 6, 1892, in Caljoway Coun- designed_to naeet the needs Murray Fire Department, Hall. ty-, he was the son of the late Of today's fire service ex- Chief Jackie Cooper and On Easter Sunday at 6
Johnny W. _Myers and Mary ecutive, a spokesman said. Fire Marshal Phillip Owens, a.m.a sunrise service will be
-Hortibuck
arid-Clark-at. have also attended the Na- held with special musie-tobe
- Etta Lawl'eni. Myers.
presented: Fallowing --the
His wife, Mm Dora Mor- tended sessions on such tional Fire Academy.
service
the Methodist Men's
innovaChief
Cooper
attended
as:
the
diverse
topics
ton Myers,died Jan. 8, 1952.
SurVivors include two tions in fire service, data col- executive development class Group will serve donuts and
daught&s, Mrs. Martha lection and its use in and Fire Marshal Owens at- coffee.
Worship services will be
tended courses in fire arPaschall, Murray Route' 2.
son detection and public fire held at 11 a.m. on Sunday,
and Mrs. Harold Jessie
the pastor said.
education.
.Gilbert, Vaddcah: two sons,
The National Fire
Myers.
Adolphus Skeet
Academy,-a division of the
Hazel Route 1. .and Tellus_
Th e
Oak" -GrOve U.S. Fire Administration, is
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Al' USDA Wright Myers, Paducah; one Cumberland ..Presbyterian a part of the Federal Estimated receipts cattle and calves
sister. Mrs. Isola Webb,
. Church will begin a revival Emergency Management 1000; compared to Tuesday's lose
slaughter steers anal heifers poorly
Paducah; one brother. Nix
meetini! on Thursday, April ',Agency. All costs for the pro- tested: slaughter :rows and bulls
,Myers, Dallas. Texas; seven
steady:
slaughter i.'alees and vealers
16, with the Rev. Terry gram, except meals, are
grandchildren; eight ereilt
poorly tested; feeders fully steady;
Henderson. associate pastor covered by the Federal few
choice slaughter steers 1120 lb
grandchildren
of
the
Woodlawn _ government. The depart- 59.60; slaughter heifers few choice
. Mr. Myers was a.theutber
Cumberland • • Presbyarian ment plans to send other fire 1045 lb 55.60: utility 4VWs 43.0047.75:
high dressing 47.90-19 50: cutter 40.00of the Sinking Spring Baptist.
Church, Paducah-, "a-s Officers to the Academy in
ciirinei and cutter -under 000 lbChurch where funeral ser310.50-41.50; slaughter bulls grade 1.-2
speaker.
the future.
. Virt5 will be held.1.ridat
14
i
43-60-s2.-°°:
49°Aei vices 'Vitt- be held at
ii.rid prime.,225-235 lb vealers 80300
Jr a.m. with The Rev. Billy 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Fri90.00; good and choice slaughtc:
urner officiating.
calves 315-390 lb 57.00-65.00: feeder
day, and Saturday, and at 11
medruni frame 1 few 225-250 lb
Burial will follow in the
a.m. on Sunday April 19.
6.00-99.00: 300-500 lb 70 00-75.50; 500•.tiurch cemetery., with the arA
special
Maundy 625 lb 417.00-71 50; medium and large
Directing the song service
raiigements by the Blalock1 650-780 lb 64.00-67 90; medium
will be Roy Gene Dunn with Thursday service will be frame
frame 2 300-500 Ili 65.00-70.00. 500-700 lb
.C.,ienian Funeral Home
Mrs. Dunn as pianist and held at the First Christian 60.00-65.00: large frame 2 Holsteins
where friends may call after Mrs. John B. Cavitt. as Church at 7'p.m. on April 16. It', -:I75 lb 58 70: 530-60 lb 51.00-59,641;
medium frame ,1-2'bulls 350-600 lb
7 p.m. tonight Wednesday 1. organist.
according to the pastor, the 60.00-65.50.
6115-745 lb 55.00-58.00:
_Rev.Dr. David C...Reos. _ _ _ -heifers -medium frame 1 300-500 Ili
lii
00-67.541; 500-560 lb 60.00-62.00
Margaret Boone will sing a
mednun. franie 1-2 3500630 lb 55
solo and direct the Chancel 61
KEEP THAT GREAT
50: medi WII and large train, 2 4141
740 lb 50.00-55.00; stock cows small and
Choir in special music.
GM FEELING WITH
medium frame 1-2 700-900 lb 10.2a
GENUINE GM PARTS.
Taking part in the service 47.75.
small consignment to 50.90.
will be John 0.,Pasco, Ken Hogs 2000-meludes 1200(cede,: pigs:
Heintzelman,
Dave compared to Tuesday's close barrow,
and gilts, 25-50 higher; 1-2 220-240 'di
Eldredge, Edward Roberts, 40.8541.15; 240-260 lb 40.65-40.85; 2 215.
Dan - McKeel, Ron Gray, 270 lb 40.2041.65; 2-3 215-270 ib 39 5040.20; 3 280-300 lb 37.50-39.00: few 300Mike Holton, Bob Anderson, 305
lb 37.00; sows steady to 1.00 lower,
Johnny Williams, Mark decline over weights over 500 lb; 1-7
Lucas, Bailey Gore, Gene 300-350 lb 34.00-35.00; 350-400 lb 35.14
37.00: 400-450 lb
950-620 IL,
l,andolt, and Lyle Under- 38.50-40.00; boars37.00.38,50;
over 300 lb 34.00,36.00, under 300kb 25.50-31_25. -

189
95
22" Power-Propelled
Mower
Powerrpropelled 22-inch mower with 31
/
2-HP Briggs
& Stratton engine Features5 position manual height
adjustment and chrome handle 481-3184 (4512103)
3/
1
2-HP push mower 481-30441481-2020)
22-inch
_
$129.95
--INSET Grass catcher to to Coast mowers 482-0221
$19.95

4

Versatile
Deluxe Mowers
A 20 inch deluxe push mower with 3"/-HP Briggs & Stratton engine Vertical poll start.foldinghandie-enet6-pestnisermentrdt
r•eighraajosr maim 48/

3085(481 2046)
B. 22-inch power pr opelled rear bag mower features 4 HP
Briggs & Strat
ton engine, vertical pull starter super low tone muffler
extended Oil fill and
dip stick, and five position external wheel
adjustment Grass catcher Included 481-3259
3/
1
2-HP rear bag push mower 481- 31504481,2081j

Christian Church
Has
Thursday Service ,teerii.

Gold w, gold interior; power steering,
power bras, air conditioning. AM/FM
cassette, Tiit wheel, cruise. 1-Top, 38,-xxx
mires.

7,477.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617.:

641 South, Murray

Office Closed Friday Hog Market
The office of the Murray- Federal-State Market News Service
pnritlu.lc5.•kyl2.°
Calloway County Senior ,
isKentucky
..i rouse'
-. Area
ru
Hog Market
Citizens will be closed on Report Include4Abuying Stations
Friday, April 1 7,- in
-- ttre,
uiiii Pt2t.riu9wilerEsStOws
55°
' Ba
unrdreorws500
4t
observance of „Good Friday..,steady.,60 lower.over _300 ilas.- $2041.
according to - Tripp Thurt&I-2ter
1 0-240 lbs. . .
$.3075-19.2.5
man,director.
us 2 210-250RA
$38.50-38.75
Fri_
us
2-3240-26016s.
837.50-38.50
Meals will be served
US 2-4250470 lbs.
day at the .centers at Hazel sows
$30.00-32.50
and Douglas, Thurman said. !•),,.:
2,......
27°-35,2112!
US 1,
a 4°°"'`aul°5. • • • • . 832.00-33.00
No transportation.for shopp- - -Vs'
1-3 430-30011w II .
133:0045.00
Mg will be held on Friday of ti-J11
1 211:
53 0_1ro ilt's:
bs :
. i n..00.
00-.3326:00
50
this week.
• Bears 27.00-30.00

Deluxe 21"
4-HP Mower
Deluxe power propelled 21-inch
mower writ, 4 HP Briggs & Stratton
11151.1ne .Features-smgfe levertreifihr
adjustment. vertical pull start and
super low lone _muffler 481-3200
(481-2137)

Coast To Coast
Central Shopping
Center
Hwy.641 N.
Open: Mon.-Sat.
9-9
sun,1-6

5-HP Tiller.

5 HP tale, with Briggs & Stratton engine
features 2 step chain reduction drive. 16
self sharpening 13 inch diameter tines
with
unp so
4
135 RPM forward
26' tilling
62

5 HP

deluxe tiller 481-3648 1481-2442)
11329.00

5-HP
Rear Tine Tiller
5-HP rear tine tiller features Briggs 6 Stratton.engine. 3 step chain
reduction drive. 4 step chain reduction wheel drive.9 position handle,
self sharpening 14.inch diameter bolo tines with 21- inch tilling width
Tine speeds 170 RPM to 240 RPM 491-36551481-2467) •
8,HP rear tone tiller 481 3663
11779.00

-•

Consumers' Affairs

' By SHERRI MCDANIEL
'Spedal Writer
Recd.lily, much has been
said about the plight of the
"displaCed homeniaker."
But what exactly is a
displaced homernaker?
Technically, the term applies to anyone who has been
primarily a homemaker
(working for her or his family in the home), depended on
the income of a family
member and lost that income due to separation,
divorce, or the illness or
death of that family

Help For The Displaced Homemaker
member,
left without a reliable source
Additionally, a displaced of financial security. Many
homemaker is not employed have extensive volunteer exand usually has trouble fin- perience but are not credited
ding .work due to limited for this when seeking
skills. Finally, the term may employment.
also apply to anyone who haS— A-Komerhaker does not
depended on government have the cushion of
assistance and is no longer unemployment insurance,
eligible for such assistance. health, and pension plans
There are over five million that paid workers rely on.
displaced homemakers in Alimony and child support
the U.S. They are primarily. payments are often
widows and divorced unreliable or insufficient,
women, heads of households. Only 44 percent of divorce
35 .of older, displaced from settlements offer child suptheir role in the home and port, and only 14 percent of-

Taken From Code Of Ethics

Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education has funded
a program which offers
counseling, interest and aptitude testing, workshops,
job ready skills, and, training and employment
assistance. At the centers
funded by the program, Information on job entry,skills
assesment, referals to community agencies,. and other
support services are provided, along with information
concerning
secondary,
adult., and vocational education courses offered by surrounding schools. The aim of
such a program Is to assist
displaced homemakers in
becoming self-sufficient and
job ready.,
At some displaced
homemaker centers, finanPV1 James Welsh Jr. all at- cial
assistance is also protended their last drill in vided,
since most who conpreparation for basic train- tact the
center do not have
ing before leaving when sufficient
skills to become
school is out.
employed. Their limited- br
- Promotions, SSG John non-exista
nce income proF'. Hall promoted to SPC, hibits
them from supporting
and PV1 Rose A. Oakley pro- themselv
es
and their
moted to PV2.
children, in some cases)
while developing or upskills.
.
-Thirrorigh programs such
as displaced homemaker
centers help a great deal,
government
assistance
through the Comprehensive
--Employment-- -and-T-1 aizimzig
Act CETA ) has provided
;ractual employment opportunities for these people.
CETA provides job training
and employment oppor(unities for economicaly
disadvantaged, unemployed,
or underemployed persons.

fer women alimony. Of
these, less than half are paid
with any regularity.
Widows can face even
worse circumstances. One
study found that with the
onseroT widov4-hood, family
inconie drops. by as inuch as
42 peicent for women 55 or
older. An illness can wipe out
assets a wife would receive
upon a husband's death;
Many women go from a comfortable standard of living to
poverty practically overnight.
T.)assist such persons, the

The program has offered
Through programs such as
help to people with obsolete CE T A and d'isplaced
or non-marketable job skills, homemaker centers, help
no recent education, unpaid ,and encouragement is ofhelp experience, and no re- fered. Each ,program and
cent paid work experience: _service offered to the over
Funds provided by the pro-- five million diiplaced
gram have allowed for homemakers helps them to
benefits such as child care to. • reach their goal of becoming
be provided in some areas.
a productive. self-sufficielit

Motto Of614th Military Police
The motto of the 614tti- United States Army_ are
Military Police Company is elite. Their standards of ap"Of the troops and for the pearance and perfornfance
troops" This motto is taken are higher. The Military
from the Military Police Police Company in Murray
Code of Ethics.
is building upon this tradiI am a Soldier in the tion in the recruitment and
United States Army.
training of its personnel.
I am of the Troops and for Since November of 1980
the Troops.
when the Murray unit was
I 'hold Allegiance - to my reorganized into .a.. military
Country and Devotion to Du- police.-...,.:349*Ahatanittas
ty above all else.
enlisted 42 new members.
I proudly Recognize- my These new members along
Obligation to perform my with the former members of
Duty with Integrity, Loyalty the Murray unit are receivand Honest .
ing training.. that will better_
wi
is an
ro ec qualify them to perform the
my Fellow Soldiers in a Man- duties of military policemen.
ner that is Fair, Courteous
Having now completed the
and Impartial.
first six months as a military
I wilt Promote, by per- police company, the unit has
sonal Eltample, the Highest certified 24 memberS MP
Standards of Soldiering, trained. This certification
Stressing Performance and has come from satisfactory
Professionalism.
completion of the scheduled
I will Strive to Merit the training conducted over the
Respect of Others, Seeking last six months., In addition
No Favor because of Posi- to this training, the intion but, Instead, the dividuals.have received first
Satisfaction of a Mission Ac- aid trainins, and some are
complished and a Job Well currently taking CPR trainDone.
ing as well. An Emergency
This line of the Code of Medical Technician course
Ethics was chosen because has also been set up and
of the role a military received considerable inpoliceman must serve, both terest.
in peace time as well as war
Through the training
time. The
military received here, it is the goal
policeman is of.the troops in of the National Quard to prothat he is a soldier first, he duce a well trained citizen
has just been assigned the soldier. It is the goal of the
duty and trained in police training to make the inwork where other soldiers dividual soldier better
have been trained in their qualified to perform his duty
speciality. This is where the while on duty, and to give
for the troops' applies to.the him the skills and knowledge
MP. His duty is to work for to better serve his family
the troops or other soldiers. and community when 'he is
Where many other soldiers not on duty.
are assigned duties ranging
GUARD NOTES:'
from tank mechanics to
-Next drill is May 29 at 7
clerks, where their duty does p.m. at the Armory
not involve their working -- A promotion board was
directly with and for the held this past drill, recomother soldiers around them. mending PFC Dwayne MarThe role of the military tin, PFC Dwaine Musgrow
policeman is much like the PV2 Charles Rogers, PFC
role a local policeman would Ronnie Birdsong, PFC Boblive in his local community. by Williams, and PV2 An.
He has a job to do while on thony Pratt for promotion.
duty, and places this duty - SGT Larry Nixon wa:
above all else. He will be the accepted to the Kentucky
first one to assist you in time Military Academy Officer
of need, and will also be the Candidate School and will
first one to stop you from do- start 14 montit of training to
ing wrong. The military become a second lieutenant
policeman does this same this month.
thing in the military com--munity. In' addition, he is
MOSKOWITZSHOW
trained, as a soldier, and
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.
taught all the skills that
(AP)- An exhibition of rewould be needed to perform
cent paintings and drawings
his mission and survive in a
by New York artist Robert
wartime situation.
Moskowitz is being shown at
For many reasons,in addithe Walker Art Center
tion to the above reasons,the
through
May 10.
Military Police Corps of the

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

- PV I Mark Jackson
returned this week from his
basic training at Ft. Mc('lellan, Al, where he just
completed his military
police training.
-PFC Timothy Alton.
PFC Dennis Stinnett, PV1
Jeffrey Norsworthy, and
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ANY GOtD STAMPED We are not "Fly-By-Nighters"
10C1411-18K-2211 only in town overnight to take
st•ains CHAINS NEW(*NS your rroney. We've
been trusted
HOCIFT HATCHES-- MON GOlDoe
in Paducah for 69 years.

(

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

DIAMONDS
WANTED

ftio...:szszssnyr
et-

Easter Special
Country Ham Sale
Reel Country
•
•

Ham

•
13 Lb. 8. Smaller

•
•
• Reel Country

•

Ham

/
ir
•

14 lb. 8. Up.$

89
lb.
pg.„

22V-13.to 32511.

•
•

•
•
•
•

-

Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender 44' 1 29
Lb.
No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezin
g

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.

Hours:

7'
00."° Mon.-Fri
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal'Inspected Meat Market In Murray'

Wednesday, April 15 1981

-

1)/hifes.

-

0

CLEFTY FARMS OR MILLER'S

FRESH

COUNTRY HAM STRAWBERRIES
SLKED FREE
NALF NAM IJI. $1.59

IGA DAIRY

RED RIPE

CO
CA
-C
OL
A
BI
SC
UI
TS
TOMATOES
00c
99
PLASTIC mow AWAY BOTTLES

BOTTERAULII 02 SWEETAHLK

l•f-,
.."4

PK.110Z.

CRISP KEBERG
MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

99

JIM ADAMS
MEDIUM
GRADE A

- 491.
FRESH
YELLOW

HAPPY EASTER
FROM ALL TIME EMPLOYEES
OF NM ADAMS MA

EGGS

EAR

1 Mk

CORN '
4

Se that ear eaepleyees may speed the holidays with their
families

N DAILY 10:00 a.m. 19 6:(10 p.m,

,

-LETTUCE

CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY
APRIL 19TH

WI,. porno 15 00 ,o S20 00
po gad lerI 5 to
d•Ornnth
WO pis • 1 caret

PK,'2 LITER

It*

- 6

GOLD ..
DIAMONDS..

The Honest Way!

niember of society.
• • •
If you need the services of
a displaced homemaker
renter, contact the Paducah
cenler -4-which -operates -through Paducah Conununity College i for more inferlotion. The number for PCC
is-4444683.

69„t

FREE COUNTRY HAM
Register To Win!
10 Hams Total
Ono In Each Store
oltraschs. Saturday April lith at 6 p.m.
*Ile Purchase Necessary
elatraats Mast Be 111 Years far Older

SENIOR CITIZENS DAY TUESDAY APRIL 21ST 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
PROHIBITED BY LAW)
10% Off Total Purchase
PFKSONS OVER 65

4

F.
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Brown To Get Clark Scholarship
Monica Lee Brown, a
senior at Calloway County
High School, has been
awarded the $900 Lee Clark
Memorial scholarship to attend Murray State University.
Miss Brown, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Duane
Delmar and Patsy Brown,
ranks in the top ten percent
of her graduating class of 2,12
students at Calloway County
High.
At Murray State, she plans
to major in special education
in preparation for a teaching
career.
Her high school activities
have included serving as
secretary and treasurer for
the Youth Advisory Council
to the School Food Service.
In the role, she was a
delegate to the Southeast
Regional Youth Advisory
.Council Conference.
Miss Brown also has been
a member of Teens Who
Care and helped in fund raising: volunteer for the
Special Olympics program
for handicapped children
and a four-year member of
the Pep Club.
Lee Clark was one of the
charter donors for the cash
gift of $117,000 for the first
uilding.and groundsat Mur-

grounds and later as
manager of the bookstore, he
retired hi 1952.
Following his death in
1960, the scholarship was
established in his mortiory in
1977 by his daughter and sonin-law, Modest and Huron
Jeffrey.
The award is among 101
honor, memorial and alumni
scholarships which have

ray State. He was serving in
the Kentucky General
Assembly at the time of the
founding of the university
and he played a key role in
obtaining the original state
appropriation and legislation which led to the school's
establishment.
'After 27 years on the Murray State staff as superintendent of buildings and

been awarded this spring
through the Murray State
Alumni Association and
totaling more than $61,650.
Included are 45 which have
gone to high school seniors in
the association's Century
Club scholarship rogram
and for which $22,500 was
contributed this year by $100
donors to the annual program.

By I

MSS

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

SAVE
30
to
50%
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,

"- -

BONDED SOLITAIRES!

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'
L AYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHERS DAY

MI

CHARGE IT!
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAY!

Garden Packages

INTERNATIONAL PRESENTERS — Presenting the keynote leadership workshop
April 12-16 at the international conference of the Association for Childhood
Education, International, in Little Rock, Ar., will be.theseAttfrAy5l4p,*44ert.15,,a04_ .
their advisor: Standing, from the left, Janice Rose, Murray, and Eva Sullivan, PrinRozann Martin, a lenceton Seati-d.,konuhe_left„Jane C.a.rneaL West Paducah; CynthiaDuncau Cecilia
turaity—Pro-Susie McGinty, Mayfield, and Dr. Jim Carlin, the advisor. Not present when the pic- gram Worker, will have
lure was made but a member of the team was Donna Fay Desilets, Fern Creek.
garden packages to give
away in Calloway County.
She is at the Calloway
County Courthouse from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. today
( Wednesday ) and will, be
Sheila Gay Morris, a 1978
there for the same hours on
She is the daughter of Mr. totaling more than $61,650.
Included are 45 which have Thursday and Friday, April
graduate of Calloway County and Mrs. Howard D. Darnell
High School, has been and a member of the Kirksey gone to high school seniors in 16 and 17.
the association's Century
awarded the $850 Glenda Baptist Church.
Any person who has done
Boone Memorial Scholarship
The scholarship which she Club scholarship program farm work in the past two
for the 1981-82 school year at has received has been and for which $22,500 was years and would like a
Murray State University.
established in memory of contributed this year by $100 garden package, may conAn elementary iducation Mrs. 0. B. (Glenda) Boone donors to the annual pro- tact Ms. Martin at the courmajor preparing for a Jr., a native of Carmi, Ill., gram.
thouSe.
teaching career, Mrs. Mor- and a 1957 graduate of Murris is a second semester ray State. One of Murray's
sophomore at Murray State most prominent worr4n, she
and has maintained a grade died April 7, 1974.
point average of 3.8.
The scholarship primarily
'She was named Miss SAE is for students concentrating
(Students in Action for in the area of elementary
Education ) and has won education and interested in
several awards in forensics teaching kindergarten or in
competition.
the elementary grades.
In high school, Mrs. Mor- The establishment of a
ris graduated third in her kindergarten program in the
class and was included in Murray schools was an imWho's Who in American portant goal of Mrs. Boone's
High School Students.
and 'the program has been
attained, through the
cooperative efforts of the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, of
which she was a member.
The award is among 101
honor, memorial and alumni
scholarships which have
been awarded this spring
CLINTON, Ky. IAP) - through the Murray State
Two Western Kentuckians Alumni Association and
were killed in a crash involving a semi-trailer and pickup
truck Monday night about 3
miles north of Clinton.
State Police identified the
victim as Billy Bob Brower,
The Christian Fellowship
49, of Arlington Route 2, and Church in Briensburg will be
Mary L. Bugg,46, of Clinton, host for a Good Friday SerRoute 1.
vice for the West Kentucky
Police said the crash oc- Fellowship of Full Gospel
curred when Mrs. Bugg's Churches on Friday; April
husband, James, 60, was at- 17, at 7:30 pin.
tempting to turn from U.S.
The Rev. Joe Sprinkle,
51.
pastor of the Gospel
The pickup truck hit a Fellowship at Marion, will
bridge and Mrs. Bugg was be the guest speaker.Special
thrown out. Her husband music will be provided by
was injured and taken to a Eddie Bell, Valerie Bell, and
- Debbie Etheridge:
PaOucah hospital.
Police said the large truck
A period of fellowship with
jackknifed, struck an - em- refreshments being served
bankment and caught fire. will follow the service and
Officers said heat, and fire the public is invited to atkept rescuers from reaching tend, a church spokesman
*All you do Is send in proofs
Brower.
said.
of purchase from

To Be GivenikwaY

Reg. $300 to $2,000
Now $1

Morris Receives Scholarship

99..$1295

Save Big Save Now
Watch For The Marriage Of
The 80's...Coming Soon To

LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

'Keepsake Excluded

(NC
•It

V,

123411167S )00N DO/

APPLY NOW }OR OUR NEW GOLD,CREDIT CARD!
IT ALLOWS YOU UP 10 20 MONTHS TO PAY!
JUST COME IN OR CALL 753-7695
AND WE'LL MAIL YOU AN APPUCATION.

Bel Air Shopping Center

Ar
port,
nigh:
Tel
less

Church To Host
Good Friday Service

Free*Sanka in one-cup packets.
A little going away presentfrom us to you.

Sanka Brand.

Join the Goodyear Team
MORE PRODUCT DEPTH...A line-up unmatched by any single competitor. ilnd
new products being developed all the time.
MORE ADVERTISING...National, retail,
coop. Inside sates aids; too, all
professionally produced.
MORE FIELD FORCE.. The largest in the industry is at your service. Extensive .tales
training 'programs include frequent
seminars and videotape presentations.
MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR TIAES
THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND
For More Information, Phone _JaArkrutklin
at 314-429-8746
A

GOOD/FEAR

When you're really going places,
you want to take something along
that's really delicious. LiJ(e Sonlccf
Brand Decaffeinated Coffee.
And for a limited time only, we're
making it easier for Sanka. Brand to be
your traveling companion. Because
right now we'll send you convenient
one-cup packets to pack away. And the
IMMIl NMI 111.1l VIM

more proofs of purchase you send us, the
more packets of Sonlca* Brand we'll send
you.
Sanka Brand is 100% real coffee. And
it's 97% caffein-free. So you can enjoy as
much coffee as you want without being
bothered by too much caffein.
Send for some packets today. And
make your next trip a deli10401.
cious one to remember.
k JIM
Also be sure to ask for
Sa n Ka' Brand the next time
000111AL P0008
you're dining out.
sortmit
.....
Imam
STORE COUPON

Get up to 50 one-cup packets tree:
o ecel ve one (tIPpO, kers front Sorura• Brand,
,(ycciplere th,s certificate, and enclose (chock
One)

Mail to:

2 proofs of purchase' fro., Sank&
BroAd for 10 One cup pricker 09
r 4 proofs of purchase' horn Some
Brand for 20 one cup Ec_kckejs
—6 Orbcifs of Pbrchase• from some , •
Brand for 30 one-crop pocket's OR
8 proofs of purchase from Sonka"
Brand for 40 one-cup pockets OR
• .10 proofs of purchase'from Sank&
Brand for SO-one-cup pockets OR
I. proof of purchase from SonkdBrand
and $2.00 for 25 one-cup packets.
• A proof of purchase ,1 etther on not, seat
from a 4 or or fl-oz or of Santa Brand or o twocri ,,ore rut,pece of plastic from the 1,d of ony ere con,
Se
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Unit,
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West Kentuckians
Killed In Semi,
Pickup Crash

Own Your Own
Tire Business
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not
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Single-Service-Envelope
Offer from WO'Brand
PO. Box 8076
Kankakee, Illinois 60901

NorileAddress
city

State

Zip

Please Ilcrw 6-8 weeks for proorsmg. Offer ward
where proleboted, taxed, or reencted by law Thn
cerfificat• must accompany request. Good only in
U S A , Klee%)Rico, ond U 5 Government Instolla •
tions Address inquiries to Genera rfoodt Corpora
trow;,iteS7 East Court Wear, Kemboklite,flnois
60901, Pocket offer expires August 31',1R81

me Immo en Wow=

Says40ton Sonlo:
Teas ratallar General foods COM ell embune twa the
i.ealue of Pt,, cede plus 7. for handed 4 mu reel. it
on Ott sate of the spenhed product and 4 upon rellueSt
sabre cede. of purchase thereof sal.sfactor, to General
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Uf
Puerto alto and U 5 Sat Inger Cask reit 20. Geara,
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PERSONALITIES
Whittaker Leads Holy Land Tour
By MARJORIE M.MAJOR
Holy Land Tour
As a prelude to the Easter
season, Rev. Bill Whittaker,
the personable minister of
the First Baptist Church,
recently was a host escorting
a group of Baptists and
friends on a tour of Israel,
Cairo and Rome. Rev. Whittaker, a native of Bowling
Green, is an alumnus of
Western State University
and of Southern Baptist
Seminary.
Prior to coming to Murray
five years ago, he had served
a church in Sturgis and as
Associate Dean of Students
at Western. He is eminently
qualified to guide the gratin
not only because of his interest and theological training but because he made a
similar trip to Israel 10 years
ago. He resides on Doran
Road with his wife Rebecca
and three children - John,
Karen and Mary Kay.
Israel
Modern Israel was founded as a nation in 1947 by a
United Nations decision and
the struggles of Jews from
diverse backgrounds working together to -establish a
homeland is told in the novel
EXODUS.
The pulse
Israel cam()
be, measured by its size
(8,000 square miles) nor by
its peculiar shape (270 miles
long and ranging in width
from 10 to 70 miles) and not
even by its venerable age
(2,000 B.C.) but the modern
accomplishments reflect the.
drive of its people.
Geographically speaking
Israel, at the eastern end of
the Mediterranean Sea, is a
bridge between Europe, Asia
and Africa. In the north it
has green hills, rich soil and
plenty of rainfall but in the
south the desert, called the
Negev meaning "dry lands",
occupies 60% of Israel's land
surface.
Tel Aviv -Jaffa
Arriving at the Lod Airport, the group had an overnight in the busy port city of
Tel Aviv which was founded
less than 75 years ago. Its

Your discount parts superman

Foreign
alternators

Water pumps
l-iem,,,,,,lacturea to, mo,'
domeshc- cars Pnce
exchange

Rema,,,,',,,:tured to,•-•
Japanese Imports P.•
*ran erchange

Do it yourself...save big bucks

FAZdt
rikAzes.
i;
10
(

POWER

%TEMIllta

•99

aver Maim
STP gas treollompott
In 7.70z Co/ties L
2
SIP oil treatment.
/n lo-oz can [,m'!2

name means "hill of spring"
and of interest here is Tel
Aviv University and the
Helena Rubinstein Art
Pavilion.- • —
Adjacent to Tel Aviv is the
city of Jaffa (also spelltd
Yaf07- founded' after the
flood by Japheth,third son of
Noah. It was one of the
world's oldest harbors and it
was here that Solomon
unloaded cedars of Lebanon
which were used to build his
Temple. The Baptist Village
is a vital part of this community.
Caesarea-Haffa
-Nazareth
A short drive north along
the seacoast from Tel Aviv is
ancient Caesarea founded by
Herod, the Great, about 15
B.C. Today it is a resort of.
modem hotels but nearby is
the old hippodrome which,
in Roman days, accommodated 20,000 people for
horse racing.
To any visitor to Haifa,
three ingredients are apparent - labor, religion and
learning. A tour of the city
includes the gold-domed

Bahia Shrine set in the exotic
Persian Gardens and the
Israel
Institute
of
Technology which is known
israers M.I.T. .Ships
docking here bring immigrants, machinery and
conrimonities and deparcror
other destinations loaded
with oranges, bananas,
dates, vegetables and other
produce.
Leaving the seacoast and
traveling eastward, through
the Plain of Armageddon
brought the group to
Nazareth - a name held
sacred because of its connection with Joseph, Mary and
Jesus. There are many
Christian sites to visit including the Baptist Churai
and School.
Galilee
No other sea or lake ir
history has held the reverent
attention of the Christian
world as the Sea of Galilee.
It was here that Jesus walked on the water, stilled the
tempest, fed the multitude,
with the few loaves and
fishes and called the
fishermen to serve with

UALEI

SEALER

ORKen00011

t1/040e110010/

1.99

.99

Fan belts

Transoms, or Staersoal
PrOfeChOn 10,

Foreign 8 domestic parts

Him.
last desperate stand, in a JuGalilee comes from the dean fortress, of 960 Jews
rs°••••-,
Hebrew word "galil" mean- against the more than 10,000
ing circle and this loosely soldiers and Jewish captives
•
•
describes the-Sei'iir
of the Roman Tenth I;egforr.PRAM
On its shores-we several The 23 million dollar epic
OL
num,
points of interest - Mount of stars Peter O'Toole and
Beatitudes, the ancient Teter Strauss epitomizes
synagogue at Capernaum man's eternal struggle to
and the synagogue with the enslave or be free.
Fram oil titter
beautiful mosaic floor. A fish
Reg 297 to .1 I - ro,
The week's tour of the Homost
domestm cars
dinner was enjoyed at Ein ly Land could cover most of
Lin
,
1 2please
Gev kibbutz and overnight the points of interest because
was in Tiberias, founded 46 Israel is a small country.
years after Christ and nam- However, the short periods
ed for the Roman Emperor of time spent in Cairo and
Tiberius. After the destruc- Rome were merely apKRY1.014
tion of the Second Temple in peti-74.,for future trips tO
a.
Jerusalem, Tiberias became tour Egypt and Italy in depthe seat of the Talmudic th.
schools and the Sanhedrin,
Accompanying Rev. Whitthe highest judicial and ec- taker were the following peoclesiastical council of the an- ple from Murray: Mrs.
cient Jewish nation.
Louise Miller, Miss Frances •
The Jordan Valley
Krylon spray paint
Brown, Mrs. Novella
For those InPerlOr Of
To Jerusalem
Morgan-, Mrs. Kathryn
/ODS 13-or canLand 2
- Retracing steps to Outland, Mrs. Virginia RigNazareth and continuing gins, Mrs. Leone Travis, Mr.
south through the Jordan Homer Miller, Mrs. Mabel
Valley, the road passes Meg- Rogers, Mrs. Christine Stubgido Where King Solomon blefield.
maintained his stables, • Others were Miss Rebecca
Samaria, and Jacob's Well Murphy from Martin, Mrs,
in Shechem - all heart- Joyce Martin from MorganSOUTHSIDE
tugging familiar Biblical field, Mr. Truman Murphy
WWW
0
0NWe
/
1
4
4
1
41,14
900
1V/
A%%%@%@@MANNINNA%
SHOPPING CENTER
names.
,
2.
4
from
Paris,
Mrs. Agatha
Ps
MURRAY, KY
as,
But it is Jerusalem - enay
Murphy from Paris, Mrs.
753-8971
Ott
shrined in song and
Earline
712 LOCUST STREET
Zook
from
rature - which touches
air)
IMP
PARIS, TN
Cheyenne, WY. and Miss
the emotions. The name of
644-9588
Laura Stubblefield from
oito
,
sss
every site evokes a response
Memphis.
as it is the Bible come alive.
Seeing the Old City of
pio*St '
t$
44 if
Jerusalem
one enters
41
4
thorugh the Jaffa Gate' and
continues through the
Jewish quarter enroute to
/
1
44 the "wailing wall" - holiest
shrine of the Jewish world. A
111111
morning's drive to Mt.
Scopus and the Mount of
7
Olives permits a breathtakos#
ing view of Jerusalem, the
hills of Moab and the Dead
'
Sea. Calvary, the hill where
t§ Jesus was crucified,
and
Altii*NA'a"d01".•
Gethsemane, the garden
•
;
00k‘slivilo34
1‘140
qh
which was the scene of the
sap
any size Hamlet.
arrest of Jesus, are just outPLUS TAX
aw
Jerusalem.
Garden
The
side
sr
00
Tomb, outside the walls, is
INCLUDES DRINK
0'
believed by many to be the
sepulchre of Joseph of
Arimathea,the Israelite who
provided the tomb for Jesus
and is the subject of many
legends. The Dome of the
so
Rock church dominates the
Batter Dip Cod Filets, Deep Fried Clans Strips, Fried Crab Cakes, Ilreadbd Oysters, Deep Fried
area: Bethlehem is a short
Shrimp, Broiled Turbot Filets, Broiled Filet of Sole, Shrimp Chew Mein, Rice Corn O'Brien,
distance away.
Steak Fries, Hushpuppies, Tartar Seam*, Cocktail Sauce, Sated Bar, Assorted Kentucky
In the new city of
Cheese
Jerusalem is the Hadassah
Medical Center with the
MNIIPPINMIOMMILHAIIMPSOMPA.S.kviVA
magnificent Marc Chagall
stained glass windows in the
hospital synagogue. The
Dead Sea Scrolls are exhibited in the Israel Museum
and a short drive to Mt. Zion
brings one to the Tomb of
King David and the site of
the Last Supper.
In remembrance of the
Anti-Jewish Policy and
PersecutionS perpetrated by
Nazi Germany, there is in
Jerusalem a bas-relief call-RI-the Wall Of Hiloalist and
Heroism which is a poignant
reminder of Hitler's attempt
to exterminate the Jews. The
relief binds together an image of destruction, heroism
and re-birth.
MASADA
,On
the
Dead Sea shore is
Kenlake
the town of Masada, where
State Resort
King Herod built a royal
any Fischer's Hamlet.
Groups from 20 toc 140
sanctuary and fortress for
The lean, little ham with
Hwy. 94 Aurora
protection against usurpathe
giant flavor.
tion of his power by
474-2211
'
•."
"
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4 11.
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40
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Open every Sunday
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Join Us For
Friday Nights

Seafood
Buffet t

""Puter
CO,
shOC* JOScnbe,S O. Gan' e

WHAT A HAM! WHAT A DEAL!

All You
Can Eat
For

625 .

goo OFF

Our Buffet
Includes:

Introducing
'Chef Randy Marcum
,Kenlakes New Chef
Specializing in
Banquets
and Caterin
,f
•

1

Don't Forget
Our Saturday
Night Country
Buffet Including
Live
Entertainment

Kenlake
Dining
Room

Fischer's tasty little
Hamlet just got a
dollar more delicious!

F

Now you can save a dollar on the Hamlet of your
choice—either a full-size Hamlet or a smaller
Hamlet half. They're all flavored up the way
Fischer's made 'em famous. Specially cured and
hick'ry smoked. And pre-cooked ready to eat. No
bone at all to carve around or worry about. Perfect
to slice for sandwiches or serve as a main course.

1111 IN I= IN IN MI 1111 MI ME
Thts coupon is good for $1 00 off any ,size Fischer s Hamlet
NOTICE TO GROCER Fischer Packing CO wtll redeem thus
coupon for face value plus 74 handling where the terms of thus
offer have been complied with Any purchases of suff.cient
stock to cover redemption artplicable Void if faxed pro
hibited or otherwise restnct
ad or where presented by an
outside agency or broker
Cash value 1 201h of it
Limit one coupon pOt person Maul coupons to
ctscher Packing Co,.
PO Boa 1199, Clinton.
Iowa 52734 Offer en
picas May 15 1961

mit

II .
the Bacon-inekin'peoplejr
11M IN
11M
Ell NI NI NI
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Calloway Senior
Receives MSU
Scholarship
Marcia - Kaye Cunningham, a graduating senior
at Calloway County High
School. has received the--Murray Training School,
College High, University
.- School Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
Awarded the $400 scholarship, Miss Cunningham is
the daughter Of Mr. and Mrs..
John and Trevathan Cunningham, Almo Route 1. and
-ranks-inthelop 1-0-nercent-inher class of 222 with a fouryear grade point average of
93.82.
Miss Cunningham has
been a member of the student council. Junior Beta
Club, Speech Team and Pep
Club at Calloway County
High. She was also assistant
editor of the school
2.!

KING OF VALUES

CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY
PRICES GOOD THRU APRIL 18th

99*

Marcia Cunningham
newspaper and business
manager of the yearbook.
Established' by former
students of the Murray State
Laboratory School, the
scholarship is based on interest generated from the investment of contr_ib
,made to Me firogi avti: —
Open to all high school
graduates, it currently is for
the freshman year of study,
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- U. or two semesters. If and
S. Congressman Carroll 'when the base investment
Hubbard will be honored ata will support succeeding
March of Dimes teStimonial awards of equal amounts,
-dinner in Paducah on Satur; the award'Or aWards will '1:•
-made following evaluation of
The -dinner Will begin at the recipient's record for the
• 7:30 p.m. at_the Jaycee Civic previous year or years.
Recipient of the freshman
Center.
Melody Nall,.Paducah,ex- scholarship will- receive
ecutive director of • the preference for the sucPurchase-Pennyrile chapter eteding second, 4:ttir4-kand
of the March of Dimes, said (ourth year awards, should
Hubbard is being honored they, materialize and proAtis.-14 years ef-pnblie---widing
service to the Purchase tains a grade point average
of 2.5 or above. area."
The award is among 101
In addition to receiying a
March of Dimes "Helping honor, memorial and alumni.
Hand" -award, a $1,000 scholarships which have
scholarship will go to Mur- been awarded this spring
ray State University in Hub_ through the Murray State
bard's name to be used by Alumni Association and
students pursuing a healt totaling more than $61,650.
Inchided are 45 which have
career.
----Paducah --Mayor John -gone-to-high-school seniors in Penrod will serve as chair- the association's Century
Club scholarship program
Man of the event. Dr. Charlene,Robinson of and for which $22,500 was
Ballard County is chairman contributed this year by $100
of -the March of Dimes donors to the annual pro•
gram.
chapter.

GLAD® 10-CT.
TRASH BAGS
REG. 1.44

Hubbard To Be
. Honored At Dinner

77t

BI 0 2-PACK;
CIGARETTE
LIGHTERS
Buy 2 Ble lighters, get 1 free, by
mail with proof-of-purchase. Details on back of package.
REG. 97' io RAINCHECKS

674

4-PACK IVORY®
SOAP
3/
1
2-ounce each. LIMIT 2
No RAINCHECKS

-r
.

(
Dairy
14
3
.

SAVE 5.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
SPEAK & SPELL

By Abigail Van Buren

âLoaTaj-• -

Students progress through a primary
vocabulary of about 200 words in tour
levels of difficulty. It displays and
pronounces words as the child spells
them. 32-page activity book. For
grades 1 through 8. REG. 59.88

A Gigolo Does
More Than Tango
i

•$$".

our sale price
mfr. mail-in rebate

4488

SAVE 15.00
your net cost

COLORBURST 250
CAMERA—BY KODAK
Features include built-in electronic
flash, fixed focus, automatic print
election and 3-element, coated
100mm f/12.8 lens. REG. 59.88
2-PACK KODAK PR-10
INSTANT FILM, LIMIT TWO 2-PACKS
.11

DEAR ABBY:I'm curious. How many hundreds of letters
-have you received from gigolos protesting your hurting their
business by telling folks thabglgolos do not provide sexual
services?
FRED M. IN HONOLULU
bEAR FRED: None so far. But I've heard from
plenty of readers who hastened to advise me that I
was wrong. Read on:
.; DEAR MS:- VAN BUREN:I was amazed to read your
reply to JUST WONDERING, the 15-year-old girl who
asked why a gigolo wasn't considered the same as a hooker.
In fact, they are quite similar. The Random House
Dictionary of the English Language describes a gigolo as
follows:
"I)a man living off the earnings or gifts of a woman,esp.
a younger man supported by an older woman in return for
his bexual attention and companionship; 2) a male professional dancing partner or escort."
While a gigolo might be defined as the latter, as you
informed JUST.WONDERING, the former definition is far
more prevalent. I feel that a 15-year-old should be told the
entire definition, as I believe that a gigolo is just another
name for a male prostitute.
INFORMED IN HOUSTON

54.88
-1 0.00

299

397
6"POTTED
LIVE MUMS
BAGGED PLASTIC
EASTER EGGS
18 colorful plastic eggs in mesh bog. Filll •
them with treats! RIG. 1.46 groo.d.a.

CANDY-FILLED
MEDIUM PAIL

58

NO RAINCHECKS

111-0Z. CEPACOL®

MOUTHWASH
LIMIT 2

*•*

DEAR ABBY: You missed it with IRKED, who is irked
when a child anawers_the phone and keeps saying."Who is
this9"
People who place calls and do not have the sense or
courtesy to say "This is so-and-so calling" are the ones who
irk me!
IRKED IN PALO ALTO
DEAR IRKED: Let's hear it from the East Coast:
DEAR ABBY:IRKED IN EDEN, N.C., complained about
people who let their youngsters answer the phone when all
they say is, "Who is thisno
When that happens to me, I always say,"This is Santa
Claus!"
That always brings a grownup to the phone quickly with
plenty of commotion.
OTTO IN CLIFTON, N.J.

_ PEAR ABBY: What is your-opinion of a person-who helps
a man cheat on his wife by carrying messages and acting as
amigo-between for a couple of back-street lovers?
DISGUSTED

ci
U

1
88
1 lb.

ot
Sc

SAVE 3.00

GIANT
EASTER BASKET
WITH STUFFED
ANIMAL & CANDY
A giant woven basket filled with
cuddly stuffed animal and tasty
candy. RIG. 16.11$
NO f44$01100

wi
(J

474.122
EASTER BASKETS
Oie your own Easter basket treat. Assorted Wes.(Grass not incl.) wousiolexi
44'
WIWI GRASS

141.pikautot

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up" Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
:Anti -a long. stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

un
wi

SAVE

CHUMS IL CUDDLES
ASSORTMENT
Cute stuffed lambs, chicks, rabbits. 13"18" tall. Assorted pastel colors. No LiaCNICKI

(J
bu
La
V
(A

DEAR DISGUSTED: He (or she) probably looks
upon it as doing a friend a favor. I'm reminded of
something my father used to say:"Never look for an
honest person to help you With a crooked deal."
$

397

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray
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John Pennington
Finalist For 1981
Presidential Scholarship
numerous factors in addition
to academic excellence,
such as achievement in the
visual and performing arts
writing,
creative
and
demonstrated leadership
ability, contribution of
energy and creativity to
school and community, and
achievement in the sciences
and other fields of interest.
The independent judgment '
of the members of the Commission on Presidential
Scholars, with the concurrence of t .Pj-esj. nt of the
mines
final selection.

John Dalton Pennington,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John D.
Pennington, Route 3, Benton, has been named as one
of the 1981 finalists in the
Presidential Scholars Program, which annually identifies the most distinguished
and
accomplished
graduating high school
seniors in the nation.
Pennington, a senior at
Marshall County High
School, is one of the 1,000
outstandingyoung American
students to become,a fin4list
in this program froan mere
than three million seniors to
graduate this year.
NEW WCT PRIZES
He has been awarded a
DALLAS (AP) — World
certificate by the Presi- Championshp Tennis deciddent's Commission on ed that it was time for
Presidential Scholars. The something new under- the
selection of those finalists sun.
who will become PresidenThe WCT (#rcuit this year
tial Scholars will be made in had a unique firiz,$_structure.
April by the members of the Instead of the eight top
President's Commission oji players simply taking cash
prizes, the WCT asked them ,
Presidential Scholars.
Finalists who become to select from among a
Presidential Scholars,will be number of—other noncash
ivited to Washington. D.C.. prizes.
Included were such
here they will be honored
iy their elected represen- unusual awards as an investtatives, by educators, and 13) ment in an oil well, a classic
others in public life_
Antique automobile, and tax'
SelectiOn • is based on free municipal bonds.

PRICES GOOD
THROUGH APRIL 18th

ACTIO

KING OF VALUES j

Cindy Montgomery
Mrs. Charles and Henrietta
Montgomery of 1504 Tabard
Drive, Miss Montgomery is
ranked in the top ten percent
of her class at Murray High.
An honor student, she was
included in Who's Who
Among American High
School Students. Her 'activities during her senior

year include serving as captain of the Murray High Flag
Corps.
She has been a member of
the high school mathematics
team in Algebra II division.
She also attended the Free
Enterprise Seminar during
her junior year.
At Murray State, Miss
Montgomery plans to major
in the field of computer
science.
The Hart Scholarship is
named in memory of George
S. Hart, who served on the
Murray State board of
regents and was mayor of
Murray 20 years and president of the Bank of Murray.
Mr. Hart died in 1967. A
seven-story residence hall on
the campus bears his name.
The award is among 101
honor, memorial and alumni
scholarships which- have
been awarded this spring
through the Murray State
Alumni Association and
totaling more than $61,650.
Included are 45 which have
gone to high school seniors in
the association's Century
Club scholarship program
and for which $22,500 was
contributed this year by $100
donors to the annual pro-.
gram.

Your Individual
Horoscope

7)e

•••',

897

•••

.r
.,
by . ,

only KAI

JR. & MISSY
NOVELTY TOPS

SALE

Wide range of:styles:fabrics and
"
7 77-70-1.11110*,'
L. REG. TO 10.97

ARIFS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) en/4
Progress at work is intermittent. Dona step on
anyone's toes. Happy news
makes the post-dinner hours
joyous. Enjoy claw ties.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 20)
You may be somewhat
restless. Why not plan an exciting time with an existing
tie? Do something different
together. Evening is lucky.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The erratic behavior of
others throws you off
schedule. Friends and family
don't mix favorably. Luck is
with you in romance.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 431
0
Fun is spontaneous and
unplanned. Communications
with higher-ups are strained.
Home life is favored over
plans to dine out.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Advice from others about
money is unsatisfactory. Keep
budget in mind if traveling.
Late evening' brings a fortunate trend.
VIRGO
.
P
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) "
Too much thinking about intimate-matters doesn't -bring
needed solutions. Late afternoon brings a lucky financial
development.
LIBRA
(Sept. to Oct.22) anent
Reticence mars wholesome
communication. Watch Imespected expenditures. Good
news after dark brings 4
'renewal of self-elide:ice.

4124z

23

4

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Make social plans, but don't
let friends interfere with immediate duties. Romance
makes 'you nervous later.
Privacy restores faith.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22
n to Dec.21) "
At the last minute, you'll
come up with a favorable solution regarding a career matter. Meanwhile, don't mix
business and pleasure.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19) Id
Duties at home may interfere with travel plans.
Relations with in-laws are trying. A lucky career Weak will
come your Way.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
The picture changes too
rapidly to make a business
commitment now.Before midnight, good- news and helpful
advice signal an upswing.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
Financial' concerns Interfere with true harmony,yet
the late evening brings a fortunate break. Good news pertains tocareer.

ana

msb'btlkee.ColOrsset glitter saying on front.
50/50 polyester/cotton
L Fwd.
‘SIZes

\/
1
4

NO RAINCHECKS
SAVE UP.
TO 4.47

,,,lomum,

JR. PANTS

222

I•.li ...-

Polyester/cotton blend.. twill
pants in assorted pastel colors.
Sizes 5 to 15. REG. TO 16.44

1

SALE
,

I'

MISSY
TANK TOP
.100% polyester tops in
assorted colors. SizesS., 18.4t,
L. REG. 2.88

Jil

NO RAINCHECKS

-.

297

SALE

MISSY. SHORTS

Ilitkl
1
5

Made of spun • poly interlock, has contrast binding and elastic sides. Assorted'colors. Sizes S, M, L.
REG. 3.97 NO RAINCHECKS

..•
.
1!

0.....

ji

247

YOUR CHOICE:

797

SALE

rileeV

YOU BORN TODAY are intellectual and idealistic. A
born critic of society and its
values, you'd make a good
teacher. Though you cansucceed in business, you usually
gravitate to the arts and profess1on:5. Wriot let a need for
financial security keep you
from taking a chance on yourideals. Law, literature,
idence, philbsophy and banking are some of the fields in
which you'll find fulfillment.
Music, drama and films will
also appeal to you. Do not let
complications in your personal life sidetrack you.

MISSY
T-1-11FITS _

ill

SAVE 1.91

MENS RUNNER-UP
SHORTS OR SHIRT

NO PIAINCHECKS

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

322

'flan.

SAVE UP TO 2.00

50/50 poly/cotton blend shirts
with heat transfer print fronts.
Assorted colors. Sizes 7-14
REG. 3.33

FOR THURSDAY,APRIL 16, 1981

\

(1

GIRLS TANK TOPS

Frances Drake

,... SALE

.,‘
S
WE

Montgomery To Get
Wirt Scholarship
Cindy Joan Montgomer:,
a senior at Murray Hig
School, has been awarded
the $75Q George S. Hart
Memorial Scholarship to attend Murray State University for the 1981-82 school year.
The daughter of Mr. and

(AIR

50/50 poly/cotton short sleeve
shirts or shorts in' assorted colors with trim treatment. Shirts in
sizes S-L, shorts in sizes S-XL.
REG. 9.88 NO AAINCNECKS

67

MENS SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRT,4E0 aee

SALE

GIRLS 7-14 SHORTS

•

97

2

697

NO RAINCHECKS

SALE

BOYS

KNIT SHIRT
Short sleeve, 50/50
poly/cotton with
V-neck and two-color trim Assorted
colors. Sizes S-XL.
REG. 3.88

Track shorts of 50/50 poly/cotton twill with contrasting trim.
Assorted colors. REG. 2.33
GIRLS 4-6X TRACK
1 47
SHORTS,nEG. i.97

NO RAINCHECKS

-4

17

3

•

SAVE 1.16

GIRLS 2-4
ROMPER

One-piece sportswear Made
of 50/50 poly/cotton, in
assorted floral prints.
REG. 4.33
NO RAINCHECKS

74

INFANT'S 12-24
MOS. ROMPER

C!'(

297

REG.3.66
NO RAINCHECKS

PER PAM

SALE

OVER-THE-CALF
TUBE SOCKS
Great for athletic or casual wear. Sizes
10-13. REG. 1.22

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Murray
A

77t

SALE

TERRY ANKLE-HI SOCKS
White with stripe trim. sizes 9-11. REG. 99'.

BIG
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To Brigadier General
•

Air Force Reserves Promotes Morgan
KEESLER AFB, MS - Texas Tech, Lubbock, Tx. in
Billy B. Morgan, U. S. Air 1960.
Force Reserves, Benton, The general enlisted as a
Kentucky, has been pro- private in the Air Force Jan.
moted to Brigadier General. 11, 1951. Following basic
• He is the Reserve Mobiliza- training at Lackland AFB.
tion Assistant to Major Tx. and Arrcraft and
General Don H. Payne, com-`Vneiries Mechanic School at
mander of Keesler Techniell Sheppard AFB, Tx., he
: Training Center. He was pro- entered the Aviation Cadet
moted to his current rank program May 28, 1951 at
March IQ.
Bartow Field, Fla. ComAs mobilization'assistant, pleting pilot training June
General Morgan's duties in- 20, 1952 at Reese AFB, Tx.,
clude, assisting or assuming he was commissioned a secommand of Keesler cond lieutenant.
General Morgan served as

a pilot at Mitchell Air Force the mid-1960's General
Buse, N.Y. from June 1952 Morgan was a pilot in the
until December 1953 and was Tennessee - -Air National
theb assigned to Europe:fly- Guard. General Morgan is a
ing C-119 aircraft with the command pilot with more
465th Troop Carrier Wing at than 3,000flying hours.
Toul-Rosieres Aii .Base and
Since then, he has serVed
Evreux Air Base, France. in a variety of Reserve posiHe returned to the U.S. in tiong including pilot, and
December 1956 and served 'mobilization assistant to the
- as assistant profess& of Air commander, Air Force
Science, Air Force Reserve Military Training Center,
Officer Training Corps Lackland AFB, Tex. before
Detachment 820 at Texas coming to Keesler.
Tech until leaving active duAside from being principal
ty and transferring to the Air and vice president for
Reserve Forces in 1960. In Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn,

Mt

ART COLLECTORS VISIT - Mr. and Mrs. James Morgan, right curator's of the
Morgan Gallery of Modern Art in Kansas City, recently visited on the Murray State
campus. Works from the Morgan Gallery are on display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery through Tuesday, April 14. Gallery hours are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, and 1 to 4 p.m.Sunday. Talking with the
Morgans are Dr. and Mrs. Bill Lew of Murray. Lew, professor of art history, and his
students worked to have the Morgan exhibit shown in Murray. Photo By Barry Johnson

BIG JOHN'S GARDEN FRESH PRODUCE!

Wends law Is WM..

Callheele Sera Me Pied

3 ye s sem

CONIUROWER

EASTER UUES

PRAWNS

99°

14 Ot. Buth

cha

Inc., in Benton, Ky.,General
Morgan is active in the Air
Force Association, The
Reserve Officers Association, is president of the Murray State University Alumni
Association, a deacon in his
church and a member of the
Murray State Board of
Regents.
The general is married
and he and his wife, Irene,
have three children, Brandon,Shanngn and David. His
parents are INr. and Mrs.
Hatter E. Morgan of Benton,
Ky.
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Mimi' Lambe Ripe

..76.4
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STRAINBERRIES
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CIA ORANGES

4La 8.'159
CMIMEi

'Billy B. Morgan
Technical Training Center in
- the event of -a national
V 'emergency. General Morgan
,
s
•
sition since

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- U.
S. Corigressman Carroll
Hubbard will be the guest
speaker at a dinner forypward Bound and Special Services students at Murray
Statg University, 5' p.m. on
Saturday, April 10.
The dinner will be at the
new Student Union Ballroom
on the Murray State campus.
Upward Bound at Murray
State serves eight countiesin
the Jackson Purchase and 12
area target schools.
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WHATEVER YOUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY RECIPE - YOU'LL FIND THE INGREDIENTS AT BIG
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New KET Officers
Elected During
Board Meeting

Carroll Hubbard
Address Students
At Dinner

emilas

he Si00

RHUBARB is

T4.4
5

LERIONS

3

69s,

WWI Fmk-Jail*35s
3It

Being mobilization assis,..„.tant
Ille-Keesier---Gewtercommandet. however, only
aLLVIIIII.Nfora p-ortion ot his
duties with the Air Force
Reserve. -In, addition to this
assignment, the general performs additional duties as
Air.Force Academy and Air _
Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps Liaison Officer for his home state of •
Kentucky. In civilian life,
the general is an insurance
eXecutive and Realtor in
Benton,Ky.
-A—native of Benton, Ky,
General Morgan earned a
Bachelor of Science Degree
in Business Education from
Murray State College, Murray,Ky. in 1950 and received
a Master of • Arts -Degree in
• TeaNing Government from

New officers of the
Friends of Kentucky Educational Television
KET
were elected at the March 31
rtteetinvifthe group's boar it
of directors,.
Jewell Cline, Pikeville.
was-elected president. The
new vice president is Hugh
Wittich and secretary is Patty Acquisto,Owensboro:
Cline has sei-ved on the
hoard sicce 1975 and_was actini„ -vice president elect for
two years. A .professor at
Pikevffle College, Cline also •
worked on the Tele-Fund.
committee.
She replaces Anue Hall,
(;eorgetown.
Wittich is a member of the
legal department of Ashland
Oil. hie.
Acquisto is active in
i)wenshoro civic_ affairs and
is a state officer of roe Kenthcky Congress. of Paretii
ARAI Teachers.
The Friends nt K ET bgard
«4- directors-is to proo
ititerest
arid stimulate
mine progrartiming andservices of public televisnic in
_ Ketituck.
The board
provided
Ii adership for the recent
'phone-out- membership
campaigns .beld to _Liter 100 _
counties in the slate idurnethe KET-Tele-Fund '81.
Board members also handled the phone beink (loving the
opening night of the Telt- .
Fund '81 on March ti ai the
, work center .
•• Air HIRL.; the hr rail rf *WC'
I Ws
includes ‘11-.
1,aFrillcrie of Mori

els

‘
747.1.
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Gold N' Bake
Sandwich

CHEESE

4229

BREAD

('-PHILADELPHIA
.....__c1!1fEESE
CREAP•K
8 Oz.

s 24 Oz.
'
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14911;nt,*
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PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UNIT
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Candy Maddox
Recipient Of
Everett Scholarship

Purchasing Seminar Slated
A two-day seminar in purchasing policies and practices is scheduled Thursday
and Friday, April 23-24, at
Murray State Uaiveraity.
Sponsored by the Office of
Conferences and Continuing
Education, the seminar will
help participants learn how
to make better purchasing
decisions in any size coinPanY•
• Dr. Monroe Murphy Bird,
professor of marketing at
Virginia Institute and State
University. will conduct the
course.
Bird will discuss ia simple

language such topics as vendor selection, negotiations,
quality control, inventory
control, traffic, and scrap
disposal.
Other areas to be covered
are purchasing forms, pro-.
cedures afld.poIicieS, legal
aspects, measuring purchasing performance, objectives
and organization.
The workshop will be conducted in the new University
Center'on the Murray State'
campus. Registration may
be made by telephoning
(5021762-2716.
The enrollment fee of $185

includes tuition, all meeting
materials and refreshments.
Bird iia member of the
Purchasing Management
Association pt Virginia and
the Carolinas and the Old
Dominion
Purchasing
Management Association.
He gained experience in purchasing management with a
major oil firm before entering the academicfield.
A consultant to various
business and government
Organizations, Bird has conducted more than 100
workshops. Approximately
2.000 participants have -ittended since 1975. -

STUDENT ADVOCATES — A student advocacy program has been established in
the learning and development disorders division of the department of special
education at Murray State University. Student advocates act as liaisons between
students and faculty. Newly elected advocates, from left, seated, are Peg Perry of
Parish, N.Y., and Donna LeMaster of Louisville who represent undergraduates, and
standing, Becky Fairbanks and Ed Armstrong, both of Murray, representing graduate
students.

Candy Maddox, 17,
valedictorian of the 222member 1981 graduating
class at Calloway County
High School, has been
selected as one of two recipients of $1,400 Robert A.
!Fats) Everett Memorial
Scholarships at Murray
State University for the 198182school year.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Mason Maddox,
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Check Out Big John's
For All The Candy And
Fixings You Need To
Make Those Extra
Special Easter Baskets!
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The Fourth Annual Conference on Volunteerism will
be held April 21 and 22 at the
Galt House, Louisville, with
Kentucky dov. John Y. Brown, Jr., and Jack
"Goose" Givens, former UK
basketball star, as speakers
for the luncheons.
Seminar leaders for
workshops to start at 9 a.m.
each day will include Dr.
Stanley Frager, consultant
to-industry, Education -and''
Government Organizations; .
Ken Kurtz, news director of
WKYT-TV; Dr. Singer
Buchanan, Kentucky State
University
Marcia ..M.
Riding, attorney-at-law; Pat
Earls, Paducah, president of
the Kentucky PTA; Sandy
Grimsley, Owensboro, president _ of the Kentucky
Association of Ditectors of
Volunteer Services; Evie
Butler of the Junior League
o Loittsville; Steve Bernard,
president of the Louisville
Jaycees.
Registration for both days
will be from 8 to 11 a.m. A
wine and cheese party will
be held at 6 p.m. on April 21
for all participants. .accor,...
ding to Norma W.Johnson of
:the Office of Volunteer Services, Frankfort.
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Candy Maddox
school's drama club and
en a member of both the
pep club and the wranglers
riding club.
Recipient • of the other
-$1-,-400-Fyoefett
Melanie Jane Bomar, 17, a
graduating senior at Henry
County-,Tenn,High School.
The Everett scholarships,
named for the late U. S. Congressman from Union City,
Tenn.,and a 1936 graduate of
.Murray State, are awarded
-each -year -through interest-- geperated from'a basic investment made possible by a
memorial fund- established
by his friends and
classmates.
Under provisions of the
program, one scholarship -is
awarded each year to a Kentucky student and one to a
Tennessee student.,
The Everett awards are
. amorigJO1 hon_or_inemorial
and alumni- scholarships
which • have been awarded ;
this spring through the Murray State -Alumni. Association and totaling more than $61,650.
Included are 45 which have
gone to higtrschool seniors in
the as'sociation's -Century
Club scholarship program
add for which $22,500 was
contributed this,year by $100
donors to the annual program.'
. -
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Route 3, Murray, Cenci!,
plans to, major in biology at
Murray State in preparation
for a career as a
microbiologist. In her four
years of high school,she has
compiled , a_ grade point
average of 98.76 percent. While at Calloway County
High, she has won top
awards in biology, English
and American history, and
has participated in both
mathematics and chemistry
tournaments at Murray
State University.
She also has served as
treasurer of the Bethel
MY;F, secretary of the

(only
99
•

6F.69t

Freelareee The Oen Folds

Ugist k lelleleee

DINNER
ROLLS

ANGEL FOOD
CAKES

69'

$ 69

THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF
IN els JOHN'S

FREE
NTreasure
NEVER LESS THAN

Antique Car Club
TO Meet Thursday
ChAS+

The Twin Lakes Antique
Car . .Club will . meet
Thursday, April 16, at 7 p.m.
at the Gateway Steak House,
Draffenville.
Howard Brandon, Murray,
president of the club, urges
all members and interested
persons to attend.
'
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0J0 BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
Antictpation vias the word as we waited at the
Commonwealth Room of the University Center
at Murray State University for the arrival of
Lady Bird Johnson • at the private luncheon on
Tuesday
When Mrs Jotinlon came out of the elevator.
she was as excited as any of us as she had just
seen the safe landing of America's rocketship
Columbia and her two pilots on the television in
the lobby of the, building as she arrivedHer charming and easy manner were reflected in her warm smile as she greeted those in
attendance
Dr Constantine Curris. president of Murray
State University. escorted Mrs_ Johnson to her
seat at the luncheon table followed by Secretary
of the State Frances Jones Mills. Mrs. Curris.
Mrs. Odessa Stubblefield. wife of the late Cong.
Frank Albert Stubblefield. A. W. Simmons. Jr.,
member of the Community. Improvement
Board, Mrs. Donald Brock. Murray Woman's
Club president. and Mrs. Barletta Wrather and

PM

Mrs. John Adams, co-chairmerr of the day's
events from the Murray Club.
In hts brief remarks, Dr. Currts said that white
walking on the campus Monday. he noticed one
of the men cutting the gras who seemed very
intent in his work. He remarked to the man that
he was
.working very hard. and the workman
said "Lady Bird is coming tomorrow and we
have to get ready for her. And you know by her
promotion of beautification. she has made my
lob very respectable
Dr. Curris presented Mrs. Johnson with two
copies of prints of the _bird. warbler, one of
which was painted at Murphy's Pad, owned by
Murray State University. and the other at LAke
Barkley State Park. construction funds for
'which were made available by . the late
President Lyndon Baines Johnson during his
administration.
Mrs. Johnson accepted the prints very
graciously and thanked the people present for
-their hospitality.
The invocation was oven by Mrs. Hampton
Erwin. Piano background music was provided
by Mrs. Oneida White during the luncheon.

RECEIVING LINE — Left to right in the receiving line at last night's reception are Cecelia Brock,
Murray Woman's Club president, Mrs. Lady Bird Johnson, County Judge/Executive Robert 0:Miller
and Mayor Melvin B. Henley.
;r:,.w4=:U*0-Vc-mi-rAk4i.tx:3:tuassellantifttainallet$•-

Two Ray Harm prints from the Frame House Gallery
and the Blackford House Gallery, presented by Judge
Miller.

.:10.:teMMilftmiailearniMMWSMNA
TOMSnmaart.*•-.g3.

Mrs. Betty Lowry, who presided over the reception.
bidding farewell to Mrs. Johnson. At left is Cecelia
Brock and at right is Murray State University president
Dr. Constantine W. Curris.

..•
•
4211111ier—
A pillow, made by Mrs. Sallie Guy., was presented by
Mrs. Brock.

A Kentucky Colonel award was presented by Dr.
Curris on behalf of Gov John Y Brown Jr
-

ENTERTAINMENT WAS PROVIDED by the Murray Woman's Club Music Department Chorus,
directed by B J. Berra'.

ONEIDA WHITE provided piano music for various activities throughout the day.

Poir
the

PHOTOS BY JENNIE B. GORDON
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Lady B rd Tours Murray

a

Talking with Joe Rigsby (right) designer of the new downtown
the city beautification committee.

-1--

otsg
\

Greeting Kentucky Lt. Gov-. Martha Layne Collins at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Mrs. Lyndon.(Lady Bird) Johnson

p.1

41.

je

?;

Discussing her ideas with Mr. and Mrs. Max Hurt.

Listening as librarian Margaret Trevathan describes planned improvements on the grounds of the
Calloway County Public Library. At Mrs. Johnson's left is Verda McCoy
-

.11=11111111.,111111111111111, 1111111=1 wommiTi, simprom 1177

Pointing out something humorous to Parks Director Gary HOhman after pl 3nting a dogwood tree at
the park. In the background are Jo Williams, Pat Humphreys, Ruth Wilson and Martha Enix

Meeting with Mrs James(Libby) Hart at the public library.

PHOTOS BY JENNIE B GORDON
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Walker Awarded
Smith Scholarship
Mesa Jan Walker, Route 1,
Murray,a junior elementary
education major at Murray
State University, has been
awarded the $425 Ruble E.
Smith Scholarship for the
1981-82 school year.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Miss
Walker currently is a
member of SNEA, IRA and
is a R.homate to the Alpha
Gamma Phi. In high school,
she was a member of the Pep
Club, Speech Team, Beta
Club, FBLA,Students in Action for Education and was a
Lakerette.
Miss Walker is active in
her church youth group and
has paarticipated in the Heart
Fund Drive.
Ruble E. Smith taught 35
years at Murray State before
she requested retirement in
1974. She became associated
with the elementary education program in 1946 and
served as chairman of the
department from 10 to
1974.
She was named the
Distinguished Professor in
1973 and an honoiary doctor

I

of humanities degree was
conferred on her by the
university in May 1974. The
perpetual scholarship in her
honor was established upon
her retirement.
The award is among 101
honor, memorial and alumni
scholarships which have
been awarded this spring
through the Murray StateAlumni Association and
totaling more than $61,650.
Included are 45 which have
gone to high school seniors in
the association's Century
Club scholarship program
and for which $22,500 was
contributed this year by $100
donors to the ahnual program.

1. Legal Notice
I, Regina I
April 15,
longer be
any debts
own

REAGAN GOLF FILM
HOLLYWOOD AP) Although President Reagan
is not famous for his love of
golf, old hands ar'ound the
studios remember a short
film he did for Warner
Brothers with Jack Redmond,a trick shot artist.
The title of the film was
-Shoot Yourself Some Golf

Edwards, as of
1981, will no
responsible for
other than my

SHOE
BIZZ JR
Children's Shoes
Shopping Center

2. Notice

MKT

AMY
PDIDERGRASS

Yemen's
Western
Store

Calloway Candy

Olympic Plaza

MII 24. Its)
YIN, Vote us% Sopped Wit
I.Appreciated

Leather Vests
New $49.95
Reg. S I 00.00
Owns9 win. to pas.
753-7113

SitERIEF

BIBLE CALL
What Must I Do to be
Saved? 759-4444. Bible Story - 759-4445.

703 8298

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy 759-4600
Fonder, & Apes. W. bay- ad - or
reds for I piece to wines
states! SPECIAL for the
keg manias season:
MASON fruit pas, by tiro
sod

74 Dodge Colt, good
condition, excp.
clean, good gas
mileage. $1750 for
Quick Sale! 767-4441.

I ening?
nt?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753.5699,

CATFISH
Whole .... lb. 51.70
Steaks....11). $1.110
Boneless .. lb. 31.00
BUFFALO
lb 50'
Whole
Cut Up
lb 90'
6075. 4th

1-247-3934

What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

cold 4,
Silver
Pawn
Sloop
Olympic Plaza

PAWN - BUY
SELL - TRADE
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7112

BEDDING
PLANTS

753-9381

TROPICAL
FISH HUT
Pets for Easter - FISH
• HAMPSTERS - BIRDS
- BABY RABBITS and
CHICKENS
327 E. Wood St.
Paris, Tenn.
642-4772

neSSOn
58 Kill
59 Dine
DOWN
1 Needlefish
2 Exist
3 Fell into

6 for 904
Flowers
vegetables.

and

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
436-5353

.50 why am 1

writing to you?

\

41 ISM Unlind Foniung Synallue• Inc

I WONDER
WHAT IT IS

3. Card of Thanks
We wish to thank each
and -everyone for your
prayers cards, flowers, and
food during the passing of
our son, father. and brother
We also like to thank Rev.
E. Joyner for his kindness
shown at this time.

I. Lost & Found

Saddles, English &
Western Sales Repairs - Custom
Work- Tents and Boat
covers mode.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
1161.66 Mayfield

Bill's Fish
Market

48 Poem
49 As written:
Mus.
Meadow
51 Still
53 Pronoun
55 Man's nickname

Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
Anne special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

Family of Harold G. Walls.

Moving? S.pri

Answer to Thesday's Puzzle
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CUID DOOM LIBEI
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Cl EILICOU CUM
UM MEMO LIUU
Mee MOM 012
OCCUL1 CLIBUOULI
OIDU MCC
OUCCUUD COMO
CIOU &MUM LIDU
CUL1 ODOM MA

RIVERIA
COURTS

HODGE A SON
loss. Sits
753-4669

PUZ71 r

37 Ancient
39 Specimen
41 Stews
42 Eat .
43 Wire nail
44 Danish island
45 Interjection
46 Occupied

Carter Studio
304 Main

IN THE WISSIFIEDSI

2. Notice

2:fiolite

We stretch and frame
your needlepoint

SWAR
RQS
C

disuse
ACROSS
1 Liquid meas. 4 Telltale
5 Land parcel
4 Small mass
6 Stamp of
8 Woe word
approval
12 Macaw
7 Zealot
13 Norse god
8 Priest's vest14 Theater box
ment
15 Iterate
9 Behold!
17 Sailor
10 'raj Mahal
-19-S1-411
site
20 Cry
11 Chair
21 Study
16 Vast age
22 Chapeau
18 Preposition
23 Unlock
21 Army officer
25 Stroke
22 Layer
. 26 Exist
27 Marry
23 Is in debt
28 Drink slowly 24 Toll
29 Grants use 01 25 Fruit seed
32 Diphthong
26 Pallet
13 Fought
28 Weaken
35 Zeus's
29 Conducted
beloved
30 Watch face
36 Sailing vessel 31 Food fish
33 Neckpiece
38 Succor
39 Sodium chlo- 34 Cover
rrde
40 State: Abbr.
41 Wooden pin
42 Vendition
43 Evil
45 Sea eagle
46 Tramp
47 Scale aote
48 Minerel
49 Prot1de
52 Dry
54 Makes lace
56 Robert E. 57 Lavish fond-

EVERY DRY IS SALE DAY

sc..so+Aucs.&re

I JUST TI-40U6k-IT
St-1E'D MAKE A
CUTE PINCUSI-liONI

NO --- I GOT
THEM ALL
WRONG
s

it

'ffetit-Irella, 2 bird
dogs, Pointers, R.B.
Morgan, 489-2352.

6. Help Wanted
Dock worker, seven days, 5
--.A44,46.--4130- Pik 93.5013er hour. East of Murray. Must
be mature individual. Ac-..
75-3111537.
Executive Secretary. Excellent typing, shorthand,
-.softie bookkeeping. Full
time. Expense paid travel.
• Salary _ negotiable. Full
benefits. Action Personnel,
753-6532.
Help Wanted: Reliable person_ with -a small van or
pickup to make air freight
deliveries for Sunbird
Airlines. 489-2199.
Lady for general restaurant
work, part time, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Call
Cypress Springs Resort.
436-5496 for appointment.
NEED A 108? Qualifications
16-21 years of age. No H.S.
diploma or, G.E.D.
Unemployed. A school dropout for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker. Job Coordinator. Nikki Blanchard.
Counselor, 753-9378 or
753-3033. Calloway County
YIP Program.
alk

10. Bus. Opportunity

15. Articles For Sale

Log Homes, Factory Direct,
Dealership Available, Investment Required,
Unlimited Income Potential. Call Mr. Stacey 1-800438-9528.
Snap-on Tools C,orporatton
has a dealership available.
.If you can meet our.
qualifications, you may be
awarded a territory in the
Murray-Mayfield area. There
is no charge for a dealership, but it is necessary to
maintain an inventory. This
is your chance to become
an independent business
man and have the advantage of a strong proven
sales program behind yon.
Interested parties should
already be in the $25.000$35,000 income bracket
with qualified sales experience. For further information contact: Dean
Driver. 611 Idlewood Drive,
Clarksville, TN 37040.(615)
647-9292.
Western Auto has an excellent opportunity for a
store in Fulton, KY. Prime
location, nominal investment with partial financing
available from Western
Auto. Full details available
from Floyd /tonna at 618993-5392.

Typewriters for sale: IBM
Executive Model 0; Royal
5000 Selectrix; IBM Selectrot Corrector. ble Real
Estate. Aurora. 474-2711.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes, white A-grade,* $43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale: Used furniture,
odds and ends. Phone 753- ,
3029.
For sale 36 or 40" electric
range in good condition
with head and blower, $75
Phone 753-0315
New shipment!! Oak and
pine bedroom suites; burik A
beds; dinning room; and living TOOM suites. Cash and
carry and even save more!
Carraway Furniture. 105 N
3rd St., 753-150-27
Rattan couch, chair, table,table lamp, floor lamp, arm
chair, and ottoman. Call
753-1928.
Washer and dryer. Call 1538960 after 5 PM.

19. ParnEquipment
70 Acre farm (55 acres
tillable); 24 Acre farm (16
' acre. tillable), 30 Acre farm
(25 acres tillable); .1 Massey-Ferguson STuare
hay baler; one 165 MasseyFerguson tractor; one New
Holland haybine: one
hayrake. Phone 753-8274.

11. Instructions
Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references. 153-3686
from 9AM to 3130PM,
Monttylrfday.If your name is Mr. John
.Hyaemaa. at Sbacly- -OaksTrailer Court. Murray, KY,
you are a winner of a free
classified ad! Call 753-

For sale: 1970 Case 870
with duals and weitits_.,_
$6110Vilittniiiin Deere
95G with floating cutterbar
and 281 tires, 4000; 1969
Ford F-600 truck, 2 year old
and bed, new motor,
$4500; 11'. Shultz chisel
plow, high clearance, extra
heavy, 2 years old. $1400;
John blue anhydrous applicator. 9 shank, 21'.
- hydraulic fold, 1 year old.
$3500: John Deere 14' BWA
disk. $500: International 66" semi-mounted plow.
$2500. Call 753-4003.
Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire & Service.
Call 753-8500.
1973 8600 • Ford. 830
hours, 16'i disc, five 16"
plows. 502-424-5237 after
9 pm or before 7 am.
For sale: WD45 Allis
Chalmers tractor. 753-0521
or 436-2165 after 6 pm.
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard. and 5prong cultivator. $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Garden seeder. plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99.Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Tillers. 5 hp. chain drive.
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Wallin Hardware. ,
Paris.
Wheelbarrow. $19.99:
$29.943'$42.99; an-d-6T99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.

L'Ailifoat
13. For Sale or Trade
You are a winner Mr. Ben
Nix of Rt.2, Murray. KY!
Call in today for a free
classified ad, 753-1916.

14. Want To Buy
Used swing set in good condition, for 3 year old. 7538076.
Used heavy duty wheelbarrow. Also want a radio scanner. 753-7422 or 492-8565.
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Wanted to buy: Few acres of
timber, must be accessible.
753-5493 9am-2:30pm

15. Articles For Sale

For sale: Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723, Paul Bailey: Utterback Road.
Fence posts, 3- diameter x
DIRECTOR OF
long, creosoted,
610"
NURSING
each. Murray Lumber
$2.10
Challenging position
Company, 104 Maple.
for RN with demonFor sale: Craig indash AMstrative supervisory
8-track: 2 Craig 6x9
FM
ability. Please forflush mount speakers; a
ward resume to
Realistic 40 watt power
Pork View
booster; Sharp 23 channel
Convalestense
mobile C.B. with slide
544 Lone Oak Rd.
mount,..coax, and bumper
Paducah, Ky. 42001
mount antenna; Coloeco
head to head baseball
game. All in excellent conPart time housekeeper for
dition. Call 753-0398 after
resort motel, east of Mur
2 pm.
ray. $3.50 per hour. Action ""
For sale: Equipment for InPersonnel, 753-6532.
ternational cub tractor;
Salesmen - See our ad
hogs; 1974 LTD Ford. Call
under Business Oppor436-5844.
tunities, Snap-On Tools CorGalvanized clothes line
poration.
posts._ 2"x84". holds 7
Wanted: Someone watt a
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
trailer to live on lot and
Hardware. Paris.
take care of yard and
Like new, Craig AM-FM
barn,
lots,
garden,
stock
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
pond, and lot. All rent free.
and speakers. $125. Also a
- 436-2405.
Craig AM-FM stereo, 87. Storage Bldgs.
track, turn table. and.
speakers, $50. Also a small
Custom Built portable
coffee table. $10. Call 153buildings. Call 753-0984.
8465.
9. Situation Wanted
Moving safe!- Rettigerator,
Handyman will do the odd
small
deep freeze. 7'/2
lobs you have been putting
horse Sears boat motor, usoff. Call 753-3058 or 762ed tires and other small
4352 after 5 pm.
items. 753-8780 or can be
Need someone to mow your
seen at 64t South, Midway,
yard? Call Jerry at 767-2244
David Boyd's Used Cars
or 753-2220. Experienced
Oregan chain saw chains,
and
dependable.
3/8" pitch for 16" bar.
References available.
$7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
Will break and disc
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
Snapper mower blades753-0144
26". 28", 30- or 33".
Will work on lawn mowers
$5.99 each. Wallin HardCall 753-0751
ware, Paris

PRE-SEASON SALE

22. Musical

20. Sports Equipment
Remington 243, scope and
case. $190. Kenmore'
range, $125, washer and
dryer. $300. Call 753-6910
after 430.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
PIANO. Excellent Spinet Console. May be seen locally. Party with good credit
can make payments at big
savings. Write immediately
Midwest Piano Co.. 1713 E
Sunshine. Springfield.
Missouri 65804,

SAVE
Save Vs ef new price
on this repossessed
. fast than 1
old. Tow op
P•Towts.
753-7575

New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the ,
Post Office, Pans, TN.
ish you weld ploy
he organ? Out have
Islam? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
the
0N
:S
5A35:5r
Y
T
Y.
s7
lePasysonC

24. Miscellaneous

Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market, 435- 4171
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.: No. 9, $3.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels, $2.45 per 100;
17,,A144.41 hooks I
VISO per 1000. East r
Grocery, 753-8786.
Congradulations! Mr. Danny
Todd of 504 N 6th St. Murry your name
WEL
drawn as one of our
Classified Ad winners!
tondominiur
Hilton Head Island. SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
Call 1-926-4031.
Expert front end alignment,
$15. Economy Tire & Service. Call for appointment,
753-8500.
Four heavy duty life time
shocks, installed, $49 corn'plete. Where? Economy Tire
& Service. 753-8500.
Lawn mower batteries, 12
Volt. 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray. KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Landscaping ties, 3"x5"x8'
long Murray Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Oregan bars for .Homelite;
Poulan: or Echo chain saws,
16-, $16.99: 20". $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
room. $24.99; 12 room,
$36.99; 18 room. $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
PLANTS.. Garden, bedding,
houseplants. fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings.
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901 Johnny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th. 753-7400.
VW engine and trans axle,
good condition, $375
Phone 436-5869

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE.
April 15th is almost here!
759-1425.

26. TV-Radio
Wanted' Responsible person to take up small monthly payment on 25" color
t.v. Warranted. 753-7,575.

6,4011,10 .iome Sales
1974 Mobile home, 12x60,
2 bedrooms. furnished,
$5500 Call 753-1378.

..., .-....•
-,- . .„-,.- -:-A -TERMITES
l CN

-1"..--s

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Centre'

ii

ET MOVING MEN
G
7
...GOT TO FIND
7.H05E CO45!

NOT SAFE TO
DRIVE HERE, MISS.
THE KILLERS MAY
BE IN THE AREA.

THOSE DOGS.„
GETTING TOO
CLOSE WHAT'LL
WE DO SPIKE

7

r
`sen-i

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Pun'.
chase prior to May S to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Posses $60.00
Singte Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, K.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

c
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28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies 43-.111a1Titite

Furnished 1 bedroom apartment, close to M.S.U.
Private. Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898.
12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom mobile home,
fully furnished, Vinniles
from town. Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer, $130 per month,
$50 deposit. Call 753-5)50.
Two bedroom furnished
'trailer, central heat-and air,
$75 tecurity deposit, $150
per month rent. No pets.
Call 753-4808.
Two bedroom trailer, in
Riveria Courts. Phone 7594592.
12)(60 Two bedroom, furnished, garden spot, $140.
month plus deposit.
Located 5 miles north of
Murray. Call 753-4661.
Two bedroom, water furnished, $90 a month, $50
deposit, Highway 121
South. Call 753-5405,
Two bedroom trailer for
.rent, 4urnished," clean, ig
Mu'. No pets. Call 489-

Rabbits for sale. Call 4928205.
REE MAR ARABIANS
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
lt.sitors
753-6100
4
welcome
Registered horse Racking,
2 year old, broke, black
Call 753-3195
Registered saddlebred colt,
11 months old, chestnut
753-9521

Garage apartment, 2
bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, water furnished,
mowed, garden
yard
privilages. 153-5133.
One bedroom furnished
newly
apartment,
redecorated, private entrance, near University. Call
753-7418 after 3 pm.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, central heat
and air, low utilities, near
University, $120 per month.
753-7114.
Two bedroom apartment for
oven,
rent. , Range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
'disposer, washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. 1 year lease. $225
deposit required. $225 per
month. Call 753-2622 or
753-3865.
Two bedroom duplex. all
appliances furnished. And
1 bedroom furnished apartment. Call 753-2967 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom duplex, fully
carpeted, close to M.S.U.,
electric
heat,
airconditioned. Call 753-2792.
Two bedroom apartment,
208 South 15th. Days call
75,3-11,53
hts call 489-

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air rzaditisseis.. Staadon
Dill. Call 753-9104.

38, Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies,- 28 champions, 5
generations. Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Dog obedience classes for
AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding covered runs. 436-2858.
Ducklings and parakeets.
Paradise Kennels. 7534106.
Irish Setter pups, 7 weeks
old, $50. Call 753-6497
after 5 pm

+0.

Two bedroom furnished
apartment, near University.
753-4684.-

33.twits Tor Rent

30,Business RentaT---.1i.00nls-lor-boystAt+riiistlert•-•
kitchen facilities, central
air and heat, available for
Mini
summer and fall semester.
One block from campus,
Wareham
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753Space
Storer
8572 or 436-5479.
Rost
For
Rooms for rent, one block
753-4158
from University. Call 1531812 or 753-6933.
Rental space for retail
store in Dixieland
Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street next
to Murray State
University. Call 7533018.

31. Want To Rent
Want to rent pasture for
cattle. Call 437-4573 after
4 pm.

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses For Rent
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
1 bath, large great room.
nice size kitchen, $250 per
month, Panorama Shores.
1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307.
For rent: 3 bedroom house.
gas heat, nice yard, good
neighborhood. 753-8895.
House for rent, close to
Kentucky Lake on 94 East.
3 bedrooms, living room,
and 2 baths.'$200 per month. Call 354-6678.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, kitchen
dininecombination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
Excellent
grill.
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required, $400 per
month. Available June 1,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM.

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
' Apartment for rent for summer. Call Mark, 753-8644.
For rent: 2 _bedroom
townhouse apartment,
carpet, range, refrigerator,
disposer, dishwasher,
washer-dryer hookup, central heat and air. Call 75335. Farms For Rent
7559 or 753-7550.
FCir ierif. 3 room furnished 15 AcreSlarm land for rent.
apartment, carpet, garbage Close to Cherry Corner. Call
disposal, ,lots of closets. 753-6564.
Can be seen at Owen Food
37. Livestock-Supplies
Market, 1407 W Main.
for sale. 753-7554.
Furnished apartment, 1 or Gnat
Mr.
Max
Underwood of Rt. •
2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apart- 8, Murray, KY is a winner of
-Inents, South 16th, 753- free classified ad! Call 7531916 today!
6609.

40. Produce
Plants, variety of garden
and sweet potatoe plants,
wholesale or retail, half
mile north off 94 on 121
Pilot Oak. 374.5.155. _
ubtic Sale
sale, Thursday,
yard
Big
April 16th, 10- AM sharp!
Lots-allkosswater-berifeom
suite, 2 chests, table and
Carport sale, Thursday and
Friday, 8-4, 4 miles North
on Air • Ford -Road.
Miscellaneous; clothes,
men's 32 long pants, suits
and shirts, some girl and
baby clothes; horse trailer
drapes and spreads;'tools.
489-2869.
Four party carport sale! Friday and Saturday, 8-5,
1607 Locust, off 16th St.
Air-conditioner, clothes.
child's chair and table set.
toys, and miscellaneous
items.
Garage sale, 1531 London
Drive, Friday, 7 AM. Swing
set, training bicycle,
children and teens clothes.
Two party garage sale: 2.6
miles past railroad on New
Concord Highway, Friday
and Saturday, 8am-5pm.
Yard sale the 15th. 16th,
and 17th, 2!,'2 miles north
of Almo Heights on old 641,
from 9am-5pm.

43. Real Estate
For sale commercial office
building with four private
offices, large reception
room, COnference room.
storage room, one and a
half baths, garage, good
location, zoned for business
(62). Ken Shores Estates,
1111 Sycamore, 753-7531
or 753-0101.
Business for sole,
good
grossin
business. Owners out
side interest is reaso
for selling. Ladies Ap
paral, good location.

Shreat.
Waldrop
Real Estate

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Appiy Men.-rn. ii cm. to 1 p.m.

-

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity

,

NOTICE
WA TIMM FOR SALE

The Tennessee4Volley Authority offal for sale two tracts of
standing, selectively «narked hardwood timber containing on
estimated 799,666 board feet of sowtimber and 1,218 cords of
poletimber. The two timber sole areas are in Land Between The
Lakes located as follows:
Wen ARIA SS sale contains an estimated 544,873 board feet
of sowtimber and 711 cords of poletimber and is located approximately 10 miles northwest of Dover, Tennessee, in
Stewart County, Tennessee.
WOMI AREA 64 sale contains alltsfimcited 254,793 board feet
of sowtimber and 507 cords of pblefilinberund is kicated dpproximately 8 miles west of Dover, Tennessee, in Stewart Cairnty, Tennessee.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest and Open Lora
Management Section, Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee
Volley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. until 10 a.m.,
Central Daylight Tine, May 7, 1981.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
should contact the above office. Office hours are 700 a.m. to
330 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and detailed infoam:Hon 'may be obtained from the Forest and Open Land
Manogement Section, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, telephone number 502/924-5602.

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the illusin of a private
"estate" within the city
limits. From the entry hall.
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to -ceiting bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage in every corner. On the second floor,
,you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace. This
home has the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
4 Bedroom, 2 both,
brick veneer, close to
town titth a separate
24 x 30- garage
works* on a 9/10
cre lot. Colemon
eal ktate, 753898.
753-911911'

•

U
a,.0 WATT'

A

PROPERTY MANA

46. Homes For Sale

43. Real Estate

ANtYllIER NEW
LISTING

Attractive
3
bedroom, 2 bath
home approximately
one year old. Located
in small subdivision
halfway
between
Murray
and
Mayfield. Offered in
the mid $40's with
assumable loan.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for
Real Service in Real
Estate!
4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING

Good rate of return
on this 2 story, 4 unit
rental property.
Priced in the $50's.
Assumable loan and
owner financing
available,
reasonable terms.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.

No. 344 Level 75x175 parcel harbors older lug dwelling with
,rooms, bath. 2 bedrooms. log
walls and paneling, kitchen with
range and refrigerator
Carpeted and vinyl f1oorsiL5x1;
family
room, insulation,
woodstove, city water. Located
un paved road with school bus
route by. Mile to school, 12 miles
to lake recreation. IRAS than 2
miles to college. Residential setting. Showplace potential
ours at the price of 819.800
IS

STR(lUT REALTY
i.w 1.. Ke11111/11 Broker
1912 toldodicr Ru

753-0186

Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it! A PI tract with 3
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low interest rate. Let us
show you a great investment_ You'll 'be glad you
did. Priced in the $40.s. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors, 7531492.

753-1222
Poragit

an

Real Estate
Soirthside Court Sq.
Murray, Kontveky
753-4451
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE
LOWER for lake front property.' Owner will finance
28 acre tract at just 11%.
Build your own private
retreat in this beautiful
lake setting or take advantage of an excellent investment. Priced to sell quickly. Ask for Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.
13 Acres of good
farm land, well constructed 3 bedroom
house with full basement located only 212
miles from town.
Owner must sell!
Three bedroom home
on 80 acres, full dry
basement, central
heat and air; completely remodeled. 33
Acres of tendable
bottom land, 40 acres
of good timber. Priced for quick sale!

GOOD

TNit
MENT
Three bedroom brick
WI tittyr-irar-tirth
distance of the
this
MTV e rs:11y.
house could be good
investment properq
as a rental, or would
be ideal for a young
couple's first home.
Price just lowered
$3000 to $32,000.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.
THE OLD
'COUNTRY STORE

Lots of good property
and lots of good
memories go with
,this unusual listing.
Turn of the century
General Store with
all the old display
cases and. many old
furnishings included'
in sale. Located in
old Almo, property
includes a full city
block. Ideal for
restaurant or any
type retail business
including its present
use as a General
Store, $39,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for all the
details.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

For sale by owner 2
Bob's Home Improvement General home repair
bedroom brick duplex. cenService. Remodeling, pain- Carpentry, cOncrete Work,
1978
Chevrolet
tral heat and air, gas heat, Pickup, power and
ting, cement work, general plumbing, roofing, siding.
stove, refrigerator, washer
home maintenenace and in- window and door inair-conditioning. Exwiand dryer hookup, near
Free estimates. stallation. Free estimates
spections.
tra clean. Price
shopping and church Low
No fob too_ small.
,753-4501
$3,650.00.
$40's. 753-8631
2359
or 474-2276
Carpenter Service New
PURDOM
Moving out of state. must
homes, remodeling,
19' Deacreft, $S hp
OLDSMOBILE
sell. 3 bedroom. 2 bath
cabinets, decks, anything
Evinrude meter, used
brick home. Large kitchen
with wood, quality work
PONTIAC
with built-ins, economical
less than 10 hours.
Phone 753-0565.
CADILLAC
central gas heat and air, atHATCHER
753-531 5
Call
BILL'S
UPHOLSTERY
tached garage. redwood
AUTO
SALES
for your furniture needs
6
deck in back. In nicer sub753-4961
from,
thousands
of
Choose
division in Southwest 51. Campers
durable scotchgeard cloths
school district. $43.500.
28Foot travel trailer, self- and naughyde vinyl Behind Heating refrigeration and
753-9259.
Bob's
electrical repair
Dairy Queen 753-8085
'contained Call 753-8072
Refrigeration
Service
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath, log
home on nice wooded lot in 1966 Starcraft pop-up COLDWATER LAWN & Hazel KY 498-8370 or
SHOP.
Oakwood Terrace Subdivi- camper. sleeps 8, has stove, GARDEN
75P829 Bobby Lockhart
Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers
sion. Low $40's. Call 753- refrigerator, and sink. Call
expertly Hutching Sales. Route 5%
chain saws
after 5 pm, 474-8020.
6855 or 753-6774.
repaired
Pickup and Box 2221 The only factory
1967 Stepup ‘an converted
VatkIllrzee dealer for Filter
47. Motorcycles
delivery available- 'into a camper. Will sell or
Queen sales and service in
PM
to
5
2853,
8
AM
1972 Honda 125 street and trade Call 753-6206
this area Days 753-6068.
trail, blinkers, mirror and
Concrete and- block. brick nights 436-2367.
horn. Excellent condition,
work.
Basements,
FOR
less than 5000 miles 85
driveways. storm cellars, Handyman will do the odd
plus mpg. New tires. 489SALE
porches.. 20 years ex- lobs you have been putting
off. Call 7-53-3058 or 762
2825 after 3:30 pm.
perience. 753-5476
Topper for short bed
after 5 pm
4352
Honda GoldWing GL-1000
truck and 18,000 BTU
Dale Spencer's portable
wind lammer HI, cruise
K & K Stump Removal. Do
air conditioner. Call
sand blasting and painting
control, saddleseat,. 2 sadyou need stumps removed
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
753-93/1
from your yard or land
dle bags, luggage rack
aluminum spoke front 52. Boats and Motors
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
wheels. -tires real good Crownline 14
pleasure
Wedding Photograbelow the ground, leaving.
Must see to appreciate1Mercury motor.
phy at
2175.4arker Ford, 753- boat, 65 hp
only sawdust and chips
489-2602.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Carter Studio
Foot Crosby bass boat
15
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
753 8798
1972 Honda 350 for $400 with trailer, 50.4 Mercury
334 Mom
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
436-2450
be seen, at
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW- ticensed electrician an
in -Darnell Marine, 94 Eai.
""raWa's71r175", o n
-gas-insialialidaA4lestmg
the road. less than
stallation and- repairs. Call
mi es. $425- Kawasaki 80.
Johnson - Mercury, OMC 8877.
753-7203
on and off the road, 225 Sterndrive and Mertruiser.
753-9521
Murray Sport & Marine. Experienced carpenter,
ROWING
remodeling and additions
Suzuki 185 street bike 718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Sollt-Op I Shisolos
Will
consider - other
electric start luggage rack,
Iteferrakets. AU' work
23 P s.s. prop for 150 out- miscellaneous
work •
f••11.
sissy bars 1500 miles,
Fr••
Will
Mercury.
board
trade
•stlorahrs.
$550 Call Steve 767-2978 for 19 to 21 s.s. prop. Call References. Call 759-4815
Coll 751-11151 or
weekdays
FLOOR SANDING Staining
901-479-3429.
75345111
650 Special 1979 model Searay 700, 5'2'1; " 100 and finishing Call 3546127
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
Call 437-4341
horse Mercury. and Pamco
C
ommemal and residen1979 . Yamaha --X-S--1104 tr5i1erT in veri good condi- Peke sales at Sears now
tial. Also patching, sealing,
Special. Low mileage, must tion. $2500. 474-2708.' Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your and striping. For estimates
sell. Call before 6 pm, 4921978, 19' -Youngblood tri- needs.
call 753-1537
8507.
hull let boat, 454 Chevrolet,
plumbing
air- Need work on your trees?
19.7.9 Yamaha
1100 330 hp Berkly pump, extra For
Topping, pruning. shaping,
Special $2600 Call 753- sharp. excellent condition. conditioning painting, roofcomplete
removal and
mg
and
carpentry.
Call
3272
435-4597.
more Call BOVEWS TREE
753-9822.
1979 Yamaha 650 SPecial 53. Services Offered
SERVICE for professional
Guttering by Sears, Sears tree care. 753-8536.
black less than 3000
WEST
continous gutters installed
miles $1800 Call 759painting.
KENTUCKY
per your specifications. Call Professional
4749 after 4 pm
paperhanging.
paneling.
ASPHALT
Sears 7512310 for free
48. Auto. Services
CoatInq and
Commercial or residential.
estimate.
5seal811
20 year experience. Free
BEFORE you buy your next
estimates! 759-1987:
AI'S Super Shell
set of tires CHECK our
prices' Economy Tire & Ser- ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Professional painting, inSouth 4th Street
Murray
vice. 753-8500.
terior and exterior. 14 'years'
or vinyl siding and trim
Complete
Auto
experience. Free estimates.'
Three truck fuel tanks and Aluminum trim for brick
Repair. Free Lithe with
Call.489-2139 after 2 .
Glover,
753camper topper for long houses. Jack
oil and filter change.
wheel bse truck Call 492- 1873
Snarpen hand saws and
753-7896.
8204
skill saws Call 753-4656
and
engine
Small

491-Us-e-d-tirs

Murray-Calloway
County Realty

1975 Buick LeSabre $850
44. Lots For Sale
Call 753-7521
-Beautiful lot, Anderson
(502)7534146
Shores, must sell $1700 1973 Datsun one owner,
304 N. 12th St
good gas mileage good con502-886-6358
Murray, Ky. 42071
dition 753.0840.
Toms Gram - 436.'430
For sale: 2 half acre lots in
MAMA Dom- 713.1721
Murray, nice residential 1963 Studebaker Lark.
terise $am - 753-2449
Must sell! $600. 2115
area. 753-4186.
%Aim WAWA - 133.3043
Gatesborough. 753-9620.
Tim SAmmigur, AmEimme
Panorama Shores overlookMAP174
Rey A. limes• BrOur
ing lake. Water and septic 1974 Vega state wagon, has
tank in. $6750, $750 down air, extra nice. $1150.
THE BEST THINGS COME IN owner finance balance at 1972 Datsun pickup. good
condition, $1495. Call 489SMALL PACKAGES. Small 10%. Call 753-5405.
2595.
price, big value!! In town, 2 46. Homes For Sale
bedroom, $18,500. South
50. Used Trucks
of town, .remodeled, 2 By owner: 3 bedroom brick, 1967 Chevy pickup, runs
bedroom, $21.300. East of 2 baths, lots of storage. good, over load springs.
town, 3 bedroom with central heat and air. Make offer. Call 436-2506.
acreage, $17,100. Near carpeted. 1721 Keenland.
lake, -3 bedroom with 1 Call 753-4965 for appoint- 1978 Ford F-150 Deluxe, 4
wheel drive, 351 motor,
acre, $13,500. Look them ment.
over. Now's the time to By Owner: 3 bedroom. 2 rails, sliding window super
buy! Call Spann, Realty bath brick home. Wooded tuner Pioneer stereo,
Associates, 753-7724..
lot/garden area, attached 28,000 miles. $4100 Call
greenhouse, and deck. Well 753-0195 after 4 pm
insulated, central air, gas 1973 Ford pickup, short
heat, and wood stove. 753- bed, 6 cylinder.' straight
1362 before 5 or 753-9866 shift, good condition,
after 5 pm.
$1250. Call 753-9181 or
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3 753-8124.
BOYD-MAJOR
bedroom brick, large den, 1978 GMC short wheel base
REAL ESTATE
built-in kitchen, combina- pickup. 6 cylinder, straight
753-8080
tion Irving room, lots of stuft
A.M-FM
tooper
storage, fully carpeted.' cassette stereo, good gas
Professional Services
Must see to apprewate. Call mileage $3300 Phone
With The Friendly Touch753-2378 or 753-9818.
901-247-5439
CLEAN-UP
SHOP
CASH FOR COINS AND GOLD
4 stall block and
SILVER & GOLD COINS
brick, clean up shop.
COINS
FOR COLLECTORS
Like new air comMINT
SET ETC.
pressor. Located on
Hwy. 641.S. at MidLOANS MADE ON PAWN ITEMS
way. Offered at a
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
bargain price for
1-6 Sunday
quick sale. Call today!!
OLD AND SILVER PAWN SHO
NEED
MORE ROOM?
Olympic Plaza Murray
753-7113
Then this is it, lovely
4 BR., and study„
situated on treestudded lot. This
Sete every Friday eight starting et 6130 p.m., 2
charming home has
miles froso Peril on Ingham 641 North,
large living-dining
- This week we hove a lot of glassware,. oil
area, country kithanding lamps with prisoms, old Lionel train set,
chen, large rec.
primotive walnut cupboard, table and chairs, old
room, 2 baths, elec.
beigs, oak rocker, oak bed, oak bookcase, and
eat. Less than
much more.
replacement cost at
For wore inforowthw cd
nly $52,900.
(901)642-9453 or
(901)243-241*
Mathew: Lorry Ilsonom No. 646A

M

641 AUCTION SALE

753-8080

50.11-sid Trucks

mower repair.
S. 641 Shell

S. 12th St.
753-9131 or
759-1504
Aluminum ,Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl siding,
trim
work. custom
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears For
free estimates call 753
2310'
Ixpert car and home
teree repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
'
,HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City Limits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

REGISTERED NURSES, AT UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

It's your time...
it's your choice!
••• WEEKEND STAFFING PLAN, work two 12-hour shifts in the Inpatient cNnlcal area of your choice and receive up to•FULL
WEEK'S SALARY. Choose AM or PM shift.
••• WEEKDAY STAFFING PLAN, work a 40-hour work week In the
In-patient clinical area of your choice on a Monday to Friday
schedule. You'll receive full benefits and have every weekend
off.
••• NURSING REGISTRY PLAN, work the days you pre-select in the
In-patient clbskal area of your choice and receive a premium
salary. Work only two weekend shifts per month.
At University Hospital we recognize that alt Registered Nurses
cannot work a 40-hoyr schedule. Today's lifestyles are demanding
of your time) and that is why we have developed optional staffing
plans for you to practice professional nursing. Paid orientation
provided for each plan. Choose the plan that is beat for you and
join the action team at UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
Inquiries are welcomed, for inforination or application contact.

Jeanne E Blust RN
Personnel Office. University Hospital
323 East Chestnut
Louisville. Kentucky 40202
Call collect(502)588-6964 Or J502)589-0263

University Hospital
Loutsville. Kentucky
An equal opportunity, affirmative acttortempioyer
Mate/female/handicapped r
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Low tar. High country taste.

I

lid.

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
LIGHTS, 9 mg."tar",03 mg, nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method; LIGHTS 100's, 11 mg."tar",0.9 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette. FTC Report DEC.'79.
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